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i To Poryigiog Isatfd Surveyors.

I •

Should you not be a member of the Association, it is 
respectfully urged that ypu at onde become such, and by 
your earnest co-operation assist in making it a means of 

-^levatmg the standard of the profession, and, by an inter
change of ideas, of increasing the scientific knowledge of its 
members to. as great an extent as possible.

Those who are not Dominion Lind Surveyors by profes
sion, but whose pursuits, scientific acquirements or practical 
experience fit them to co-operate with Dominion Land 
Surveyors in thé advancement of professional knowledge, 
are qualified ta join as Associate Members.

i.

J

i

t
Should you be acquainted with any Dominion Land 

Surveyor who is not a member, or any gentleman qualified 
to join as an Associate Member, use your earnest endea
vours to make him become such. “ In IHUTV is STRENGH’fy/-'' 
Then let us unite together, and as-a body be one man with 
tone end_in view,

“ W* #r Urn Wrsfrsslsn.”
Any Dominion Land Surveyor may become a member 

tof the Association upon payment of dues.
Application blanks for Associate Membership may be 

Obtained from the Secretary-Treasurer.
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HONORARY PRESIDENT.
CAPT. E. DEVILLE, Sumv.ro. Guaui.............. ...Ottawa, Ont.

PRESIDENT.i
J. S. DENNIS, D.T.S .Ottawa, Ont.

VICE-PRESIDENT.
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STANDING COMMI: V

FOB 1889.

Instruments.

G. B. ABREY (Chairman), D. C MORENCŸ, 1. J. DUFRESNE.

Geodetic Surveying.

°.J. KLO^; (Chairmm,), JOHN McAREE, GEO. MONTAGU-WHITE.

')

Publication^

y C, A. BIGGER,

!

T. D. GREEN f Chairman 'I A. BELLEAU.

Uno Surveying.!

JOHN McLATCHIE (Chairman), O. E. McM ARTIN, \E.BRAY.
Peinent Marking of Surveys 

s. LBRABAZOxyciUir^,;, p. T. C. DUMAIS, J. H. BROWNLEE.

Natural History and Geology.

PROF. JOHN MACOUN/Chairman), DR.R. BELL, THOS. DRUMMOND. 5*

Topographical Surveying.

W. 8. DRBWRY (Chairman), J.J, McARTHUR, J, A. KIRK.
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS.

eotiîSTlTUTIoy.t-
•/

ARTICLE I.

Name of Ou Auonation.

" The Association of Dominion Land Surveyors.”

ARTICLE IL 

Oh/ecU o/lhe Auociation.

The promotion of the general interests and elevation of the 
standard of the profession.

»

■

.

ARTICLE IIL

Meniere.
:

*‘ 7116 Association shall consist of Active Members, Honorary 
Members and Associate Members.

s. Active Members moat be Dominion Land Surveyors, and Inly 
such shall hold office.

j. Any Dominion Land Surveyor may betotne an active member 
* upon payment of the fees prescribed by Article IX.

4. Honorary Members must be nominated by tro Active Mem- 
bers, and the nomination approved by a unanimous vote of the

s . Sneetivn ..
the hand, of the Secretary-Tit

\ ^«bmital^ttb.
A **?**£**'

V
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8 Constitution, •

election of officers of the Areociation. The number of Honorary 
Members shall not at any one time exceed twenty, and they shall 
be exempt from payment of dues. j

5. (a) Associate members shall be those who are not Dominion 
Land Surveyors by profession, but whose pursuits, scientific aX' 
quirements, or practical experience qualify them to co-operate with 
Dominion , Land Surveyors in the advancement of professional 
knowledge.

(i) Provincial Land Surveyors of any Province, and Articled 
Pupils of Dominion and Provincial Land Surveyors, ihall be eligible 
as Associate Members. []>

(e) Associate Members shall be nominated by 09e active member 
in writing to the Secretary-Treasurer, and on approval of such 
‘nation by the Executive Committee Shall 
upon payment of fees prescribed by Article IX.

6. Associate Members shall not vote.

ARTICLE IV.

Ofieen. , ■ ‘

r. The Surveyor General of Dominion Lands shah be Honorary 
President of the Association.

a- The Officers of the Association ihaU consist of an Honorary 
President, a President, Vice-President, Secretary-Treasurer, and an 
Executive Committee, all of whom, except the Honorary President 
shsll be declared elected at the Annual General Meeting by letter

3. No member of the Association shall fill the office of President 
for more than two consecutive years.

4- Nominations for Officers of the Association shall be made to 
the Secretary-Treasurer» writing by two active members, at least 
two months before thg Annual General Meeting. The Secretary- 
Treasurer shall prepare and forward ballot 
of the Association, who shall return dim 
“P*» to the Secretary-Treasurer before tl 
General Meeting.

(J

nom
at once be admitted

.(\ ■

t

t
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tnefs to the members 
Irked in scaled envel- 

date of the Annual
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Comtitvtion.
<d1- ,The tetter b»Hot» be opened at the Annual General 

Meeting, and the majority of . the ballot» cast in each case shall

9IfI

(A decide the election. I i • '
6. In case ofaneten or tie Tote, the election shall be decided by 

the members present at the Annual Meeting voting by ballot.
7- Should the Secretary-Treasurer not receive three nrm.ln.K~,, 

««each of the offices of President, Vice-President and Secretaiy- 
learner, or sirt nominations for tnepbers of the Executive 
Committee, the Eiecutive Committee shall add to the ballot rT"» 
a sufficient number of names, to make up the number of three can-
fodates for each, of the offices and twelve for the Executive Com. 
mit tee. v .

I

t®»

ARTICLE V.
t

*• The Annual General Meeting «h.11 

Tuesday in February, at Ottawa.
* Special Meetings of the Association may be called by the 

Presrdent, or by the President when requested in writing by three or 
. more members.

3: Eleven uffimben shall form 
transaction of burines».

commence on the third( 1

9
a quorum at any meeting for the

1 ARTICLE VI.

t
1. Any me 

the Constitue 
tempi» ted cjb 
before then* 
urer shall, in 
these Of the name 
nntnre thereof

of the Association, who may derire a change in
« of the Association, shaU give notice of such coo-
ge to the Secretary-Treasurer, at least two months 
Annual General Meeting, end the Secretary-TW 

TSësMfr such meeting to the members, notify 
of the party proporiug suchm

i> and the
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10 Conetitution.

ARTICLE VII.

Executive Committee.

i. The Executive Committee «hall consist of the President, Vice- 
President, Secretary-Treasurer, and three members ; and shall have 
the direction and management of the affairs of the Association. 
Three members to form a quorum, 

a. The Meetings of the Executive Committee to be held at the 
: «» cull °f the President, or Secretary-Treasurer.

/
ARTICLE VIII.

Auditor!.

Two Auditors, to be elected by ballot, shall audit the accounts of 
the Association annually, and present ( their report of the same at 
the Annual General Meeting.

ARTICLE IX.

Subecriptime.

i. The fee for membership for Active Members shall be five dol
lars, and an annual sùbscription of two dollars for each subsequent 
year ; both payable in advance.

s. The fees of Active Members shall be forwarded to the Secre
tary-Treasurer with the ballot papers for election of Officers, and 
any ballot unaccompanied by the fees mentioned in sub-clause No. i 
shall not be counted in the Election.

3. Associate Members shall pay a lee of two dollars annually.
4. The names of members twelve months in arrears shall be struck 

off of the roll.

«*!
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BY-It4WS.

ORDER OF BUSINESS.

1.

1. Reading of Minutei of Previous Meeting.
2. Reading of Correspondence and Accounts.
3. Propositions for Honorary Membership.
4. Balloting for Honorary Membership.
6. Reports.
®. Unfinished Business.
7. New Business.
8. Election of Officers.
9. Adjournment.

2. All motions must be in writing, and shall contain the name of 
the mover and seconder, and must be read by the Chair before 
being discussed.

3. Reports of Committees 
Chairman thereof.

\must be in writing, signed by the

;4. No member shall speak on any eubjectmore than once, except 
the introducer of tire subject, who shall be entitled to reply ; every 
member, however, shall have the right to explain himself, subject to 
the discretion of the Chair.

6. When a

Ü

motion bps been finally put to the meeting by the 
Chairman, all discussion thereon shall be dosed.

8. The Chairman shall appoint two scrutineers when 
taken.N ,

7.Every member while speaking shall address the Chair.

a ballot is
.fi■

,

•, is LlYz-*; ky ;
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12 By-Lam.

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

1. The President shall preside at all meetings at which he it pre
tent; in hit absence die Vice-President ; and in the absence of both 
the meeting shall appoint a Chairman.

2. The presiding officer shall only- have a casting vote, 
deliberate one.

8. The Secretary-Treasurer shall keep an accurate record of all 
meetings, conduct all correspondence, announce all meetings, 
receive all fees and subscriptions and other moneys, pay no bills 
unless sanctioned by the Executive Committee and signed by their 
Chairman, make an annual report of all receipts and disbursements, 
and shall perform such other duties as may from time to time be 
assigned him by the Executive Committee.

ÿf
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%
Tuesday, Feb. ig, g:3o a. m.

Meeting of Executive and Standing Committees 
. arrangement of Exhibits and other details.

Tuesday, a p *.
Reading of Minutes of Previous Meeting.
Reading of Correspondence.
Report of Executive Committee.
Report of Secretary-Treasurer.
Report of Auditors.
President’s Address.

for 1888;

Tuesday, 7.30 p. m.
Paper—" A method of predicting Lunar Occulations."

F....-- G”1"' ,c

illustrated by Sciopticon Views, by H. N. Topley, PhotMraphe’r 
Ottawa, Ont Br‘nCh °f thC of the Interior,

■

Wednesday, Feb. ao, 9.30 a. m.
Report of Standing Committee on Geodetic Surveying.

W. F. King, D.T.S. (Chairman), Ottawa, Ont. » 
Report of Standing Committee on Publication.

T. D. Green, D.L.S. (Chairman), Brantford, Ont. 
Report of Standing Committee on Land Surveying.

John McLatcnie, D.LS, (Chairman),
New Edinburgh, Ont.

II

V
Appointment of Scrutineers of Ballon.

Iy
‘M '-v .

-
-V

i
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14 Programmt.
i.*

Wednesday, i p, m.
Questions, Problems snd Formulas submitted to the Meeting. 
Paper—-' The Status of our Profession."

J. W. Harris, D.LS„ Winnipeg, Man. -
Paper—“ A Standard of Precision."

J. A. Kirk, D.L.S., Stratford, Ont.
Paper—“Gunter’s Chain."

S. Bray, D.L.S.,, Ottawa, Ont. 
Paper—“ Coal Mining,"

C. A. Maorath, D.T.S., Lethbridge, N.W.T. 

Wednesday, 7.30 p. m.j
Paper—“ Measurements."

J. H. Brownlee, D.L.S, Brandon, Man.
Paper—“ A Plea for Pioneers."

Dr, Rosy. Bell, Assist. Director Geological 
Survey of Canada, Ottawa, Ont. 

Paper—“Hon. D. W. Smith, the first Surveyor General]of 
Upper Canada."

John McAree, D.T.S., Toronto, Ont. 
Paper—“ Photo-Topography in Italy" (translated from the 

Italian). Transmitted by Capt. E, Deville, Surveyor General, to 
whom it was communicated by the Italian Geographical Institute, 
through the Royal Italian Consulate for Canada.

Lecture—“ The Instruments used in the Profession,"
W. F. Kino,

■■

D.T.S., Qttawa, Ont. 
Microscopical Exhibit of Biological and Rock Specimens.

Messrs. Adams & Lawson, Geological Survey 
of Canada, Ottawa, Ont.: Thursday, Feb. n, 9.30 a. m.

Report of Standing Committee on Natural History and Geology.
Prof. John Macoun, F.L.S. (Chairman), Ottawa, Ont. 

Report of Standing Committee on Permanent Marking of Surveys.
S. L Brabazon, D.L.S. (Chairman), Portage-du-Fort, Que. 

Report of Standing Committee op Photography as applied to 
Topographical Surveying.

I
II
I
■

:1
W. S. Drewry, D.L.S. (Chairman), Belleville, Ont. 

Report of Standing Committee on Topographical Surveying.
Otto J. Klotz, D.T.S. (Chairman), Preston, Ont.$

si

' AfVv v ,
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IllProgramme.
Report of Scrutineer! of B«Uou. 
Unfinished Burinai. New Burines». 
Arrangement of Committees for 1889.

k 16

1

Iv

Thursday, s f. M, 
Meeting of Committees for 1889.

, Paper—» Irrigstion."

: w- 'BfKwo, D.T.S., Ottawa, Ont.'
Suggeetions ft Forestry.”/

A. T. Drummond, Montreal, Que.
“d Irrigltion of «•» Portions of the N. W.

LToTtp '»!^ !*”* Umit °f the MiMouri> Coteau- ">d

Wm. Pearce, D.L.S., Calgary, N.W.T. 

Thursday, 7.30 p. m.
Suggeitionl regarding Geographical Nomenclature.”

A. T. Drummond, Montreal, Que.
Paper—“GoYemment Survey, in Manitoba

Letter—»

Paper—»

and the North-

J. 3, Dennis, D.T.S., Ottawa, Ont.
Surveyi of the Province of Quebec.”

G. E. McMartim, D.L.S., St. Andrews, Que. 
Lecture—» How to preserve Natural Hiitory Specimens.”

^ be given of the breT and 
methods of preparing skins for future mounting.

Prof. John Macoun, F.L.8.,
Geological Surveyor Canada, Ottawa, Ont.

Paper—»

easiest

. 4Adjournment
Full discussion after each'Paper, open to all.

\
\.|i

; ' ' . '.y . i
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i

INSTRUMENTS.

The exhibit or Instruments was large and comprehensive, and / 
owing to the kindness ofCapt. C. DeviUe, Surveyor General, Staff 
Commande, Boulton, and Mr. G. B. Abrey, included many used 
only m the higher branches of Surveying. They were as follows

Lagskol Micrometer,
Standard Steel Tape.
Reflecting Circle.
Artificial Horison.
Exploring Theodolite.
4 Inch Prismatic Transit.
Reflecting Telescope.
Dip CircU.

Station Pointer (used by Staff Commander Boulton on Hydro- 
graphic Survey of the Georgian Bay).

German Rolling Planimeter (a description of this instrument ai 
given by Mr, Abrey will be fotind further on).

Mr. Brownlee exhibited a simple clip for mending a broken steel 
band chain, and also field tools for applying the same. The box of tool, required is about 4 x s x , inland weighs.Lt. 

pound, being easily carried by the chainman along with the field-

! «5 Inch Alt-Azimuth. 
18-Inch Alt-Azimuth. 
10-Inch Alt-Aslmuth.
7 Inch Alt-Azimuth. 
Priimetic Transit, 
Astronomical Transit.
4 Inch Transit Theodolite . 
Solar Compara.

y

k
t

PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS.

Mr. H. N. Topley had a large exhibit of Photographs, tastefully

William Ogilvie. Among the Views may be mentioned 
Large Photographs of the Public Buildings in Washington, D.C. 
Enlarged Photographs of scenery on 'thé Yukon River.
Italian Topographical Photographs (loaned by Capt. E. DeviUe).

it*
■ , % >
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i:' !Exhibits.

Medical Photographs, taken by Dr. Grey of the Army and Medi
cal Museum, Washington, is follows :
Sodhwwws) hând ‘n embry°’two “d 1 half mohths old (enlarged

larged'^oo'diuneters^6 (*‘ll*tg'd ,0° dilmeter«). Human hair (en-

Eggs of tricocephalus dispar in the liver of a mouse (enlarged 400 
Aameters). Bacillus aceti (enlarged 1250 diameters). Prof. Smillie 
of the National Museum of Washington also kindly sent Mr. Topley 
W f,rrphs offo,siI tMM- These ‘«es are now placed in 
bhed in “d Mid t0 k ** ^

;
!

1
!

• \ .
MICROSCOPICAL.

A Microsco
P

> n . . ®xbibit was S<ven by Dr. A. C. Lawson, Mr. F.
• , ' D-Ad*"» and Mr. J. B. TyrreU of the Geological Survey

v-

The mechanism of the instruments used and the methods of 
petrographical research were briefly explained.

f"A

t

natural history.

Mr. J. Edwards, Taxidermist, exhibited 
brace of Ptarmigan (mounted). two deer heads and a

*

f> s
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' MINUTES.

Tuesday, Feby. i9th.

The morning was spedt in meetings of the several committees, 
and in arranging the Halliand various Exhibits.

4fterQooQ SessiOQ.
in The6 Chair”8 °Pened ** M° P‘ m” the President' E. J. Rainboth,

„ThJ Secretary-Treasurer being unavoidably absent, on motion, 
Mr. T. D. Green was appointed to act pro tem.

The Minutes of the preceding Annial Meeting were disposed of a» 
by Resolution No. i. w

Mbved by T. D. Green, seconded by J. H. Brownlee, and 
Rtsolvea :—

That the minute, of the lut meeting be adopted u printed in the tth Annual 
Report, a. they are shown very fully therein, and have been

At the request of the President, Mr. J. S. Dennis read the cor
respondence, the same having been placed in his hands by the 
Secretary-Treasurer.

Letters were received from the following 
A. W. McVittie, D.L.S., drawing the attention of the Association 

to the probability of the British Columbia, and possibly the Domin
ion Government, appointing Government Assayers to mining dis
tricts, and to the advisability of that official being also a Government 
Surveyor, which would mean a D.L.S. in the office of Government 
Assayer, and thereby necessitating a more practical study of miner
alogy for the degree of.D.LS.

Prof. Galbraith, S.P.S., acknowledging his election as an Honorary 
Member, and hoping to be able to find time in the future to write a 
paper for the Annual Meeting.

Wm Murdoch, A. J. Brabaion and N. A. Freeman, Dominion 
Land Surveyors, applying for membership.

A. M. Burgess, Deputy Minister of the Department of the Inte
rior, regretting that owing to the period of the year he would be 
unable to attend the Meeting.

seen by all the mem-

/

1

C
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1:1JftnuiM.
Mean. Keüflfel and Essex, of New York, expressing an intention 

of exhibiting some bf their Surveying instruments, tapes, scales, etc., 
provided they could do so without paying du» thfcrton. On con
sulting the Minister of Customs in the matter,1 the Secretary-Treas- 

was informed that such an exhibit would be looked upon as 
samples of merchandise, and would be, therefore, dutiable.

Governor General's Secretary, acknowledging receipt of Fifth 
Annual Report, and conveying thanks on behalf of His Excellency 
for same.

Mr. Dennis reported that a ballot had been handed to him that 
day, and asked whether it should be received. Discussion was 
closed by Resolution No. 3.

Moved by Wm. Ogilvie, seconded by G. B. Abrey, and Resolved:

up to ,he ,ime of "* iP1”in"”nt °f

The report of the Secretary-Treasurer and the 
Receipts and Expenditures were read.

10 I

, urer
V. )

statement of

Snow and C. E. WolffTb^^^

tion, and of Messrs. Fisher and Duderidge, members of the Profes
sion.

After discussion it was decided that the amount of work to be 
done would not warrant the AssoeiaTtoirm The purchase of a type- 
writer for the use of the Secretary-

z
«surer.

The President then delivered/fiis Annual Address. i

\ PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
Gentlemen,

Meubxbs or the Association o{Dominion Land Suavxvoss,

hmalwa^ psrtkipsled sine, osr fir* or preliminary meeting at Winnipeg In 
lMa, and as the anneal address of your pmident forms partof the programme
* T °™ "d“*U*' 1 U,”*bt I -M * * better, dMM*
this, to me, unaccusiomed duty, than by briefly referring to the dlfftrmt —r-

Tt.jM
.m §

:



20 President's Address.
JEi in WinniW. to which referee hasju« been
Z™ *T,in* *,,md«d tat hy very few, and of a somewhat canal nature-it 
wu ^ def” furlher proceeding, until the following winter, and it

rend y , “k'‘> ** we know, » deep interest, and which has, I will venture to aav 
rendered met valuable .finance to our profesrion. ’’
Canada^"" m*dC "* *"d practice of surveying in
method, and^ET' ** "“"f *cn,r*“1P comprehended, by contrasting the old 
reouMrohl TUmr d"med ”“ffici'nt t“r the execution of the work then 
"T1 be with the methods that are followed at prerent, andïh,
improved instruments that are now necessary for the mi.r.etor^xecÙC of .

in . van, „ TV ,tm “* ,ur,eyor ‘ta chief and also the leader of hi,
f"*»”'manner, during In all the manual labor, and to a «ranger, 

hardly distinguishable from th, laborer, of hk party, living à, he did in the mEti 
different way ; he frequently returned to civilization,po.J,sing it is to be honed a 

L™nA"h'Ch hl,°“1"»nl appearance would never have betrayed. Hi. most, in- 
bv those who shEEldn ™'r“mcn‘w,ii * magnetic compare,which was then thought 
hfe“‘'7'd Tbe"eri 10 P°!K“'i”»me mysteriousmanner. the
nor modern^ °f cy’ *Dd wh,ch it wa* believed that science could not improve 
inEamfr "' Un"nt,riV,L '"tat, be was very little above an ordinarv laborer 
tools J\remuner*t,on, hi, profession was called his trade, and hie instruments his 
, , ■ Th" *8c "rpened in surveying had almost entirely disappeared when I

« stmr T °f,he profe“i0“- “ndthe -ha-IoWredsttbat
fessiol or a T ”0t “Cb “ wmUd '"Pi” with admiration for the pro- 
Now h o a d,"i,,,ndt"kl '‘a members were called upon to «rib™ 
in hi, work1'' ‘"’’""a h“ P0,iti0" " wholly «Mffcrentrthe accuracy now demanded 
■nhl.workrequire. the careful and areiduou, exercire on hi, pan of aîl hh
actual mform*t‘“"’ '"ta i" his theoretical conception of the work and in the 
actual execution of it , this latter requires that he be thoroughly posted in the ure (
men, ^ ^ ~ '

sionaTZn°r.a “‘taP115'»1 day regarded and treated in the light of a profes.
what at least in°riLWh° un‘l,nUnd that he expects to live some-

ta‘ “ le“‘m ‘ta manner becoming a profereional man, and as ,Uch to conduct
r 'JÏZ " “* 'ta work he is “JdemtT.

t‘h!tP««î^y h*Y'U‘"y h**" accustonwd to „j5, and EL« also be EridEn, 
!“^r^"°^10arprc*nl “™diiig, and hope for «ill further advance- 
ta taure,by Striving to improve our methods of executing work.h^wMk^

to party

ill

**%

!

.
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;
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PrtndenH» Addrett.
tooM-dentiSc and practical knowledge, and b, encouraging a feeling of friend- 
liaess towards all ouramociaM^aadoffodepadenceaad manliness ta our trana- 
«dans with the public. In this respect we aaaat acknowledge that mechofoar 
advancement eaa fee traced to the kindly iatsrest that has bn taken ta ow Amo-

that the amicable spirit that has characterised oar dealings with the Department 
In the past will one thee to distinguish all such dealings in the future, and I bel 
“”“™‘ ^** “y hrther efforts made by as in carrying oat the aims of this Asso- 
Ration will meet with their sanction and assistance, and commend themselves to 
tbc>etable consideration of the Minister and those of his Department whose 
approval may be necessary for their elective accomplishment.

.................................................................. a *
* * * * * * * a

I may here refer to the question of incorporation. Yon are aware that it was 
on» alive question before this Society, and yon will recall how warmly it was 
advocated, and that it was the with of this Association that the Dominion Land 
Surveyors should be legally incorporated It is needless for me to state that all 
our exertions led to nothing. In Urn Province of Quêta*, ^^alitj 
that incorporation has been productive of the beet results | but at the mme time it 
mustbe °«”=dthat it, euccees it generaUy attributed to the Urge private busings 
that is to be found them. Whether incorporation would at present bring about 
here—where there is scarcely more than one source of employment-* la?remit 
bof course still dabateable. SiM the.curtailment taZ^ttl^
West, we see some surveyor, turning their attention almost entirely to eneineerin. 
in all its various bmnehm, mnl it hm occurmd ta me tarn 
of this Association, aa a fcetorta promoting the eBdeney a^mfotart tlZL,nn| 
of oer Profusion, would be entamced by «larging the mop. oMk s«foT«d

not limiting ita active membership to Dominion Landftarveyors. Ientertain V*- 
tt. opimonjm, the general absence of private pmetic, ZLnlTÜÏÏ '' 
SurveyrwswiU not enable us to keep up that interest in this Society, in the fhture 
that ha. two so generoariy erimnd for It in the pan, a»ilZ,tZlT£
"fr ■* P—^ the intimate comwctic .ririmg ÎZ» 1
SUfü*" ci/“**«i,wr «1 our own. The idealsiaprtsaedupon me
tari if .e^mit othm, to our Association, cbnagtag lt,«me,T to

perti”,u tD professions, in this way many monJThn tajJÏÏÎ 

twuMnotbeder sortant tmItsavimmn — r-n,,,,, nf ...

ttsaxsaasSa-aSS
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•r\22 Minutn

•bowing the wort ellotted for «h da, end Ating, ud the ■abbot of the ■«*—

j£^«tB5ffiî5S5SÏ5
•nd lnhor. I here ebo to reqnett that thoee whoee name, ere not noon the

ÏÏÏÏTiiT*” " “““t? ',n e,pre,,i,,« lWr ** ”'T °o^*ttere«fcl«d to in the programme, hot eleo on ell a«Un concerning in an, e 
thi. Society in which We are all equally intereated, and which we all wiah 
proper and increase in importance and usefulness.

-
to see

f
E. J. RAINBOTH,

Prtsident.

KveQiQjg SessioQ.
The meeting was called to order at 8 p.m., E. J. Rainboth, Pre 

aident, in the Chair.
A Paper, “Method of predicting Lunar Occultations,” 

by W. F. King, and followed by discussion.
A Paper, "Practical prospecting for gold and silver, and the 

preliminary developments of metalliferous veins,” by Jas. Brady 
was read by T. D. Green, and followed by discussion.

A Paper, “ Reflection of the Electric Light,” was read by Otto 
J. Klotz, and discussed.

A Lecture, “ Supposed fossil trees discovered at Kingston, 
Ont., - was given byH. N. Topley. Mr. Topley’s lecture was illus- 
trated by Siopticon views, including many outside the subject of 
the lecture. (A synopsis of Mr. Topley’s lecture and exhibit will 
be found further on.) This closed the Evening Session.

Wednesday, Feb. aoth.

)
was read

i

I*:

MopqIqS SessioQ.
p,e"r:rrchrto °'der * e- j-

No Report of Standing Committee on Instruments was presented,
the Chairman, G. B. Abrey, stating that none had been prepared, 
as he felt assured that the lecture on- “ Instruments used in the 
Profession," by W. F. Kino, would include all the Committee could 
say on the subject, , - '

Report of Standing Committee on Geodetic Surveying.
Report of Standing Committee on Publication.
Report of Standing Committee on Land Surveying.

.
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Minute». 23I
Resolution No. 4.

Moved by G. E. McMartin, seconded by Vf. S. Drewry, and 
Resolved : ;

That the several reports of the standing committee be accepted.

Resolution No. 5.
Moved by Walter Beatty, seconded by Edgar Bray, and 

Resolved:
Th»t the Secretary supply members of the Association who have not received 

blank forais of ballot, with the same.

Resolution No. 6.
Moved by Walter Beatty, seconded by W. S. Drewry and 

Resolved:
't That Messrs. E. Bray; Snow and Crawford be appointed scrutineers of ballots 

tor election of Officers.

^.ftepQooQ SessioQ.<
The meeting was called to order at a p.m., E. J. Rainboth, Pre- 

«dent, in the Chair.
A graphic method of dividing a Quadrilateral into any number of 

equal parts, by H. Irwin, was adopted as read, as no proper means 
had been provided to follow out the geometrical figures.

A Paper, “ Gunter’s Chain,” was read by S. Bray.
A Paper, « The Status of out Profession," by J. W. Harris, was 

read, and followed by considerable djscuMion.
A Paper, “ A Standard of Precision^ by J. A. Kirk, was read.
A Paper, “Coal Mining,” by C. A. Magrath, brought the 

afternoon session to a close.

I*

KvegiQg SessioQ.
The meeting was called to order at 7.45 p.m., E. J. Rainboth, 

* President, in the Chair.
J. H. Brownlee stated that owing to a misunderstanding having 

occurred, he had failed to prepare a paper, as per programme, but 
that he would consent to say a few words about improvements in 
Steel-band Chains, inventai by A. J. Brabazon, DX& (See further

A large portion of the evening was taken up by * question of 
privilege,* and several motions were passed in connection therewith.

m

-
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24 Min

Mr. F. D. Adams and Dr. Lawson, of the Geological Survey, 
gave a microscopical exhibit of Biological and Rock Specimens, a 
description of which will be foupd under the heading “ Exhibits.”

Resolution No. i r.
Moved by Otto J. Klotz, seconded by J. S. Dennis, and 

Resolved:
That a sincere vote of thanks be tendered Messrs. Lawson and Adams for their 

kindness in exhibiting their Microscopes and Specimens.

Thursday, Feb. 21st.

fyloitQiQjg SessioQ.
The meeting was called to order at ro p.m., John McAree, Vice- 

President, in the Chair.
•A Paper, “ A flea for Pioneers," by Dr. Robert Bell, was 

read and discussed.
A Paper, “ Hon. D. W. Smith, the first Surveyor General of 

Upper Canada," was read by John McAree.
A Paper, " Azimuth by means of two Stars," by S. L. Brabazon 

was read and discussed.
Report of Standing Committee on “ Photography as applied to 

Topographical Surveying," W. S. Drewry, Chairman, was presented 
and discussed.

Report of Standing Committee on “ Topographical Surveying," 
Otto J. Klotz, Chairman.

Remarks by J. S. Dennis, regarding work of committee on 
" Geodetic Surveying.”

Report of scrutineers of Ballots.
Resolution No. is.
Moved by W. S. Drewry, seconded byG. Montagu-White, and 

Resolved :
That the report of the scrutineers be received and adopted.

Resolution No, 13.
Moved by W. S. Drewry, seconded by Wm. Crawford, and 

Resolved:
That the list of exchanges be left In the hands of the Executive Committee.

I

/

$
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ifi Minuté». 25=Xi
Resolution No. 14.

jf b,r W“- CRAWT0*D' ‘econded by J. Cj Nelson, and

ÆSÆSXTCïSSÜJSSi- *-*-
Resolution No. tj.

»“Z,d.by A' °- WH“UK- ttconded by J. S. Dinnis, sud

JÜ k *m,°ded by **« the following mb-
US roü.- 0tt“ ,Mmb<r*’ ,WlW —* “ -u be ttruclc

Resolution No. 16.
Moved by E. Bray, seconded 

Rtsolvtd:

, a
.

V

nd

ieir

I

I
by William Crawford, and 

euthoriied to Uribe (be Standing Committee

ce-
Tbtt the Eeecntive Committee be 

fee the current year.

Resolution No. ty.
W“' CKAW,0,D' “con:ded by J- C. Nilson, and

«.he, the North Wmtmn, Brirish CeinmbU, wbO

ras

of

)N
ns solid*

to
:ed

-$-ftefQcx)Q SesstoQ.
The meeting was called to order at

President, in the Chair.
^•■ufcvtrnmi tan*

Resolution No. rS.
^Mored by Otto J. Kloti, seconded by Wm. Crawford,''and

N.W.

/

3 P ».. John McArii, Vice-on

was read and

nd

nd

j£d

;
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26 Mimutet.
A Paper, “Government Surveys in Manitoba and the North- 

West, was read by J, S. Dennis, and followed by discussion,

A Paper, “ Distance measuring Micrometers," was read by W. 
F. King, and was followed ÿy an explanation of the 
micrometer by Wm. Ogilvie.

A Lecture on “ The Instruments used in the Profession," by W. 
F. King, brought the Afternoon Session to a close. (A synopsis of 
the lecture will be found further on.)

EverjiQg Sessiog,
The meeting was called to order at 8 p.m. John McAree, Vice- 

President, in the Chair.

G. B. Abrey gave an explanation of the use of a Rolling Plani- 
meter, exhibited by him, and an interesting discussion accompanied 
by some tests of its practical value took place.

A Paper, “Suggestions regaiding Geographical Nomenclature," 
by A. T. Drummond, was read and discussed.

A Lecture, on “How to preserve Natural History Specimens," 
by Prof. John Macoun, included practicat illustration of skinning 
birds and deer heads, by J. C. Edwards, taxidermist

Resolution No. 19.
Moved by G. B. Abrey, seconded by William Ogilvie, and 

Restfvti:
That a vote of thanki be tendered to Prot Maconn lor hU initracti.e address.

Report of Auditors was presented and on motion adopted.

A Paper, "Photo-Topography in Italy,” submitted by Capt. E. 
Deville, Surveyor General, was read.

A Paper, “Surveys of the Province of Quebec,” was read by Q. 
E. McMartin, and discussed.

It was then moved by J. S. Dennis, seconded by J. H. Brownlee, 
and Ratlvtd:

That thU ousting do bow adjourn until ths third Taaaday ta February, H90.

use of the
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Members Pretent. 27à-

NAMES OF MEMBERS PRESENT.

Honorary Members.

rio7ofCanàd8â ° ^ A,tronomer t0 the ^Pt- of the Inte- 

NatUr,liSt aDd B0tinist “ the DeP-.

V.
be

V.
of

Active Members.
9 Abrey G. B. 

Beatty Walter 
Belleau J. A. 
Bigger C. A. 
Bowman H. J. 
Biabazon A. J. 
Bray Edgar 
Bray Samuel 

• Breen Thomas 
Brownlee J. H. 
Crawford Wm. 
Dennis J. S. 
Drewry W. S. 
Dufresne I. J. 
Dumais P. T. C. 
Freeman N. A.

Green T. D.
Klotz Otto J. 
Morency D. C. 
Mountain Geo. A. 
McAree John 
McArthur J. J.
Me Martin G. E. 
McLatchie John 
Nelson J. C.
Ogilvie Wm. 
Rauscher Robt. 
Rainboth E. J.
Snow J. F.
Webb A. C.

White Geo. Montagu.

6.
i-
d

g

d
•>

Usociate Members.
Bi H. P. Symes P. B. 

Topley H. N. 
White James

McEvoy James 
Sçoith W. H. C.

!.
Visitors.

A. T. Drummond, Montreal,
John Ogilvie, D.L.S. ”

. Dr. A. C. Lawson, Geological Survey, Ottawa, 
F. D. Adams, “ « )„

J. B. Tyrrell,
A. P. Low,
E. R. Faribault,
Robt. Chalmers,
W. Mclnnes,
W. McL Maingy, Dept of the Interior,

I.

i. /•

mt
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28 New Member/.

M. Brady, Dept, of the Interior,
D. W. Lightfoot, Dept, of Public Works,
P. K. Hyndman, Dept, of Railways and Canals, 
John Bobier,
J. H. Doherty,
R. K. Claire,
Wm. Canning.

%

NEW MEMBERS. 

Active.
A. J. Brabazon.. 
T. W. Chalmers. 
Joseph Cozens...
J. L. Doupe....... .
N. A. Freeman- 
Maurice Caviller.
H. Irwin............
D. C. Morency... 
Wm, Murdoch..., 
A. L. Poudrier...
î. J. Patten........
Arthur StCyr.... 
John Vicars........

................... Portage du Fort, Que.
................... Batlleford, N. W. T.
...................Sault Ste Marie, Ont.
...................Winnipeg, Man.

....................Mjlton, N. S.
................... Collingwood, Ont.
...................Montreal, Que.
................... Levis, Que,

................St. John, N. B.
.......... ........Donald, B. C.
......... .......Little Current, Ont.
..................Ste Anne de la Parade, Que.
..................Cannington, Ont.

Attociate Members.
....... ...........Truro, N. S,
",............. Dept, of the Interior, Ottawa, Ont.
...............Dept,of the Interior, Ottawa, Ont.

:

.

;

I ;

C. M. Odell.., 
P, B. Syraes.., 
H. N. Topley.

1!

1
.i;

!|1;
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:ÇKPOÇTS.

SREPORT OF SECRETARY-TREASURER.

Ottawa, Feb. ifith, 18*9. 
or the Association 

or Dominion Land Surveyors.

4
To the President and Members

Gentlemen,

*h,V*theh07t0 ™*fc« «he following report of transactions

■ - - ■=-
A. mmjr of you gentlemen who were present at our last Annual 

Meeting will know, it was decided that a strong effort should be 
m*deto place the Association upon a better and firmer footing than 

,he interchange of professional scientific 
*ou8bti and ideas the chain that was to bind us together 

m the future. I have great pleasure in informing you that the 
expectations of that meeting have been more than realized, and that 

2rdW ,0Ur A”oeietion “ holding one of the highest, if

. ***£» * theI'ub>ect »«olution No. ., passed at the last
brfrrLMhÜ7l/t*£!° ,tote th*‘ the m*tter h« been brought 
before the heads of the Department of the Interior, «id is now under

1 1 “y- f»ou,.ble consideretion.

rS^w!" foLL*"^c,edI0 efict “ e“h"*e rf

MÆsaafra'aasaa*
etdIZ' t?-*?"'0.**- four gtadly *re«i to an

^âî^aaaES'sagsa
A*wde<ioe WTit*> *h« in Ms «pinion aU D. L. S's who reside in

- ISr-mE



30 Report of Secreta/ry- Treasurer.

Ontario belong to the Association of P. L. Surveyors, and, there
fore, that they get both proceedings ; and for the very fiw outside 
of Ontario it would not pay to bother with them. In lieu therefore 
of tile two last mentioned, arrangements were made for an exchange 
with the Societies of Indiana and Arkansas. » 6

In every case it was found that a full exchange would be neces
sary, and consequently the following distribution was made : Ohio 
no copies; Michigan, too copies; Connecticut, 90 copies; Illi
nois,'75 copies; Indiana, 75 copies; and to Arkansas, 40 copies ; 
the most that could be spared as no previous arrangements had 
been made for such exchange. The total number, therefore, dis
posed of in this manner was 460 copies.

Seven hundred copies of the Annual Report were printed, at a 
cost of $1.10 per page for 157 pages. As stated above, 490 copies 
were received by our exchanges; no copies were distributed in a 
manner thought to be most beneficial to the Association, and the 
remainder, with the exception of half-a-dozen copies 
went to supply the requirements of our own members.

In addition to the Report, two pamphlets were issued: one by the 
Executive, and one by a special committee, and were distributed 
to all the Dominion and Provincial Land Surveyors in r.-s. 
whose addresses could be obtained with any degree of certainty. As 
the committees dealing with these will probably report concerning 
the same, I will only add that 1,000 copies of each were printed, 
with an accompanying circular, at a total cost of $16.55. Of this 
number between four and five hundred of each kind are 
hand.

now in hand,

now on

Since the publication of the list of members in the 5th Annual 
Report, the following D. L. S', have joined the Association, viz. : 
Messrs. A. L. Poudner, Maurice Caviller, H. Irwin, T. W. Chal
mers Jos. Cozens, A. J_. Brabazon, J. L. Doup6, Arthur St Cyr and 
John Vicars, while the Executive Committee have admitted Messrs.
H. N. Topley, C. M. Odell and P. B. Symes to Associate Member
ship.

up to the 13th inst, and 518 
letters have been written. While on this subject I may say that 
the work of the Secretary-Treasurer would be much lighter, neater 
and more business-like, did the Association possess a type-writer 
and as a certain amount of work must always be done on a type- 
writer, that item of expense would be done away with were such the 
case. I would therefore strongly urge upon this meeting, that the 
Secretary-Treasurer be authorized to purchase one, upon the best

363 letters have been received:

■
■
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1•Report of Béoretory-Tmmrer.
possible terms, provided that the same can be done without loss to 
the Association.

Within the past year j several Reports of the Department of the 
Interior, neatly bound, have been presented, as a contribution 
towards a library, by Mr. J. S. Dennis.

Regarding the finances of the Association, I beg to submit the 
annexed statement of Receipts and Expenditures. In connection 
therewith I would draw your attention to the following facts

Dues received during year, terminating March 8th, ,887-$<8.oo ■ 
during year terminating March r4th, .888-$,00.00 ; during year 
terminating Feb. ,8th,,889-$,08.00 ; while dues paid in advance 
for year terminating in Feby., ,890-489.00; or in other words, 
dues for ,886 amounting to $83.00; dues for 1887 amounting to 
$87.00, and dues for ,888 amounting to $,87.00.

Income from advertisements in Fourth Annual Reporh-$3o.oo • 
income from advertisements in Fifth Annual Report-$39.oo ; 
knowo—$6™ gdVe,tilement* for Sixth Annual Report,

' R'P°rtJ “ >887 joe.; «de of Annual Reports

The above quotations require no comment
In conclusion, I would remind you, gentlemen, that during the 

past year,(wo of our -- Original Land-mark," have been removed 
by death: ). A. Snow, one of die oldest and best known surveyors 
,n the Ottawa valley; and C. E. Wolff, one of those who risked 
dieir lives in ,88S on the behalf of peace and order. Let u, 
hope that their "meridian" was “true,” and that they have at 
length reached that point which should have been the “ Pole Star” 
of their ambition.

31
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as far as

t

I have the honor to be, Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,

ARTHUR O. WHEELER, 
Sttrttary- Trtaturtr.

1

1



32 Amo«nfc,
1RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE^

«0M March ijth, ma i
i5«i, 1889 (met.) 7 

iKnm------ '

For year extending
to February

By Balance on hand.............................
“ Sale of Annual Reporta...!...., 
" Refend of prepaid duty on Excha 
“ Adeta. In Fifth Annual Report... 
*' “ for Sixth « « ....

• “ dues for l88j.„................
“ “ 1886.............................."

*«43 26 
. 2 51
• S 00

.. 5 00

... 11 00 

.. 18 00 
•• »74 00 
• • 89 00 
----------- *58* 7»

1887
1888
1889

KxrxNDiTuaxs.
To Rent of Hall for Annual Meeting..,,
“ Sec.-Ttuua. for eerrioee.
'■ Lithographing for Fifth Annual Report.’.... 
“ p“bl“Uog> printing and prepayment of duty

on exchangee by John Lowll A- Son...........
“ Purchaee of reduced railway fere certificates 
“ Diecount on American *que.... 

Advertiaement for ihorAtd vrlter
Stationery......... ..................
Telegraph and Telephone 
Freight and Eupreamge...
T7pe-writlng........ ..
Cab hire and cart^e.... «
Duty on electros...........
Postage....

Balance on ^

•I 5 «
30 OO

10 00

aoo 00 
i 00

*5
i 00 
6 10 
1 *3

to
00
97

I 26
. 36 26
-------- -tin a»

...................1*77, <»• ••en.a e..

OutXTANDIKO LlAXtUTIU.

............. < 8 90A. S,Woodbnm, printing and etationery.... 39 ,5

------------  *43 »$

1

j

■
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I
m

§ m
a
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= a
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58
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Stporl of Commits» on Geodetic Surveying. 

REPORT OF AUDITORS.

!

a
Ottawa, Feb. aist, 1889.

To the President and Members of the Association, 
Gentlemen,

We, the undersigned Auditors, have examined the accounts of the 
Association, and find them kept with care, and correctly. There is a 
balance to the credit of the Association of $.77.69, and outstanding 
liabilities of $43.15 ; the Bank deposit of $194.44, as shewn by the 
bank book, agrees with the statement given us by the bank.

T. D. Green,
. , E- G: MacMartin.

NOTE I-Ai will be wen from the .hove, the bank deport exceeded the balance 
»how„ by ,he Sec-Tree,ore,', «element, this may be accounted for by the bet 
that sundry amount, were paid In subsequent to the closing of the 
Association and the submitting of the same to the audltora.

I;

accounts of the

Secretary-Treasurer,

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE ON GEODETIC 
SURVEYING.

To the President and Members or the Association

or Dominion Land Surveyors.

Gentlemen,
The Standing Committee on Geodetic Surveying beg to report 

as follows 1—
The term “Geodetic Survey” may properly be applied to all 

surveys of precision of such extent that the curvature of the earth 
has to be taken into consideration. This distinguishes Geodetic 
Surveys from those made for the purposes of settlement merely, 
which come under the purview of the Standing Committee on Land 
Surveying. /

Although the Dominion Lands township surveys have been made 
on a very large scale, more extensive in fact than have been many 
Trigonometrical and Geodetic Surveys ; and although the Dominion 
Lands system is consequently based necessarily on consideration of 
the figure of the earth, yet the practical execution of these surveys 
in detail is * matter oi simple surveying.

The Standing Committee on Geodetic Surveying are, therefore, 
restricted to surveys, such start referred to in the Dominion Lands * 
Act, as “extensive governing surveys." The Committee have tossy

illalii
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that no surveys of this kind have lately been made in Canada, and 
so they have nothing new,to lay before the Association, and they 
have failed to induce members to contribute papers on subjects 
within their domain. Furthermore, they cannot extend their 
researches mto the region of Exploratory and Topographic Surveys, 
&c., by the fact that the Standing Committees 
Surveying and Photography bar the way.

Again, the one subject which has come before the Association 
and which this Committee is in a position, as a Committee on 
Geodetic Surveying, to discuss, namely, the proposed Trigonome- 
tncal Survey of Canada, has been delegated by the Association to 
a special committee appointed for the purpose.
tha?LStniKnu °n Geodetic Sum:yi”gfed, therefore,
that, like Othello their occupation's gone," for the present year
at least, and they beg to report that they have done nothing.

i w. F. KING,

on Topographical

Chairman.

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATION. 
To the President and Members

Gentlemen,

Standing Committee on Publication have the honor to sub-
sinc“i:r.rmee°ri„îe ““ PUblishin*

As soon as a proper estimate of the number of pages and the 
number of Reports to be issued was ascertained, the Secretary-Trea- 
surer solicited tenders for the printing thereof from the principal 
printing establishments of Canada, and when these tenders were 
received, a meeting of this Committee was called, and then decided 
to award the contract to J. Lovell & Son, of Montreal, on account 

their prices, style, and experience in such reports. This firm, 
at the same rate, also printed the Memoranda of the different com
mittees on Geographical Nomenclature and Orthography, and on 
the question of a Trigonometrical Survey of the Dominion. ,

On the whole, the printing and general constjuction of the Report 
and Memoranda are creditable ; but, as it is desirable to produce 
“ neat and compact a Report as possible, any suggestion, regarding
beCZZlymre«t£C PUbb“ti0° #f * “ *****

of the Dominion 
Land Surveyors’ Association.

■

j t
■.f
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Owing to our professional callings to the Northwest Territories, 
we regret to state that we have been unable to properly attend to 

duties in this matter; and your worthy Secretary-Treasurer, with 
his customary zeal, has attended to the duties in connection with 
this branch of the Association during our absence, and we wish to 
take this opportunity of thanking him for his kind 

The total amount of printing and publishing done since the last 
annual meeting is as follows :

36

our

ness.

raj Copies of a circular, issued for the purpose of notifying a member that hia 
subscription was due, as well as a resolution of the reduction of 50 per 
cent, of the arrears, provided that reduced amount be forwarded before 
the lit day of May.

aoo Copies of forms for name, degree or degrees, occupation and address of the 
individual members.

»S5 Copies of a circular, giving a synopsis of the proceedings of the last annual 
meeting.

75° Sheets of official note paper.
1000 Official envelopes, 
aooo Official wrappers.
350 Sheets for statements of accounts.
100 Circulais soliciting the presence of, and a paper from, the different members 

of this Association, 
loo Nomination papers, 
loo Ballot papers.

, loo Envelopes for ballot papers.
, *00 Announcements, programmes, and Invitations.

1000 Circulars soliciting any information which would tend to show the benefits 
•ofreli,bk ”*P* compiled from data of a Trigonometrical Survey.

1000 Copies of the Memorandum 4bmkted by the committee appointed to con
sider the question of a Trigonometrical Survey of the Dominion.

1000 Copies of the memorandum submitted by the committee on Geographical 
Nomenclature and Orthography.

joo Copies of the fifth annual report of the peorerriiags of this Amociation.

Thia concludes the printing end publishing for the pest year, but 
will doubtless tie increased the coming year, as it is deemed expe- 
dient to issue r,ooo copies of the next annual report.

In conclusion, we beg to Wug 
and instruct the Secretaiy-Trens 
arms of the Dominion, support* 
have all papers and reports of 
tame. All of which is reapectfi 

Signed on behalf of the Comaittee.

!
1

;

:!

st that the Association authorize 
er to procure a stamp, bearing the 
by the lion and unicorn, and to 
>is Association marked with the 
' submitted.

T. D. GREEN,
Ctairmam,

\
mm
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE ON LAND 
SURVEYING.

To the President and Members of the Association

or Dominion Land Surveyors.
■

■

■ Gentlemen,
The “ Regulations for the government of survey parties in the 

field," submitted at the last annual meeting of the Association, by 
John MacAree, Esq., D.T.S., of Toronto, having been referred to 
the Committee on Land Surveying, they beg to repott as follows, 
via. :

:

r
That we believe rules or regulations will not make men more ser

viceable than they naturally are; that men employed on surveys 
should be engaged as laborers, and should do anything required of 
them. In our opinion it does not follow because a man wishes to 
engage to perform certain duties, that he will be able to fulfil his 
engagement more satisfactorily than some other member of the 
party that the surveyor may choose himself. Men employed on 
surveys are not usually overburdened with wealth, and when engag
ing are quite willing to agree to anything to get employment. The 
surveyor should make his own selection, from the members of his 
party, of those best suited to fill the different positions ; and as 
men unacquainted with survey work will usually require some train
ing, he should show every man what to do and how to do it. He 
should never allow loafing or shirking of duties. Should he not 
succeed in getting his men to do as he wants them, the sooner he 
dispenses with their services the better.

contract, a surveyor might engage his men at the highest 
rate of wages going, to perform certain work, should he be able to 
judge, according to the nature of the country, what would constitute 
a fair day’s work. If not, he might engage his men at the common 
rate of wages ; when they have become acquainted with their various 
duties, and have an idea how much work can be performed in a 
day, if all are good, willing men, offer them additional pay, sdÿ five 
or ten dollars per month, to keep up a daily average of a certain 
number of miles every day they work. Should any of the men be 
inclined to shirk their duties, offer 40, 60 or So dollars a month 
entra to the party, to be divided according to the actual value of 
each man's services in the party, so long as they keep up the **"** 
daily average every day they work. The men are then on contract 
as well as the surveyor, and are not only interested in the

m1

;
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of the expedition ,0 « to «cure their wage,, but are also i„tereited

‘^Tifregular horn 1*4 tX

the morning, and no calculation, a, to the depth or temperature of 
a .wamp or pond of water they may have to wade ; butTnstead of 
tin,, there li e wrllingnes, and determination to overcomeZtttsy h ^ of«Nr- Æ

8T

:

Regarding survey, for the Government, when 
by the day, the situation is somewhat different 
veyor will have to give the full amount of 
Government, to procure men for the work.

men are employed 
Usually the sur- 

wages allowed by the

iïr "■ “ zz
On contract whether the men get an additional aUowance or not 

their pay, to a certam extent, depends on the success of the expe’
' dm0"> “d on their own exertion,. Men also Sat'

Government work. 'iC*1 v^f^olTllentl^ "

«sr Æias-*£vssnearly all surveyors employed on Government work that this is true •
-, also that a Government survey is considered to be a summer 

picnic, where work should not interfere with the pleasures of the

JÆSS!t mak“ n° ma“er h0W Uttie ” much 

When thepretygetsto work, some of them do not find it ,o agree-

What difference will it nmke if he ha, read over there Regulation, 
when engaging them? Or if they have been included in thecontZ,

a man, whether under contact or verbal agreement, you meet*, 
him hie wages due, or otherwise he is not discharged, and couM 
claim pay to the end of the season. =™geo, and could

!
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Men engaged under written contract for the season, and paid by 
Uie day, must be settled with up to the day they are discharged. 
While men signing a contract, agreeing to work a specified time for 
a certain sum of money, can be discharged at any time for incompe
tence or disobedience of orders, without receiving any pay 

We believe some men may be frightened by signing contracts, 
but it,will rarely make them more agreeable, willing or valuable 
workmen than what they otherwise would be. Men that have been 
warned about long or irregular hours of labor, wading swamps and 
ponds, fighting flies and mosquitoes, and have made little of such 
things as being of no consequence, when engaging on surveys, are 
often the first to make a noise about them.

Those who make light Of hardships are often those who have not 
experienced any, and are less likely to endure them.

We do not believe in rules to govern survey parties in the field, 
nor do we believe when engaging my to have them sign an agree
ment or contract, but think that in the future, as in the past it 
will be better for eaih survey party to be "a law unto itself;” and 
that the surveyor’s own ,>« dixit be his authority for promulgating 
such laws as he may think fit It is sufficient that men be guaran
teed board and pay ; in return for which, whatever there is to do 
they should do it with all their might '

We would, therefore, recommend that, although the P.g..i.tiirm 
pretty well cover the duties .of the various members of a survey 

no “tion shoul<i be taken regarding them by the Associa-

JOHN McLATCHIE, 
Chairman.

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE ON NATURAL 
HISTORY AND GEOLOGY.

To THi President and Members or the Association

or Dominion Land Surveyors.
Gentlemen, »

Your Committee beg to report as follows i—
(i) Some attempt was made last Spring to enlist the various 

Dominion Land Surveyor, in the Government employ, to make 
small collections of Natural History objects in the various l—un-, 
where they were working, but as far as we are aware with only par
tial results.

Bs
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Report of Committee on Raturai History.

(») Since our meeting Mr. W. Ogilvie, D. L. S„ one of your own 
members, and Mr. McConnell, of the Geological Survey, have 
returned fromtheir explorations in the Arctic regions. Though 
these gentlemen did excellent service in every other branch, their 
^Natural History collections were very meagre.

(3) The cause of this is not far to seek, and it would be unfair to 
these gentlemen not to state it. Natural History investigations 
were not included in the scope of their work, and their time and 
means were fully employed in other spheres of labor.

(4) Mr. J. M. Macoun accompanied Mr. Fawcett’s party to the 
Athabasca and English River districts as naturalist ; but having to 
perform the work of an assistant as well as naturalist, the results 
obtained were not so valuable as they would have been if his whole 
time had been devoted to Natural History work,

(5) I am happy to say that all the members of the Association
were not neglectful of their opportunities, and I have much pleasure 
in mentioning the name of Mr. G.E.McMartin, who procured a fine 
specimen of the Rocky Mountain Long-eared Rat at Fincher 
Creek, and another of the Acadian Owl from St. Andrews, 
Montreal. ’

In conclusion, allow me to express the hope that after the explana
tions of this evening, numerous gentlemen will emulate the example 
of Mr. McMartin, and send us numerous fine specimens next year.

Signed on behalf of the Committee.

39
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JOHN MACOUN,
Chairman.

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE ON PERMANENT 
MARKING OF SURVEYS.

Man’s Hfclabnta surveying boat, 
And he's bail earner 

Whose perfect transit ne’er is out, 
Whose plan and Unde ate clear.

Old Pout.
With regard to carrying out the suggestions in the paper “on 

the permanent marking of public Surveys in the field,” p..hn.h~i in 
the Report of the D. L. S. Association, in March of the year iggg, 
die undersigned would observe :

That there are two points which seem to demand special con
sideration: lit. By what means can Surveys be marked in the

1
1
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field, so as to perpetuate them ; and. How can the results of those 
Surveys be published m a concise and convenient form, so as easily 
to^ive whatever information can be derived from them.

The plough in the field, fire in the bush, are powerful agents for 
the destruction of timber-posts. Trees are becoming too scarce to 
be spared for landmarks, and but for hard fighting with the fire 
every season, they would be even scarcer. Maps, to give accurate
“fr*Tn’r?tbe 0n a scale 60 lar«e « to forbid their being 
published. Field notes are also difficult and expensive to publish, 
and occupy a good deal of space. If then Surveys are to be made 
permanent, and the information they furnish is to be given in such 
shape as to be easily packed away for future use, and yet to be 
always at hand, available for whoever wants it, there will have to 
be a departure from the wooden post and inscribed tree, and there 
must be some additional record of the work besides the usual plan 
and the report accompanying it ,What then is to be substituted
shau'we adopt Lmdmarks’ and what bet,er method of recording

It is hoped the accompanying table of co-ordinates, illustrated by 
a diagram Of an imaginary Survey, will afford a satisfactory answer. 
Such a table is easily published, one page of a “ blue book ” would 
give enough for an extent of many miles. The diagram is nicely 
illustrative. A township plan showing the transit line of a Railway 
Survey being at hand, was taken advantage of, and a few hypotheti
cal notes were added. A writer in one of the “ exchanges » says :

if y.ou leave plenty of marks, you have the Contractor (or whoever 
comes to disturb the Survey lines) by the throat, the lines can be 
restored if necessary." It is presumed the modus operand, is obvious. 
Lot comers, creeks, houses, intersections of roads, serve for points 
of reference, and though some may be lost, enough will remain to 
make the survey permanent.

In an extensive exploratory Survey like that of the Ottawa Ship 
Canal, it would be difficult to give precise mles-the Surveyor Would 
have to do the best he could. Rock, in remarkable places, as for 
instance at the head of an Island, might be marked. Iron posts 
such as ate used m the North-West would serve well for mile posts. 
TTiey are light, imperishable, and useless for any other purpose, <■ Lo 
the poor Indian lets them alone, so the chances in favor of their 
permanency are good.

It is unfortunate that the services of Messrs. Webb and Dumais 
who were appointed with the uiMersigned to act as a Committee! 
could not be obtained. This unaided effort ta meet the wishes of

:
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■ mmmpsz
be made permanent at a trifling additional ex£l ^dfom ft’ 
ormatron forthcoming from them can be convtientlTandZc, Hy

an:entirc,y' “deTe,,t °f 1 -*>•
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i s. L. BRABAZON, ■
fChairman.Fortage du Fort, ist Dec, 1888.

sEEESÉEEF 'to My that u long a, one recorded Zk can ZoZ“lT' 
can be established by mean, of it Come7nf i r ^ 7 "

more complete and valuable if 
made and were recorded.
TA7oun!To^,e,0f a"*” POin,"'n the Township ofEardley

Monn^ NortiJm
«b. mendran, and Ura, of V . ,i„, pe^i^.Mhere J k"’6

t

!

the work would be 
permanent bench marks had been

'

o^ie of eoKHdtastes on B outline of Bard- *'

* S'W; COrr°f 1. *• HI, 9 che, W.'rf 
Aylmer Road..............................

3 S R<*d°reer rf 5’,V’ * **■ vi of dylw

Y.
ig

0.00 
—»9$o +1.00

55-eo -j8.jo.

•3' -jo 94.50

4 S- W. comer of «oae hudttk* of M. if', 
d«UiX k*m ee Aylmer

«8. W. comer of I.VI.
7 8. E. comer of 11, VII.......*8.1. * ...........
9 8.1,

10 8. W.

U8.40

•• «43.75
*83.0*

• 4«7.oo
4*4-00

150.00 
<9>.a> 
J«i.ao. 
474-00.

333-00 5*4,50
—"P* am with s. mm if '3'Se <r*-J0
-«•S.8amt4^»4 «5-.-0 715.50

ottnvm
rf*ux..
<*•**..11

!
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Co-ordlnato.
X. Y.IJ Rock marked with » cron thus +.................

13 Intersection of transit' line with W. outline',
6achs. from S. W. corner.....................

14 s. W. comer of Eatdley, Latitude 45*, 31
36".6 as determined by Deville...................

670.00 755.5°

654.60 •73.30
593.50 806.35

Initiai. Point.
No. or 
Line. Tiansit Line,

Course.

3»5° 00'
336 30 
359 00 
349 00 
300 30 
328 00 

7 340 00
• 3°5 3°
« 158 30

Convergence of Meridians say V 4" n. 100 chains.

Distance
chains.

X. y.

■'5 75
81.50

130.00
■71.00
243.50

261.50 

183.00 
340.00' 
670.00

0.00
83.00

>05.60

107.50
■55.50
■87.50
101.00
116.00
755-00

54 50 
41 oo, 
8s 50.
37 95.................
16 00.................
61 50...................

613 50................. .
60 oo.........

...
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE ON PHOTO 
TOPOGRAPHY AS APPLIED TO TOPOGRAPHICAL 
SURVEYING.

Mr. President and Gentlemen,
I have the honor to present the Report of your Committee on 

“ Photography as applied to Topographical Surveying.”
In preparing our Report we have thought it best not to attempt a 

detailed statement and proof of all the constructions or problems 
involved, as we understand that a work on the subject by E. Deville, 
Esq., Surveyor-General, is now in press, and, as he is the father of 
the science (if I may so term it) in this country, it will necessarily 
be much more complete than anything we could hope to offer.

We will therefore confine this report to a short sketch of the 
history of the work, the method used in the field, and the explana
tion of one or two of the problems solved in plotting the topography 
from photographs.

The field work in this branch of our profession is very laborious, 
involving suffering from thirst, hunger, cold and extreme physical 
fatigue.

Every ascent and descent, together with the taking of the neces
sary photos and reading of angles, is performed in the same day; 
which sometimes necessitates from twelve to fifteen hours of the 
most severe physical exercise.

At the commencement of the work, on good climbing, a progress 
of 800 feet in elevation per hour is about the average ; but toward 
the end of the season, when all superfluous flesh has disappeared, 
and a man’s muscles are as hard as nails, a better rate is made, and 
sometimes 2000 feet per hour is accomplished.

Again, a “ snag ” may present itself, and 400 feet per hour is good 
time.

These are not all the hardships.
The great mental agony, caused by driving pack horses, can only 

be known to those who have tried it If any man is in the habit of 
using “ emphatic” language and wishes to cure himself, let him take 
half-a-dozen pack horses and start into the mountains.

In two hours he will have found out the ineffectiveness and foolish
ness of all the “cuss” words in the English vocabulary, and the 
utter insufficiency of all language to do justice to the occasion.

The application of photography to topographical work is no new 
idea, but has been tried more or less in several European countries

i
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44 Report of Committee on Phototopography.

during the present century ; but has not been developed and used 
in any country to the extent practised and contemplated in-Canada.

In the spring of 1887 the Department of the Interior sent out two 
parties under special instructions from the Surveyor-General, who 
had developed the system of “ Photogrammetry," and written a 
pamphlet on the subject for their guidance.

Both parties were equipped with cameras and prismatic transits, 
and were ordered to the Rocky Mountains for the purpose of carry
ing on a Topographical Survey ; one party under J. J. McArthur, 
D.L.S., working in the summit range of the Rockies proper, and the 
other, in charge of the writer, in the Coast Range.

The astronomical traverse of the Canadian Pacific Railway was 
used as a base, and from this a triangulation was extended back into 
the mountains, the stations occupied being generally the highest 
peaks. The instruments used for t

;

1

I
ngulation purposes were 314 

inch prismatic transits reading to single minutes by two verniers.
Signals were sometimes used, but more often the readings were 

taken on the peaks themselves.
The height of stations was determined by reading angles of eleva-\ 

tion or depression from station to station, allowance being mad# in 
the calculations for curvature of the earth and refraction.

The cameras used were “ Eastman Detective ” with drop shutters, 
using roll films. With these a series of photographs embracing the 
surrounding country were taken, by time exposure, from each of the 
instrument stations occupied.

From these photographs the topography was laid down on the 
plan. The work during that year was very largely experimental, 
nothing of the kind had been attempted here before.

Owing to the unsuitability of the roll films, and delay from smoke 
the result was not as good as hoped for, but was sufficiently good to 
show the feasibility of the work, and the great advantage in 
over any other method. We consider that to make 
survey of the same country by the ordinary methods would cost 
from ten to fifteen times as much ; while much of it could be done 
by no other method, of which we have knowledge, than photo
graphy.

Accordingly, in the spring of 1888, the two parties were again 
sent out : one to the summit range of the Rockies in the vicinity of 
Banff, and the other to the Crow’s Nest Pass. The same transits 

used, but English canieras, wjth Dallmeyer lenses, using glass 
plates, were substituted for the Eastman cameras and roll films. 
The work was carried on in much the same manner as the preced-

-
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cost 

as accurate a
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8ing year, with the exception that, in the triangulation, all angles 

were read twice on signals, the sides of the primary triangles vary
ing from seven to twelve miles ; as before, photographs of the 
surrounding country were taken from all instrument stations.

The results were satisfactory, the photographs turning out well, 
and about seven hundred square miles of the country being covered. 
No developing was done in the field, all negatives being securely 
boxed and forwarded to Ottawa, where they were developed and 
printed by Mr. H. N. Topley, photographer to the Department of 
the Interior.

I

i
This entailed a very large amount of work, as about six hundred 

and seventy-five plates were exposed.
:

The negatives were all 
enlarged to four times the original area by the “ Bromide” process, 
on the principle that plotting with a protractor of ten inches radius 
is more accurate than with one of five.

This brings us to the application of the photographs to topography.
We will state at the outset that the cameras were furnished with 

levels to insure the verticality of the plates, and the focal length 
was constant.

I

Now a photograph, akrt from small errors arising from the lens, 
is a true perspective, j

In perspective drawing we have the object or its plan to produce 
the perspective; here! we have the perspective to produce the plan. 
So, if to the perspective we apply the reverse of the problems used 
in forming it, we have the means of making our plan.

To do this, we must know the focal length of the camera, which 
is the distance of the picture plane from the station point, and we 
must also know the distances apart and relative positions of the 
different stations.

This latter is found by plotting the triangulation, and the focal 
length is found by a simple process already described in works on 
the subject

In connection with the taking of each view, zenith distances and 
azimuths are measured with the transit to two or more peaks 
appearing in that view. As we know the focal length, by a simple 
construction, the distance of the peaks above or below the hori
zontal plane can be laid off on the photograph on its scale, and the 
horizon or horizontal line drawn in its proper position.

The position of the centre of vision or point of sight on the hori
zontal line is found at the same time as the focal length ; and the 
trace of the principal plane, in which it lies, is drawn on the photo
graph from marks, photographed in each view from fixed marks on

1
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the plate holder, whose positions in regard to the principal plane 
are known. The intersection of thk trace of the principal plane and 
horizontal line is the centre of vision dr-point of sight.

In our work, the projecjitm on the plan.of a straight line in sp^ce, 
" through the station pojnt and point of sight, is called the prin
cipal or centre line. (

It may be projected on the plan in the following manner
From the azimuths measured with the transit, we know the direction 

from the station of some one of the peaks appearing in the photograph. 
A line in this direction is drawn on the plan. Next measure on the 
photo, with a pair of dividers, the distanc*of the perspective oi the 
peak ftbm the trace of the principal plane.

By using a scale of one hundred equal parts, the focal length and 
the distance measured on the photo, the natural tangent of the 
angular distance between the peak and point of sight may be found, 
and the principal or centre line projected on the plan.

Or, on the plan, find by trial a point at tVie distance of the focal 
length from the station, and, at the same time, at the distance taken 
from the photo (measured at right angles to the first distance) from 
the line drawn in the direction of the peak.

The point thus founcfis the projection 
sight.

Through this point dra,w a line from the station and also a line 
perpendicular to the first. These are respectively the projections 
the plan of the principal and picture planes, and are the centre line 
and picture line.

Suppose the same operation gone through with a<photo takcid 
from an adjacent station, so that its centre line will intersect that of 
the first at an angle of, say, about 6o°.

It is evident that many of the same points appear in both photos. 
Now if a number of these points be selected, and their distances from

.

on the plan of the point of

t
on

t

■4the trace of the principal plane laid off on their respective picture 
lines, then if lines be drawn through corresponding points from their
respective stations, their intersections must be the projection on the 
plan of the several points.

The points thus established may ,be points on the crest of a ridge 
or spur, on a mountain side or on the bed of a stream. By using 
their projections on the principal plane, their distances from the 
picture plane and above or below the horizontal line, we obtain, 
graphically, their elevations in relation to the stations from which 
they were located. (

The fact is thus revealed, that so far the application resolves itself 
into a graphical solution of triangles.

II s
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We can thus fix any number of points, and then have an accurate 
guide for sketching in contours, with the additional advantage of a 
photograph of the country before us.

The matter does not end here, however.
Suppose the points already laid down mark the direction of the 

crest of a ridge or the slope of a spur, and, as is most probably the 
case, that it is the same for some distance. Other laws of perspective 
being used as a basis, we are able to lay down on the plan the points 
of intersection of the several contour planes with the crest of that 
ndge of spur.

47

One law used in this problem is “AU lines which in the object 
are parallel vanish in the same point."

The direction of the ridge, in regard to the centre line of the 
photo in which it appears, is obtained from the plan by aid of 
tractor. a pro-

Now, suppose a vertical plane, cutting the contour planes, is passed 
through the length of the line marking the crest of the ridge. It is 
evident that the intersections of this plane with the contour planes 
are horizontal lines lying in the direction of the ridge, and therefore 
parallel ; then, by the rule given above, they all vanish in the same 
point.

We will find this point
Another law of perspective tells us that all horizontal lines, not 

parallel to the picture plane, vanish in the horizontal line ; there- 
fore the point in which the lines vanish is in the horizontal Une.

The projection on the plan of the vanishing point is then found 
by drawing a line from the station point parallel to the direction of 
the ridge ; its intersection with the picture line is the projection of 
the vanishing point sought.

•*r ' 'Ve are now dealing with vertical distances, and must consider 
our construction in elevation, and will suppose the vanishing point 
projected on the horizontal line. The next step is to find the space 
on the photo which represents the distance apart of the contour 
planes. %/•

Suppose a vertical plane passed through the station point and 
some one of the points (which we wiU call A) located on the crest 
of the ridge.

The intersection of this plane with the vertical plane passed through 
the crest of the ridge is a perpendicular line, as is also its inter
section with the picture plane ; and, from the nature of perspective, 
this last perpendicular is the perspective of the first, and must pass 
through the perspective of the point A (which we call A1).
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» ». iisisssi îitrKsr 

r^nr»,xt: -- °'These points on the perpendicular through A1 are evidently the 

perspective of the points on the perpendicular through A • we there 
fore have the perspective of two points in each of the 1,C found 
by passing a vertical plane through the crest of the ridge 2d cut
2 fou27the & ^ t'he poil

and in such

•' SSS 2

must be adopted to make practical use oi it.
It is done by considering the vertical plane, passed through the

montai plane which may^onsidered as the surface of the drawing

:

7 P°int A appear on °PP°s>te ^des of the 
A-matthen hi ! The Perpendicular through

5^ tSTÆS***'1- '»■ »■—
the perpendicular through A.

Then from the vanishing point draw lines through the noints of 
division on the perpendicular through A-. The ItersecZs of 
these lines with the perspective of the crest of the ridge are as be-

with °fintCrSeCti0n °fthC C°"t0Ur P'anes

Having found these intersection 
tances from the 
measure

on of the contour planes with

;

S, we next mark off their dis- 
tr*“of the pntcipal plane on a slip of paper, or 

thcm iWIth dividers, and transfer them to their respective 
pcture lines; lines being drawn through these points from their 
respective stations, their intersections with the line marking the

:• U
M-
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crest of the ridge are the projections on the plan of the intersections 
solved SeVera' C°nt0Ur P‘aneS With that rid8e> and the problem is

The reason for going at such length into the above problem is, 
that we know of no book, yet given to the public, in which it 
appears.

The solution of another problem enables 
plan an accurate traverse of any lake or stream, the height of the 
station from which the photo was taken above the lake or stream 
being known.

There are many other problems, but those mentioned above are 
the ones most often used, and time and space prevent further 
trespass on your patience.

!on

us to lay down on the

I
l

W. S. DREWRY,
Chairman.

Ottawa, Feb. 21, 1889.
8BREPORT OF COMMITTEE ON TOPOGRAPHICAL 

SURVEYING..
'XTo the President and Members of the Association

of Dominion Land Surveyors. IGentlemen,
As Chairman of the Committee 

a Report is expected from me.
Being at present not actively engaged in that class of work, my 

Report will not be confined to any particular field of action, but will 
treat the subject in its widest scope.

Prefatorily I may state that we have no organized “ Topographical 
Surveying " in Canada. The result of “ Topographical Surveying ” 
is a “ Topographical Survey." ~

Let us see what a Topographical Survey means. It means that 
the face of the country has been accurately delineated in both hori
zontal and vertical measurements ; it means that all the natural 
features of the country are accurately shown and drawn on maps ; 
it means that the geologist is in possession of a plan, whereon he can 
with confidence show the accurate position of rock formations, 
deposits of economic minerals, can elaborate geological maps for the’ 
information of the public and those especially interested in the 
mineral industries—that industry to which, to a great extent, the 
future greatness and development of Canada depends ; it means that 
the naturalist can more intelligently study the fauna and flora of the

on “ Topographical Surveying,”
i
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country. Is not agriculture to a large extent a function of the 
Topography of the country? Will any one attempt to deny that 

lately organized Experimental Farm at Ottawa, with branches 
in the various provinces, would not reap vast benefits in solving 
many problems in agriculture, horticulture, and arboriculture,
Wffraai0P0rTh‘Cal Surveyextant? II means that the engineer is 
afforded a reliable basis for computing the available basin from which 
to draw water supply, or where he can the most advantageously 
and economically project a railway; it means that the meteorologist 
«UlT/^WuSs:116^mysteties of atmospheric phenomena,

It means in fine that every citizen of our beloved Canada would 
be benefited directly or indirectly.

Probably to no one is the value of a topographical survey, from a 
pecuniary point of view, so apparent and so directly valuable as to 
a person interested or engaged in mining operations. The elabo
rate plates of the mining regions in Pennsylvania and Colorado can 
bear witness to this.

We have not

our

fgreat deal of scientific work prosecuted by the 
Government, and the Nation has not as yet learned to appreciate - 
the results of national scientific work. I know that some people 
have the idea that we live in too “ practical " an age to speid time 
and money in pursuit of “Science,” which to than is synonymous 
with something “ mysterious ” and “ impracticable.”

The object of Science is the discovery of truth, and the practical 
man applies that discovery.

When a new important invention by Mr. Ingenuity is flashed over 
the world, who knows on how many men’s brains the inventor has 
fed, until his skill could evolve that self-same invention, how many 
years of toil and labor had been spent in laboratory and field to 
furnish the necessaty ■' truths " to make such invention possible.

As Darwin, Haeckel and Huxley have given us the theory of 
Evolution in life, so there is an evolution and development in the 
appliances for the amelioration of the condition of man.

Science and its practical application must go hand in hand, other
wise neither one bears its true usefulness.

What position would Germany occupy to-day in spite of the uni
fication in 187 r, were she not pre-eminently a nation of scientific 
attainments? There is not an industry in the Empire that does 
not keenly observe the researches of the devotees of Science, and 
quickly absorb any new discovery, and wisely does the Government 
encourage both.

§
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Lest the subject become trite by further illustrations of the 
importance of a scientific basis for all work, I will revert to the 
subject proper.

To every one familiar with the subject at all, it must be patgnt 
that a topographical survey attains its full value only when it is based 
on a geodetic survey. As we have a special committee-'for that 
branch, I will leave any further reference to it for the Chairman 
thereof to report thereon.

Two questions present themselves to my mind in connection with 
a topographical survey : The first is what organization is to perform 
it, and secondly where shall the survey begin.

That such a survey must be a national undertaking, and hence 
under federal patronage, is certain. That at its inception it must 
be laid down in broad lines for future development is also evident, 
and furthermore that from the beginning the work be prosecuted 
with the thoroughness attainable by modern and refined methods.

Such survey should not be prosecuted as an isolated work, but 
should be in sympathy with allied surveys, so that they combined 
will supplement each other and blend into one harmonious whole, 
creditable as a work of Science, and beneficial to the people of Canada 
who pay for its execution.

I intentionally leave my two questions unanswered, in the hope 
that they may provoke discussion.

Of the methods of survey to be pursued I will leave for future 
consideration.

To me it would have been interesting to have dwelt somewhat on 
“ Photogrammetry,” an art which has of late years been extensively 
developed in Italy and Germany; but as our Association has a Com
mittee on that subject, the prerogative of its Chairman is respected.

Before closing I take pleasure in giving the following extracts from 
Vol. I. of the Geological Survey of New Jersey, just issued :

“ And now that the Geodetic and Topographical Surveys of the 
“ State are completed, the final report of the Geography of New 
“Jersey is presented in this volume. At the beginning of the Sur- 
“ vey no such work as is here given entered into our plans. But as 
“ the successive reports appeared, and as the attempts at descriptive 
“ Geology were made, it became apparent that for the study and 
“ preparation of useful geological reports, it was necessary to have 
“ accurate maps—maps which would show the location of all the 
“ important geographical points, and also the outlines and elevations 
“ of the hills and valleys, and their heights above the sea level. 
“ There were no such maps of New Jersey in existence, nor indeed

1
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;°lrLtr:the Un,ited/rs- In lhe *« attempts to pre.“pronerTv be n TL u btf“‘Wheth“ the expense could

- “‘Hey supplied a feUwPa„tP nd ““ t,"”

■35=ks^ 
icrHr"'5''«•

Æ,:xs:c - - -I-"-- ■ *
OTTO J. KLOTZ,

Chairman.Ottawa, Feb. 21, 1889.

REPORT of special COMMITTEE ON GEODETIC 
SURVEY FOR CANADA.

T.„„2Tr:^r„r
or Dominion Land Surveyors,Gentlemen,

“il* “ T izzytx SS
Furthermore, copies of the Memorandum

C«yMm!sLHOU8e0fC0ramOm were sent to every
Senate, and to all the

«P- opinions JZ

“*■ • “p » **- i miss sa;
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Report of Committee on Railway Fares. 63
The committee has also brought the matter before the Govern

ment and arc pleased to be able to report that the Government 
favorably entertains the Memorandum presented.

This is a brief outline of the work of the committee since the last 
annual meeting of the Association. In conclusion the committee 
beg to suggest that any further efforts that are to be made in this 
matter be assumed and done by the Standing Committee on Geo
detic Surveying.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

-

OTTO J. KLOTZ, 
Chairman.

I

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON REDUCED RAILWAY 
FARES.

Ottawa, February 19th, 1889. 
Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Association

\ or Dominion Land Surveyors,
Your Committee to enquire land confer with the different Railway 

Companies with regard to Allowing Dominion Land Surveyors 
reduced rates to and frtaWthe Association meetings, beg to report 
as follows :

The General PassengerAgents of the Grand Trunk Railway and 
the Eastern and Westerj/Divisions of the Canadian Pacific Railway 
were communicated with to find out what could be done in the 
matter. In reply, memos, regarding Reduced Fares to Conventions, 
etc., were received from the Grand Trunk and Eastern Division of 
the C.P.R., which set forth that Reduced Rates would be granted 
to Delegates to our Association Meeting at the rate of one fare and 
one-third for return trip, provided there were twenty-five or more 
Delegates attending the said meeting who had paid Railway fares ; 
if less than twenty-five, at one and two-thirds, which last amounts 
to the ordinary return rates.

In order to take advantage of these reduced rates it is necessary 
that a certificate, on a form supplied by the Companies, should be 
signed by the local agent who issues the ticket to the place of meet
ing, and that the Secretary-Treasurer of the Association should 
certify upon the back of the same form the number of delegates 
attending the meeting. Further communication elicited the fact 
that it it not necessary that twenty-five delegates should travel over 
the same road or that certificates should be held by that n»u.

il
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?,11Z»rtedj°,entitle h°lderS °f Certificate810 the Auction 
that twenty-five delegates should have paid railway fares.
The General Passenger Agent of the Western Division of the 

C P.R made a similar proposition, but your Committee could not 
«£e «ÿvantrçe tf the same as it was on the condition that twenty- 
five delegates should travel over that road West of Port Arthur, and 
no such number being available, arrangements could not be made 

Your Committee instructed the Secretary-Treasurer to obtain the 
necessary certificates and to transmit one to each member likely to

In conclusion your Committee would suggest that in future years a

All of which is respectfully submitted.
Signed on behalf of the Committee.

til

I
G. B. ABREY,I

Chairman.I
REPORT OF SCRUTINEERS OF BALLOTS. r

Feb. a i st, 1889.
To the President and Members or the Dominion Land

Surveyors’ Association, 
We the undersigned scrutineers appointed to examine and count 

the ballots sent in for the election of officers for this Association

i-'
Total We. of ballots receivtd__45.

Votes for President.
J. S. Dennis.. 
E. J. Rainboth 
G. B. Abrey..

.. a i votes. 

..14 •<
9 “

------ 44i Blank. )
Foe Vice-President,

William Ogilvie, 
■Jphn McAree,.., • ♦ *7 votes. 

.. 7 «
.. 6 «
•• 5 “
------ 4S

I
LJ.
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For Secretary-Trrasurrr.

A. O. Wheeler,
S. Bray.............
R. Rattacher...

44 votes. 
X “ 

o «
------45

Foe Executive Committee.
Otto J. Klotz... 
Thoa. Fawcett.. 
John McLatchie, 
G. C. Rainboth. 
T. D. Green.... 
G. E. McMartin, 
A.C.TatU|., , 
Thoa. Breen..., 
C. A. Biggar....

;

I

For Auditors.
J. J. McArthur, 
W. S. Drewry. 
F. Driscoll.... 
J A. Belleau..

EDGAR BRAY,
J. FREDERICK SNOW, 
WM. CRAWFORD.

r
Recei ved-and adopted.

JOHN McAREE,
Vice-President.
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notices.

SEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING
heM eatSOtelh An”UaI GCneral Meeti"« °f the Association will be 
held at Ottawa, commencng on the third Tuesday in February'

wi.IItdoeani-t,,yhhOPed ^ thC E“e Committee that
r^:;L^^t™rshingasuitabk

win be dulv8 m mfti0n 0fany kind> whether sought or offered 

Commie ^ AsSoclat-. «>' be transmitted to its proper

members 
pro-

individual efforts, and

$

Secretary-Treasurer.

NATURAL HISTORY AND GEOLOGY 
Members are specially invited to read Professor'

Report on Natural History and to note the 
therein.
General MeJtmTa'ndtrou^lfoLrdl sTmilaTreqnlst't rcoT'

sÆris’SÆ.ïr.ïsfisrs

Macoun’s 
request contained

3
i
:

ogy and Mineralogy. 
Secretary-Treasurer.
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Notion. 61
PUBLICATION.

' 1It is proposed in future editions of the Annual Repprt, to set 
aside a few pages, under the title of “ Member’s Record,1! 
tain in a few lines a synopsis of the work each member has been 
engaged upon for the past year.

It has been suggested that a Record of this kind would have 
several advantages : ist. It would be an advertisement of each 
man’s specialty in professional work. and. It would enable a 
comparative stranger to find the man he wanted to do a certain 
kind of work in a certain locality. 3rd. It wouty make 
Reports of additional interest to one another, for, though “ curiosity” 
has, since time immemorial, been delegated to wbman, there are 
few men, even surveyors, but would like to know what their neigh
bours have been doing, 4th. Each man whose name appeared in 
such Record would feel that to a certain extent he had a pro
prietorship in the Annual Report, and was therefore more closely 
connected with his brother members.

to con-

Hiour

s

This notice has been inserted, in order to bring the suggestion 
before the members and obtain their opinions of the same ; also as 
to whether they would be veiling to contribute to such Record.

T. D. GREEN,
Chairman Publication Committee.

;

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
For the first time since the inauguration of the Association, the 

Officers for the ensuing year were elected by general ballot. Out 
of sixty-five members, entitled to vote, forty-five recorded their 
ballots. This may be considered as a very fair proportion for 
an experiment, and it is hoped that at the coming election the 
members will exercise still more freely their privilege, and, that 
every one who has a vote, will cast it, and so by taking an active 
interest in the working machinery of the Association, make it a 
powerful combination to protect the rights and prerogatives of the 
Profession.

J. S. DENNIS,
PretUent.I

a
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SUBDIVISION OF A QUADRILATERAL
To divide a

FIGURE.

Fig. x.
Let the area of the firat part be to the remainder 
Let EG be the required line.

PDarallel t0 BD< a°d let the angle EAQ be called », 
then —(A + B - i So") and EG=EQ + QG=EQ + AE.

Also, £Q : AE : : Sin » : Sin AQE, but AQE=EGB=(i &o°-B) 

.•.ÆQ:^Æ::Sin»:SinÆ 
AEx Sin 9

as m to n.

M
*

,\EQ=,
Sin B

:.eg=1*^LÏ+ab
> Sm B

From A draw AP perpendicular to EG, then AE=AEx 
Sin AEP=AE x Sin (180 - A) =AE Sin A.

Now area of ABGE=AJLLÊl£. *AJ> =

AE Sin eAB+AB+
Sin B

* AE x Sin Aa

lAB X Sin B x AE x Sin A + AE1 Sin « x Sin A 
2 Sin B --------- --------- -

but area ABGE : area ABDC ::m:(m + n)

ABGE — m 11
m + n

**** Sin BxA£SinA+AE‘ x Sin e , gin A
a Sin B

{ ^AC * AB x Sin A + X** * *>C x Sin D J

}•

g tff

i

:

)
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Irwin—Subdivision of a Quadrilateral Pi 

AE Sin A +AP Sin e x Sin A=x 
| AC x AB x Sin A + EE

\ gun. 59
a AB x Sin B x 
2m X Sin B

}X DC X Sin Dm+n

ae' + ,4f*ab Sin .a
Sin e

i
(t°) :.AE^-4.b?mB i 

Sin 9

This formula though somewhat long does not require very much 
calul^ion, as th, quantity occurs three times.

If, tif example, it be required to divide the quadrilateral into 

three equal parts, then *»:«:: t:i and-^L =i
m + n 3

AB x Sin BThen (a°)
SÏÏTâ ±

±>jA£fjùV_B ^AC* ABxSin E , ED *Sm Ex rn^r. n
Sm e 3 Sin e Jsio A x Smi------,

To find the next point, as F, the ratio of ABHF to the remainder 
would be used, and the length A F found as above.

I
Let ilbe«° I

I

Fig. a.

Vi First divide ABDC into three equal parts, in the usual manner,

"jjj"—S'.‘ z
and AVand the figures AELO, OLNPnni PNDC ....

It remains now to draw lines EG and FH through OL 
parallel to AB, and so 
equal to each other.

;
i!

then the

-are equal.
.. : and PW

as to make ABGE, EGBF and FHDC

■&
;

'
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60 Irwin—Subdivision of a Quadrilateral Fi

See Figure 3. Let it be requited to draw 
m such a manner as to leave the area 
ABLO. Let PNintersect LO at R.

vjure.

a line PN cutting LO 
of ABNP equal to that of

N

c
Fig. 3.

,.D™" Lt° “f 0F ParalleI “> then if PN be the requirW 
hne, the triangles OPR and LNR are equal • also ,h! , 9 f

similar, as are also the triangles OLF a.nd RLN •_ '

(,0) ~tôf - als0’

ROP'.LOQ:: PO*: OQ' and RLN. OLF:

Since ROP — RLN. — L0Q * PO' — OLPxLN'
00' ----- Tpi~

but since the lines LQ, NP end FO are parallel,
OQOP.LF.NF • 901 LF' .

" OP‘—~NF1

1
;!

J

.LN'.LF*j
-or:1

11 (4°)

1
from (4°)

LQ _ LN' x LF' LN’ 
OF LF' NF‘ — NpP
:.LN'=i2x NF'^LQ

Qjr x (LF- LN)'OF
"LN'=^&X f'LF' + LN'-2LFx LN)

{r-^} + 2LNx^LF^

■LN'{ OF-LQI + iLn„ iQ^LF^LQ^LF. 

- . OF OF
■'■LN (OF-LQ) + 2LNxLQxLfLlq
■ ■LN'+2LNx lQxLF_^ LQxLk'

OF-LQ OFTZd

.-.IN'
xLF'

xLF'I

: LNm \/F0" * LF' . LQx/.pi
°F~LQ Vîôf^lqJ' + ôfzxq

I
;

:.LN- -LQ*LF LF
OF-LQ * OF-LQ' LQ

:.LN=
ILQ-f LQ x OF-LQ J

x OF

U

.

:

«

;

■t

i
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Irwin—Subdivision of a Quadrilateral Figure. 61

"ZjV= O'F-LQ { “ ZQ ± VzQ * Of] (6°)

From this equation the position of the point ^can be deter- 
mined graphically, as follows:—See Fig. 4.

* b'

1 Figure 4.
Having drawn IQ and 0Z parallel to -4Z, draw Z/parallel 

<40, then <9/=ZQ .-. 0Z- ZQ -FJ; also, ZQ a 0F~0/ 
0F~0J' + 0J*J1> (5»).

Now if a semicircle be described on 0Z, and from / JK be 
• drawn perpendicular to QZ" then /Ar>=0/x/Z7. from fs») ZO 

« OF^OJ'+JK' but OK'=OJ'+JK':.LQ* OF= OF1

.-.VZQ .
Now with O as centre and OA" as radius, describe 

circle cutting OF in M, then CM/= OK

I
* OF = OK 

an arc of a

I0M=* y/ZQ a OZ, we have, also,

..... A/ = FJ as above, and ZQ = 0/
LÙç~[±OK- Of] from (6»)

. •. ZW=-^{ OiZ- 0/ } = U *JM

:.LN : LF.-.JM : JF
The point N can therefore be found by drawing from M, MN 

parallel to LJ and the required dividing line, WZ is drawn from 
./V parallel to AS.

To recapitulate, the final graphic method is as follows See 
Figure 4. Draw OF parallel to AS, draw Z J parallel to AO. on 
OF describe a semi-circle, from/ draw KJ perpendicular to OF, 
with 0 as centre and OK as radius cut off OM= OK, from if 
draw MN parallel to AO and, finally, from N draw the dividing 
line NP parallel to AS, the area ABNP will then be equal to the 
area ABLO.

See accompanying Fig. 5 for a diagram drawn to scale.

Montreal, 14th February, 1889.
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62 Brabaeon—Problem.

PROBLEM.
Suppose there was a model of this Dlanet m„r 

board, and that part of it-the triangle7’ T* injured, was removed. Required the rad u. ff *at ,

sr. “EÆ r ;r “ «« *" '
curvature

. , cut, to
«» »• I- - *. Æï;- -

S. L. BRABAZON.
N.B—As 

nearly east and 
about 50°.

the problem originally stands, BC is
west, covering about 3° of LongiZc-Uthud!

4»Æs«a=irlsL-xsr
PROBLEM.

:yzzz *'■?-•* — -
r 2 * --X 2:

Having regard in a spherical solution 
nearly coincident in 
in the case.
projection.^0rmUl* ^or wor^in8’ and illustrate by

US^ that sphere most 
curvature wr.h the terrestrial surface invoked

rough diagram or 

S. L. BRABAZON. ^
Submitted by
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mIiEeTUÇES.

SYNOPSIS
OF A LECTURE ON INSTRUMENTS USED IN SURVEYING, BYW. F. KING, 

CHIEF ASTRONOMER TO THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

OF CANADA.

The lecturer began by saying that as the time at his disposal 
short, he would confine his attention to instruments used for measur
ing angles, particularly horizontal angles. A large number of 
instruments of different sizes—from the small three inch prismatic 
transit to a twenty-four inch alt-azimuth—being on exhibition, he 
used them to illustrate the various points considered.

The essential part of the angle measuring instrument being 
the graduated circle, this was first spoken of. Under this 
head were treated the nonagesimal and centesimal divisions of the 
right angle, and the sexagesimal and decimal divisions of the degree, 
also the various modes of numbering the degrees, whether 
round the whole circle from o to 360, the half circle, or the 
quadrant, and the relative advantages for different purposes of , 
the different modes. The relation between size of circle and fine
ness of graduation was also treated of.

A short description was also given of the machines used for 
graduating circles, and the necessity of a number of equidistant 
verniers, for the purpose of cutting out eccentricity and errors of 
graduation, was pointed out. Two vernier and three vernier instru
ments, being those in most common use, were compared, as well as 
single plate and two-plate or reiteration and repetition instruments. 

v''?he microscopes used in large instruments, instead of verniers for 
reading the graduated arc, were described. The manner of sup
porting the graduated circle was then considered. Under this head 

'comes the question of three or four foot screws, and the kind of 
instrument on which each is suitable. The graduated circle is 
held in place in nearly all small instruments, by means of a vertical 
spindle or axis, which carries all the Weight of the upper part of the

1
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64 King—Lecture on Instrumente used in Surveying.

instrument, no part of the outer rim of the upper plate resting 
upon the lower plate. Attention was here directed to the twenty- 
four inch altazimuth, in which the weight of the upper part of the 
instrument is carried by three small wheels running on the rim of 
the lower plate, while the central axis is very short, serving only to 
keep the instrument centred. The tripod was then discussed, and 
the advantages of the split-leg tripod indicated. Next in import
ance to the graduated limb came the sights by which the attention 
is fixed on the object. On the compass plain sights are generally 
used ; but on instruments of more precision, the telescope. The 
construction of the achromatic object glass and the eye-piece were 
touched upon, and the arrangement of the threads in the common 
focus, there being generally parallel threads in astronomical 
instruments, while for terrestrial work threads meeting in a V are 
generally preferred. The great importance of the focussing tube 
of the object glass moving parallel to the line of collimation, and 
especially moving without wobble, was shown.

A description was given of the manner in which levels are 
ground in the workshop. The requisites of a good level were 
stated. Special attention was drawn to the striding level as being 
invaluable for the best work.

The vertical circle was then spoken of briefly, and some errors 
of adjustment peculiar to it pointed out, as occurring in instru
ments where the vernier arm of the vertical circle is attached to 
one of the standards.

The advisability of having an instrument as symmetrical as pos
sible was shown, especially with reference to unequal expansions 
of unsymmetrical parts under changing temperatures. A further 
error in heavy instruments arising from this cause warthe flexure 
of the parts, this being a serious objection \o the prismatic transit, 
which is otherwise a very convenient and compact instrument. 
This was illustrated by reference to the twenty-four inch altazi
muth, in which there is a very large flexure of the horizontal axis 
due to the telescope being attached to the extremity of this axis, 
beyond the standards. The lecturer then pointed out that an 
instrument should be chosen with reference to the work it had to do, 
and that if a plate of a certain size were chosen the other parts of 
the instrument should be in proportion, the size of the object glass, 
the magnifying power, the length and stiffness of the standards, the 
size and fineness of graduation of the plate, the distance apart of 
the foot screws, and the strength of the tripod. For instance, it would 
be foolish to set a finely graduated seven or eight-inch instrument

j
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King—Lecture on Instrumente used in Surveying. 65
fl*™ga PTf"1 !elejc°pe “pon the ordinary round tripod, and 
again the split-leg tripod would be unnecessarily cumbrous for 
with a small instrument, and a ten second graduation does not suit 

lf-minute telescope. The lecturer concluded by exhibiting 
solar compass and explaining the manner of using it, and thf 

various errors of adiustmenf tn urh.Vh ■
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66 Topley Lecture on Fossil Trees at Kingston, Chit.j-

(

I:
SYNOPSIS}

OF A LFCTURE “ SUPPOSED FOSSIL TREES DISCOVERED AT KINGSTON, 

ONT., BY H. N. TOPLEY, OF THE DEPARTMENT 

OF CANADA.
OF THE INTERIOR

i
r. Topley first entertained the members of the Associatihn with 

a series of sciopticon views, consisting of portraits, landscapes and 
prominent churches and public buildings of Europe. The por- 
traits included the Queen, our Governor-Generals—Lord and Lady 

ufferin, Lord and Lady Lansdowne, Marquis of Lome and 
nncess Louise, our present Governor, Lord and Lady Stanley of 

I reston, Sir John A. Macdonald, Sir Hector Langevin, Sir Adolphe 
Laron, and all the members of the Cabinet. He also exhibited late 
portraits of the Hon. Edgar Dewdney, Minister of the Interior, 
and Mr. A. M. Burgess, Deputy Minister, which 
admired. The were greatly

landscape Views of Ottawa, Northwest, Yosemite, 
and along the Canadian Pacific Railway, we<p generally appre- 
ciated. The last mentioned series were from negatives taken by 
E Deville, Surveyor-General. Two amusing pictures concluded ' 
the above, entitled Topographical Surveyors endeavoring to plot * 
heir maps on ice ; the second one depicted showed their ludicrous 

situation, having struck a snag, they went through the ice head first, 
leaving nothing but their contour lines above. His description of 
t e supposed fossil trees at Kingston was very interesting, being 
illustrated from photographs. The first picture described was that J 
of a column of red sandstone, fifteen feet high and two feet in 
diameter. The rock is of pure sandstone, » Potsdam formation," 
with thin layers of white sandstone intermixed.

The interest taken in these supposed trees is on account of 
their peculiar formation ; the laminations are horizontal, while the 
column itself is composed of perpendicular circular rings, which 
has led people to believe that they were fossil trees. The second 
picture described included

i

I)

i!
:

a portion of the first, and a large 
supposed tree, having fallen from its original bed in the rock. This 
one measured about twenty feet high and five feet in diameter. It 
had fallen with its outer covering firmly adhering to the shaft, but

Gift ■



Topley—Lecture on Foetil Trees at Kingston, Ont. 67

Monebr°k? int° three pieces- The third "=w was that of the sand- 
S t°hn COnglomer»te' Aho drawings of the face of the ' 

phff, showmg the eros.onwh.ch had taken place by the action of 
an ancient sea after the formation of “ the supposed trees " Some 
maps describing the country in which they were found • one in

M-p' » ■“—~ ™

iSZtSr* ■\{m[ different theories as «° ‘heir formation.
substantif ‘V they are fossil «"**, but this could not be 
substantiated according to the science of geology. “ The eeneral
redness of the sandstone is sufficient evidence that organic remains 
are very scarce, and so indeed we find it. Two or three fishes a
few smThf thC *0Stfperfect is a sPecies of fern, a fir cone, and a

they are not organic or petrified trees.
Second theory-Pot Holes.-This theory was not sustained 

rom present indications, as none have been fougd-to asstime the
ZZ :hhaP!’ al'h°Ugh d»s and sketches were showTdes- 
onbing their true formation. This theory was also rejected.

Third theory—--spring Holes,” caused by the pressure of 
abofï "if h!'ght °f land- as the Rideau lakes at present are 

Four* the Y fifty fCCt ab0Ve where are found, 
ai! T y Spnng HoleS-” ““«i by indirect volcanic 
actum—Thismconnect,on with the above theory seems to be the 
true cause of their formation, afterwards becoming filled with the 
sand, and petrified. In one portion of the rock is to be seen a large 
supposed tree, about eight feet in diameter, worn away by the action 
Of water, also glacier markings and glacier polished sandstone.
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68 Macoun—Lecture on Natural Bistory Specimens.

\SYNOPSIS
eOF A LECTURE ON HOW TO PRESERVE

NATURAL„„ HISTORY SPECIMENS,
BV PROF. JOHN MACOUN, NATURALIST AND BOTANIST TO 

THE DEPARTMENT
r

OF THE INTERIOR OF CANADA.

Professor Macounf . , gave a very interesting description of a method
of preserving plants, when in the field, to bring home for future 
reference. He said that he was on 
but owing to ill health he was unable to 
not have been

the programme for a lecture, 
say much, in fact should

disappoint the JerinT He t ft"5

r,frV0. r practlcally how t0 akin a bird and preserve a

°nP,reSerr ?antS ,Wlth these boards was to take thick sheets of 
paper and place the plants on them, covering again with other 
sheets of paper, then strapping the boards together, and they 
be thrown about anywhere, in the baggag 
saddle.

s
j

could 
e cart, or on the pack

In conclusion, Professor Macoun thought it was the duty of every 
surveyor to bring home a few specimens ; he said that it 
that manner that Museums

\
:

i:

SHSHSfsl
how to preserve them, until they got them home to have them pro- 
perfy mounted, and he hoped that the audience would profit 
siderably by what they would see from Mr. 
practical taxidermist, and would be 
if they would ask him.

. Ed""ds the" Pro“«ded to give a practical illustration of 
™‘ng b'rds ,and deer he»ds, arid preparing them for further 

mounting ; he also submitted the following in relation to the same •

!

k z-con-
Edwards, as he was a 

very glad to tell them anything,
:

Mr.



Hint» on Preserving Animal Beads. 69
HINTS ON SKINNING ANIJEADS, FOR ^HE PURPOSEPRESERVING DEER AND OTHER 

OF MOUNTING.
ANIMAL

MALE DEER.

ist Make an incision along the centre of the upper part of the 
neck to about three inches from each antler, then cut across from 
this incision to the base of each antler, removing the skin carefully

« ,1 ‘7 ‘ «• • ^-shaped

from the base of the remove the flesh or grizzle
eyes, being very c^ot^cTS,^ tt"" ^

the'fl" w™ P * Skm d0W" 0Ver the muzzle, and trim away 
the flesh from around the lips. It is very desirable that all super
fluous flesh should now be scraped from the skin, and when this i,
animaUi" With female deer' other
animal heads having no horns, the cutting need only be made at
care to\ , ! ’ a”d ““ Ski” drawnover the head, the same
muzzl'e b ke” m rem0vmg “ around ‘he eyes, cavities and

It must 6e understood that the longer the hidÿ of the neck is left,
theteatS'^ CUt ^‘° ^ ^ a"d valuable

■1° CUr! or/«serve the skin, rub the whole on the flesh side 
with powdered alum and saltpetre; in the absence of these the 
skm may be rubbed with a liberal quantity of salt, after which roll 
it up—hair side out—and put away in a dry place for four 
hours when it will be ready to put in place.
i In rem,OV'ng the head from the carcass, cut off at the base of the 

skull, and if any means are at hand to boil the skuU, the flesh wiU 
De more easily removed than by paring off.

The brains should be removed.
The bones of the under jaws, when cleaned, should be tied together 

covering"1 P °n ** Upper jaws' The head is now ready for

Before covering, however, the skin should be .____
mouth tod eyes, care being taken to sew from the flesh or msidm

Pull the skm over the head, and before sewing up at the base of 
the horns or end of the neck, beaver hay, hay or dried grass should 
be filled m, m such quantity as to allow the skinwhen dry to resume

:i
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70 A Bolling Planimeter,

Ôff°litflnrraish,ape“especia'iyab0ut th= as in paring,.<4 —Vixa “—i

f

I
explanation of a rolling

planimeter!
Mr. Abrey said the best thing he could do would be to read an 

extract from a descnption of the instrument written by himtelf
<* ««-i-d s*

Mechanical Integrators 
if a wheel is moved are constructed on the1 assumption that 

it w it va • c Smooth surfa«, in the direction of its

win rd at right
will both slide and revolve

Polar Plan,meters, inasmuch that it will measure at one Operation

over a
i1 angles, it 

any other direction itm i

i

i

difference in force is required to moTthe ,«cert

another, whereas with a Polar, it is required over some pans to
mOVe^“^^ ‘̂-“f^,ftomth^

a more or less jerky motion.force required, the tracer goes by _
The instrument is also what is caUed suspended, and possesses 

greater precision than any yet constructed, and although a large 
' . “e" “15 very Prec,se >” measuring small figures. Of course

goT , any part.
tn d" '““U ‘he the0'y °f th‘S Ro,“n« Planimeter, it is convenient 
0 develop it by a system of rectangular coordinates. The tracine 

arm is at right angles to the plane of the recording wheel and to! 
axis of the recording wheel is parallel to the „ ’
mg the instrument it will be observed that thetracing arm. In mov- 

speed of the record-

M



■4 BoUi/ng Planimeter. 71

tracer on the said line, the recording wheeze ' ^ Wlth
will also be seen that if the rollers 
tracer to either side does 

• as it simply slides on

!

nerates no motion ; it 
remain still, the moving the 

not cause the recording wheel to revolve, 
- i the disc m the direction of its Own axis

explanation is not exact. He uses th* stated, his
whereas it should be equal end ordinates * for’T 'e”d, °rdinates- 
tracer over the irregular path of the boundary’would^ e the" 
of a figure with curved outlines, 8 the
Y ordinates.

fl

;

1 :

. _ area
and not that bounded by the

the axis of the tracing arm, else the area generated hv th ,
side of the axis will be greater than on the other Th °n

ment is fitted fully for testing and correcting its errors.
The instrument measures the area of the plotted fim. a 

scale ; this record then requires a suitable ™8 draWn t0 
of the field or section of which the plot s the d 8r ‘th* afCa
it is desirable that the point from which we ta no taace betak"”

i

;1must be parallel to
one

ifII

!
;

The figure should be traced slowly and by an 
ward, too great a speed or a jerky motion 
ing wheel to slip.

easy motion for- 
may cause the record-

:!
seen from

In repeating the tracing of a figure the difference should not h» 
more than, about o.ooa of each other. d not be

With an Amsler Polar, I found the difference of 
might be about .02 on 
thing greater than that.

two readings 
with any-the vernier, and was not satisfied

1
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72 Improved Steel Band Chain.''

This error would be about the 
the figure. With this instrument the 
of the size of the figure.

In jhe instrument there is a counting wheel, having a differential 
motion Counting revolutions of the recording wheel up to 420.

The vernier of the recording wheel sub-divides its circumference 
into 1,000 equal parts. The tracing arm is divided into half milli- 
meters. For English measures the makers have given the value of 
a single division of the vernier for .0025 sq. in., .002 sq. in., .00,«

•°000Vq' ft-’ •°01 s9- in-. -0005 sq in., as corresponding to 
divisions on the tracing arm of 830.4, 671.7, 5,3.3, 4,3.3 * ,
and 195.3 half millimeters. With care in trying the instrument 
should give a true area of the figure to within the 1:1000 to the 
1:10000, depending on its size.

independently of the size of 
is nearly^some per cent.

same
error

r

1.

DESCRIPTION OF AN IMPROVED S^EEL BAND CHAIN,

Mr. Brownlee said that with the permission of the President he 
would give a short description of an improvement in a steel band 
measure invented by A. J. Brabazon, D.L.S, of Portage du Fort, 
Que. The improvement consists in double-jointed, flat swivle 
20 feet, 25 links, apart on the coil, as the case may be.

The claims for the swivle are as follows
1. Reduction of liabiltiy to breakage from kinking.
2. Facility in measuring up or down hill, when shorter measures 

than full length of chain are required.
3-, Thlre?UCktion 0fwind pressure on chain, as at least one half 

the length of chain will adjust itself edgewise to direction of wind.
Mr. Brownlee also exhibited a simple clip and field tools for 

applying same over the severed or broken edges of a steel band.
This invention does away with the use of rivets, and is a simple 

and effective method of repairing a chain in the field, the box of 
tools required is about the size of 4 x 2 x x inches, weighing about 
i pound, and is just the thing for chainmen to carty along with field ,
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King—Occultations of Stars by the Moon. 73

PAPEÇS.
OCCULTATIONS OF STARS BY THE MOON.

It is frequently desirable, in explorations, to be able to determine 
the longitude of a place within a reasonable degree of accuracy. 
The independent methods of doing this, methods requiring only 
astronomical observations, are few. The method of occultations is 
one of the most accurate of these. The observation-----  requires no
instrument, except a good telescope. Of course, for longitude, the 
correct time toust be known, which will necessitate an instrument 
for that purpose, but the observation of the obscuration of the star 
by the moon, or its reappearance, may be made with any telescope 

In the lists of occulted stars published in the Nautical Almanacs’ 
down to the sixth magnitude are given. Occultations of these 

small stars by the dark limb of the moon are readily observed, but 
they cannot be observed on the bright limb, except with a’very 
good telescope. However, stars of the third magnitude or higher 
and especially the larger planets, can be observed with small teles-’ 
copes, ^

The time at which the moon’s centre and the star, as viewed from 
the centre of the earth, have the same right ascension, is given in 
the almanac. This is not the time of immersion or emersion, since 
the semi-diameter of the moon must be allowed for, as well as its 
parallax, which last has a very great effect, and varies according to 
the altitude of the moon.

stars

J-

i

I

On this account, the actual time of the immersion or emersion
may differ from the tabulated time of geocentric conjunction by an 
hour or more. Hence for the purpose of preparing for the obser- ' 
vation, a calculation of the approximate time of the

Ï ■
occurrence isnecessary.

This calculation, if made in figures, according to the methods 
given in the text books, is tedious and intricate.

My object in writing this paper is to give a method by graphical 
construction, by which calculation in figures is almost altogether 
avoided, as well as the intricacy of the process, and the liability to 
error is consequently obviated. The method consists in drawing 
the projection on the plane through the centre of the earth at right 
angles to the direction of the star, of the path of the observer in 
space as he is carried along by the diurnal rotation of the earth, and

F
f



74 King Océnltatione of Stars by the Moon. 
of the path of the moon. If a time can be found at which ,h. k

The latitude of the place must be known and ,i.n 
«■ate longitude. From the latitude must be’first found !' 1PPr°Xi' 

coordinates of the place by addina to Z, k ' geocen- logarithmic cmin. „»,4 J*?!’ .and subtracting from,
e, the logarithms of F

*

;

.

en in the following table 
Log. F.

0.00062 
0.00075 
0.00088 
0.00101

I
Lai.

Log. G. 
0.00239 
0.00226 
O.00213
0.002ÇJ

0.00189
0.00178
0.00169

40

45
50
55
60 0.00113 

0.00124 
0.00133

As an example of the method of working, /wills, ml u 
Observer, at Ottawa, on the a5th Jan., L, viZZ ÏL™

asth jat^twtL'd/hat'nl^occ^'iotro^r '

hour angle i, only about ^tursfromterne'/8 its .
ing parallels of latitude are + 58 ° and 0 0 TI**”’ anjVhe limit' 
falls the latitude of the place 45 = 80 ,’h ' wh,ch bmits
this occultation may be visibk It should h ■?* may mfer thl“ 
does not necessarily foUow «ha, hlre
include the latitude of the place that th. e th Lllmitm8 Parallels 
be visible. The visibility^depends!,0on1 0CCU,tatkn *
Will appear^ the working. When some practice Smeth^ 

.acqmred, the computer can frequently decide à, to th, o " 
of an occultation by the tabulated value nf V ! occurrence

sais fiüriïïft *,£=3? ■î

IJ

occultations for longitude.
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King—Occultation! of Stan by the Moon.

Thus for this night, we have to compute X, Orionis, 68 Orionis 
71 Orionis. ' ’

For an example of the prediction we take 68 Orionis.
We have now for the place of observation (Ottawa), latitude = 

45° S3', longitude 75° 42' west of Greenwich, or 5.4 m. east of 
Washington.

For the star we have from the Almanac.
> = Declination = + 19° 4g.,8 

Washington mean time of conjunction = i0h 45”,;
Then we have :—

75

' 1
Ht

:

I
:log cos 0= 9.84659 log sin 0 =9.85235

From table given above log F = 0.00076 log G

log /> cos f = 9.84735 log p sin =9.85010 
<1 = + 190 48'.8 log sin <* 9.53014 log cos 6 =9.97350

■ I
=0.00225

9-37749 9.82360 !

i
p cos / =5 0.7036 

p cos 4' sin 4 sb 0.2385 
P sin 4' cos 4 = 0.6662

From Ephemeris :—Washington Hour Angle at Geocentric 
Conjunction

Difference of Longitude, Washington 
to Ottawa

Ottawa Hour Angle at Geocentric Con
junction

whence
11

H. M.

+ ° 59-9

— ° 5-4

+ » °5’3
= i6°.325

In the figure AB and AH are drawn at right angles to 
one another, each equal to p cos y = 0.7036. AP = 0.2385, 
AC — 0.6662.

i

Any convenient unit may be used for tl^esolines. For instance, / 
10 inches will be found a sufficiently large unit to give good results, 
at least when the star's hour angle at occultation is not more than 
three or four hours. With this unit AB or AH would be 7.04 
inches, AP 2.38, and A C 6.66, and all lengths 4>f lines throughout 
the calculation must be multiplied by ten to give the lengths in 
inches to be measured on the diagram. ' ' . , ”

C is then the centre of the earth, and B and P the extremities^ 
of the major^pd minor axes of the elliptic path of the observer. ‘

/
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The star being above the equator, the part of the ellipse below the 
line AB is taken.

The angle HAH, is made equal to i6°.3 to the east of AH, since 
the hour angle is positive and the place is therefore east of the star.

The angles H,AHlt H,AH, H'AH", are each made equal to 
15° or one hour.

More correctly these angles should be I5°.04, or the sidereal 
equivalent of one mean solar hour, since the mean solar hour is the 
unit of the quantities x', /, below, but 15° is sufficiently close, 
since the angles are laid off with a protractor.

From Hlt H„ H, H" perpendiculars are drawn to AB, meeting 
it in Alt A,, A', A".

The proportional compasses are now se 
and the perpendiculars from Hx, &c., are divided in the points Px, 
j>"} pt P', by means of the compasses, in this ratio. '

These latter points are points on the ellipse. 1‘, represents the 
» observer’s position at the time of geofcentric conjunction, I\ atone 

hour before, P at one hour after, and P< at two hours after.
From the Ephemeris are found Y = + 6.3659, x' — 0.5686, / =

1»

3

||

i

t to the ratio A FI : AP,

+ 0.0358.
CM, is taken equal tqy.3659, M, being above C, because Y is 

positive. " j -
M.D is drawn equal to y = + 0.0358, still upwards because 

- •— positive.
'iflkk PM' is drawn at right angles equal to x' 

being always positive. 
is then the position of the moon’s centre at conjunction, M' 

» ^Iposition one hour after. X)n produced take M,M^ and
MM" each equal to M,M'. \hen jiff is the mooqjs position one 
hour before conjunction, and jW' two hours after conjunction. 

Hence the points Mv M„ XT, M" correspond to P„ P„ P',

I

XI= .5686, always to the!

i P' respectively. <
Now at the instant of the star’s disappearance under the moon’s 

limb, or reappearance therefrom, the distance between the projec
tions of the observer’s position />, and the moon’s centre M, must 
be exactly equal to the moon’s radius, which is .2723 (or 2.723 
inches with the supposed unit of to inches^.

By measurement we find 
PXMV = .5944 
P' M‘ = .2096

P,M, — .2130 
P"M" = .6264

Hence the two points at which PM = .2723 lie one between P1 «
*■

I
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. sion is "found by h61"6” ' ^ ^ “d the ti'”= * —

1ar. r— 2723 — 2130
of an hour = 9.6 minutes.to 5944 — 2130 \

and of emersion by

r— 27*3 — 2096 
" 6264----  2O96

Hence we have for a first approximation :__
Immersion at 9.6m before the 

minutes before conjunction.
And the emersion

;he
of an hour = 9.0 minu^s.se,

ng
moon arrives at Mat 9.6

P, „ takes P,ace 9 minutes after the moon arrives 
at / , /.if., at 1 o9m.o after conjunction.

For a closer approximation we may now plot in two points,
10 minutes before conjunction, and the other rh. 10m. after con-1* 
junction, makmg the angles H,AA, ff Ah’ each equal to a and 
proceeding as before, p and f being the corresponding points on '
natif 1PSv” aâd the corresP°nding points on the moon’s
path, m M, and m M' being each one-sixth of M,AF.

Then we have by measurement :

1

onehe
me

:

is

Af,P, = .2130 mF — '275°ise :•!whence we get

ri = » 6 minutes agreeing with the former result. 
m'p = .2776 whence r3 = 9.2 minutes.

Hence the immersion and emersion respectively take place 9.6 
minutes before and ih. 09.2m. after conjunction.

From the ephemeris we have

XI M1 P* = .2096he
&

M’
nd

H.
Washington M. T. of conjunction * 10 
And difference of longitude 
Ottawa M. T. of conjunction 
Therefore Ottawa M.T. of immer- 

sion

P', .

n’s = 10 H. M. H. M.
ec-

09.6=10 41.5= 10 51.i —
And Ottawa M.T. of epiersion = IO 5,., + , 09.2=1200.3 

The angle of position of the star at immersion measured from the 
north point of the moon’s limb towards the east is the angle between 
the direction n * and HA or, 74°, 4 and v being the final positi 
of the moon and the observer at the calculated instant 1 

Similarly for emersion the angle is that between t 
ff’ *' and HA or 283 0.

*3

ons
of immersiori. 
he directions?x *

:

:

I: I

i
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f
The angles of position from the vertex of the moon's limb are the 

angles between /i » and O and between b'7T' and Cb‘ or 52 =4° and 
2430 respectively.

The determination of the angle of position enables the observer to 
know at what point of the moon’s limb he is to watch for the star. 
The angle from the north point is required when the instrument is 
mounted equatorially, and that from the vertex or highest point of 
the moon’s limb, when an ordinary altitude and azimuth mounting 
is used.

The time of immersion or emerSion is obtained by this method 
easily within a minute, which is quite close enough for the purpose 
of preparing for the observation. The exact time of immersion is, 
of course, of less importance than that of emersion.

The second approximation as given above is unnecessary in the 
present case, and is in general not required when the time of occur
rence comes within 15 minutes of one of the points plotted. But 
when the star passes far from the centre o'f the moon, this limit of 
15 minutes must be reduced. In fact, when the moon merely grazes 
the star, careful measurement is necessary to tell whether the occul
tation will occur at all or not. However, in such cases, the obser
vation is not of much use for longitude.

It is easily perceived at or near the beginning of the work, when 
the moon's centre passes at a greater distance from the projected 
place of observation than the moon’s radius, so that the occultation 
cannot occur, and much trouble will thereby be savèd.

With a little practice, it requires but a few minutes to predict an 
occultation by this method.

!

!

I-

:

W. F. KING.

Î
:

Discussiqjr.
O. J. Klotz—I have tested the methods as set forth in Mr. 

King’s paper, and found that in from rg to 20 minutes it can be 
♦ ascertained whether there will be an occultation or not ; by the old 

logarithmical method it jvould take from 3 to 4 hours.
A Member.—If you are in good working order, you can ascertain 

this by the old logarithmical method easily in two hours.
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Brady—Prospecting for Gold and Silver. 79

prXcvical prospecting for gold and silver, 

AND THE PRELIMINARY DEVELOPMENT OF 
METALLIFEROUS VEINS. 1

Surveyors in the practice of their profession hav<l many oppor
tunities of examining the rock formation, and ascertaining to some 
extent the mineral resources of various parts of the country, and, 
although many members of the Profession and of this Association 
are quite as well posted as I am on the above subjects, others may 
not have given them much attention, and will not object to a few 
hints that may assist them in determining when they 
country that may be expected to produce gold, silver 
ores ; how to search for the

IS
. ; t

siare in a 
or other

, . , same in/an intelligent manner : and
how veins may be opened up in a preliminary way, so as to ascer- 
tarn, as cheaply and quickly as possible, the character, value per 
ton, and probable production of ore, thus determining the nature 
of reduction works required, and being enabled to estimate the 
cost of mining and reduction plant necessary to worksite mine to 
its full capacity, and of,the returns.and profits that may be'antici- 
pated. ,

It IS said that mfst of the great mines of the world were found 
by chance, and not by regular prospectors. This is probably true 
as regards lodes and veins ; but it must be remembered that 
within very recent years the average biiner or prospector had little 
or no knowledge of the rock formations in which gold, silver and 
other metalliferous veins were like)} to be found, and simply 
roamed over the mountains in a haphazard way, and was as likely 
to ook for gold quartz in cretaceous limestone as in metamorphic 
slates, or to follow the wrong formation ldngitudinally as to cross 
it and get into a better one.

One instance, however, may be mentioped, where intelligent 
observation and persevering search led to the discovery of 
immense gold fields and the settling up of a great continent, 
namely, the discovery of gold in Australia by Hargraves in ,851.

Nothing will build up a new country so rapidly as the discovery 
of gold and silver mines. Agricultural and manufacturing enter
prises are of slow growth, no matter how fertile the soil or how 
excellent the facilities for successful operation, unless they are 
given an impetus by something such as the discovery of gold or 
sdver, which will cause an immediate influx of population.

I
I

t
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Prospectingfar Gold and Stiver.80 Brady—

When such a rush occurs, as is generally the case on the first 
opening up of a new mining country the work of exploring and 
development goes on rapidly, and all the resources of the country 
are developed in a proportionally rapid manner. Lumbering, 
farming, and stock raising enterprises spring at once into existence, 
as the mines furnish a 
ducts.

The old pioneer prospector is rapidly disappearing, and organ
ize* prospecting and exploring parties, under the direction of 
competent mining engineers and experts, ate taking his place ; and 
this manner of acquiring mineral properties will be largely adopted 
in the future, as being the cheapest and in every wayithe nufct 

-f satisfactory manner of gaining possession of valuable mining rights.
The head of such a party, starting out to prospect anyparticular 

range of country, Would first acquaint himself with all the geological " 
and other information to be had from the reports, of the Qeelogical 
Survey, and other parties who had visited dig region of his intended 
explorations. Failing such sources of information he would take 
such reports and evidence, as he could find, relating to the mineral 
resources, etc., of other districts on the same, geological belt or 
mineral zone, and thus get some idea of where to look for the 
particular class of ore or mineral desired.

The following extracts from an article, on “ Mineral Zones and 
Mountains” from the “Mining and Scientific Press,” will help to 
explain this point.

“ 0ne of the Plates 'accompanying King’s Exploration of the 40th 
' “ Parallel is a section of the Warren Map of the U. S. Engineer

“ Department The section given includes the main central region 
“ of the Gr*at Basin, with a part of the coast system of California 
“ and *= outlying chains of the Rocky Mountains. A brief study 
“ of this map will teach the one great and prominent taw of 

arrangement of Cordillara Mountain chains, namely, that they 
“ trend from North to South, or from Northwest to Southeast.

“In strict subordination to this longitudinal direction of ranges,
“ *ays King, are grouped all the structural features of local geology.

' Ihe average strike of the great areas of upturned itrata is 
“ generally with the meridian. All thé'larger outbursts of granitic 
“ rocks conform to it as well, since their rents are most commonly 
“ the axial lines of actual folds ; and lastly, when the tertiasy uplift 
“occurred, its ranges bordered die older mountains in parallelism 
“and the volumes of Java accompanying it found exit through 
-longitudinal rents, sad either built themselves up along the

ready market and good prices for their pro-

I
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“■ancient line of structure, or through new fissures piled up chains 
“ south plan"*8 C0nf0rming “ trend with the general north and 

“Over these mountains

“parallel longitudinal tones.
i. “ The (Pacific coast 

“and chromic
, " 7’he next belt >s that of the Sierra Nevada and Oregon

Cascades, which upon their west slope bear two zones; a foot-hill 
chain of copper mines, and a middle line of gold deposits. These 
gold veins and the, resultant placer mines extend for into British 
Columbia and Alaska.
„3' “ Lyi"g t0 the east of this zone, along the east base of the 

„ .erras’ and stretching southward into Mexico, is a chain of 
silver mines containing comparatively Utile base metal, and fre- 
quently included in Volcanic rocks.
4- “ Through Middle Mexico, Arizona, Middle Nevada and 
Central Idaho, is another line of silver mines, mineralized with 
complicated association of the base metals, and more occurring 
in older rocks.

arrange themselves in

ranges on the West cariy quicksilver, tin,
iron.

5- “ Through New Mexico, Utah, and Western Montana lies 
another zone of argentiferous galena lodes.

„ 6 ,“'[°,the ea,t again «he New Mexico, Wyoming and Montana 
gold belt is an extremely well defined and continuous chain of 
deposits.”
From this it r-an be, . , seen how any information relating to the

geological structure, and rock formations of a district, or the 
character of its ores, wiU assist in determining what may be 
expected at other points, in similar respective positions, on the 
same range. As an illustration of this, I may mention the feet that 
on the Selkirk Range, in Kootenay District, B.C., large and valuable 
lodes of silver-bearing lead and copper, associated with other base 
metals, have lately been discovered. The ores of this district 
correspond in character with those of Idaho and Western Mon,... 
immediately south and on the 
mineral zones 4 and 5.

It being a feet that nearly all the valuable gold-bearing veins of 
me world have been found in metautorpbic slates and schists of 
different ages, from the Silurian in Australia to the Jurassic m 
California ; it is more resonabfe, and one is most likely to prove

same range, and with those of

!
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successful, in searching for gold, 
raetamorphic rocks.

82
■ to confine one’s explorations to

rom these and allied rocks, it seems reasonable to prospect for 
go Id placers on the lower slopes and benches of mountains and 
hills composed of such rocks .(particularly where traversed*by

"" : 
Æaï5.*îrs*iür*rss

““ “ *""** «— "- »• 

The minerals or ores commonly associated with gold, in quartzr-i "ssr—
a good indication in 
unfavorable to the

y

I
ng considered

a gold country, and thpir entire absence asjssr-shich free gold was, spldora or never seen, and the above sulph 
were more or less represented. 1 '*pn
veil. qTa“iS f/?qUCntly rust>r or «llular, and discolored b 
y low, reddish, blue, etc., by the decomposition of the bai 
accompanying the gold. ,
cariesTo!dCertain “d rdiable way of findi”« out if a quartz vein 
carries gold, in paying quantities, is to pound up pieces from
uof Th Pam f thC Vem and P“ thkm out. If the quartz is 
pounded very fine, and then carefully washed down in a pan or
îïïd gt Wi" befound- and be «en with the
aked eye, if there is sufficient in the quartz to pay for working ;
J. “not worth while spending much time oVcr a vein (ài
S lVnH •’ “ 1)8 f0Und in ,hat way- Of course gold
is found in paying quantities associated with ores of silver and
b^McZtoed,h m .the.Com8tock Lod*- where Presence cannot
the 3 'r , y ,,mply P”nmg °U,i but thi8 real|y comes under 
^hejd of silver ore, end will have to be assayed in a similar

Veins and streaks of

even

urcts

rown, 
se oresl

I !

;

Silver and its ores are so intimately connected with
many of the
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of lead, copper, antimony, zinc, etc., that in indicating the 
rock» in which we may expect to find silver-bearing vein», we 
necessarily include the others.

Native silver, Ruby silver, and silyer ores proper, and such as 
are mixed with base metal ores to only a limited extent, are found 
most frequently in Syenite, Trachyte, Andesite, Porphyry,-Gneiss 
and allied metamorphic rocks,—and in shaly sandstone, conglo
merates, etc., in the vicinity of eruptive .rocks, and generally in 
a quartz gangue. Argentiferous galena, and carbonate of lead 
carrying silver, argentiferous grey.copper ore, etc., in argillaceous 
shale and schists, crystalline limestone, etc., and porphyry. And 
low grade argentiferous galena and carbonates in carboniferous and 
other limestones.

The vein matter, or gangue, may be quartz or calc-spar, or both, 
and may be mixed with heavy-spar, flour-spar or pearl-spar ; and in 
some of the largest and most productive lodes the vein matter is 
chiefly yellow and brownish clay, with boulders of iron maganese 
rock, and horses of the country rock, and in this character of 
gangue the largest chimneys of galena and carbonates, carrying 
silver, have been found.

The character and value of silver ores cannot be accurately 
determined, except by, regular .assay. They are mixed with so 
many other ores and minerals, that in many cases they cannot be 
distinguished from the ordinary ores of the base metals. After 
long experience a man may be able to form a fair estimate of the 
ores of the particular district in whk& he has been working ; but 
take him into a new district where the combinations are different, 
and his opinion as to the value <#an ore, from simple inspection, 
is quite worthless.

A collection of small specimens of different metallic ores, which 
be obtained in New York, and readily carried along, will be of 

assistance; and with a blow-pipe outfit, tests which‘will 
determine at least the presence or absence of silver, and many of 
the other metals, can be made. “These with " Danas' Manual of 
Mineralogy," art elementary treatise on geology, and a book of 
instructions for the use of the blow-pipe—a gold pan or horn, and 
a bottle of Nitric Acid—will enable one to get a fair idea of any 
ore, rock, or mineral we may come across.

A pick and shovel, hand-crushing machine, or pestel and mortar, 
and one or two rock hammers and small prospecting poll picks ' 
should be carried along; and on tegular prospecting expeditions, 
where such things csin be packed or carried, a small bellows and

88
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84 Brady—Prospecting for Odd and Silver.

anvil, drills, striking hammers, powder, fuse, caps, etc., should form 
part of the outfit 1

In prospecting a given belt of country, it is best to cross it as 
often as possible, and where the rock formation is most exposed ; 

, following up the beds of the streams, where practicable, and 
making lateral excursions at convenient points, and where the 
formation seems favorable.

At, or near, a change of formation, say from slate to granite or 
limestone-; and near porphyritic or other igneous rocks, in stratified 
and metamotthic beds, large and productive lodesfmay be lookèd

V V 'for.
Large veifis are generally split up, or divided into several 

. branches, ittf the valleys and crossings of streams ; but the large 
and solid outcrops can generally be found on the high ridges on 
either side, taking the general direction of the veins at the 
crossing, and it is usually on these ridges or hills that the largest 
and most valuable deposits of ore are fouhd.
Preliminary Development :

The first thing to be done in opening up a I<@ed$ to ascertain 
the extent of the ore-body on the surfaee, so as to determine the 
best place for a shaft or tunnel. This can be done by sinking to 
bed rock at several places along the general line of the lode, where 
it is not already exposed, and making cross-cuts at these points.
If the mine is to be opened up by means of a shaft, it may be 
located about the centre of this ore-body, and should follow the 
vein down. The dip of a vein is so liable to change near the 
surface, that a perpendicultd* working-shaft cannot be properly 
located until prospecting works have been carried to a depth of at 
least zoo or 300 feet. Drifts or levels should be run about every ' 
60 feet, and, where the veto is wider than the drift, 
should be made at about the sftne distances apart ■ The extent to 
which this work should be carried, and the size of shaft, etc., must 
be determined by the nature of the vein and its ore, the develop
ments made in sinking and drifting, and the amount of money the 
manager has at his command for this purpose. A shaft from 200 
to 300 fèfet deep, and drifts as above, say 120 feet on each side of 
the shaft, with cross-cuts about every 60 feet, will generally be 
considered sufficient to decide the probable value of the property, 
and the cost of mining and reduction works for permanent opera
tion.

cross-cuts

The ore token out of the shafts and drifts will help to pay for
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Brady—Protpecting f<yr Gold and Silver. t:i 85
the Work, and the mine will be in a condition to put on men 
enough to slope out ore while reduction works are building, to 
keep them running while the permanent working shaft is being put

If the vein crops out on aside hill, or bluff, so that 
be run along the vein, at a sufficient depth from the outcrop on 
top, much time and money can be saved, and both hoisting and 
pumping works dispensed with. But if the strike of the 
such that the tunnel must be-run., any distance through country 
roeh, before encountering the vein, it tpusV'be prospected and 
proved to a sufficient depth, before 
without great risk of miscalculation

a tunnel can

vein is

a tunnel can be attempted 
and disappointment 

In lodes that are not too wet, rock and water can be hoisted for 
the first too feet by wmdlap, and from aoo to 300 feet by a whim • 
but where much water is encountered an engine will be required. ’

The following points in relation to Mining Claims should be 
carefully noted 1 
r. Location or position on the Map.
». How to reach it, and condition of roads, trails, &c.
3. Course, or strike, width and dip of vein or lode.
4. Class of ore or mineral, as nearly as can be ascertained
5. Quality « “ , and samples, if possible.
6. Length and width of ore-body exposed.
7. Gangue or matrix of vein.
8. Character of walls.

i
I
!

H V 9- Country rock.
10. Water-power, if any, fall, No. of inches, &c.
11. Quality and cost of wood, timber and lumber.
1 a. Cost of labor and board.
13. Price of provisions, grain, hay, &c.
14. Rate of freight from nearest railway station, steamboat landing,

or town.
15. Distances from do.
16. How lode is situated for development by tunnel or shaft.
17. Distance and freight to nearest smelter or reduction works •

rates paid for ore, or charge for reduction.
■ ■l8' Remarks on climate, labor, supplies, grass, iic.

19. Sketch of claim and surroundings.
In closing this paper I will quote the following from a Report to 

the Legislative Council of Victoria, Australia, March, 1854 
“11,8 di,C0ïery of »e Victoria gold fields hat converted a remote
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■Prospecting for Odd and Silver.Bi86i
« dependency into alcountry of world-wide fame ; it ha» attracted a 

in number, with unprecedented rapidity j“ population, ex
« it has enhanced the value of property to an enormous extent ;
“ it has made this oni of the richest coup trie» in the world ; and in 4 
“ less than three years it has done for this colony the work of an 
“ age, and made its impulses felt in the most distant parts of the * 
“ world.”

Knowing the immense results that have followed the opening up 
of mines in Australia, California, Nevada, Montana, Sec., one would 
suppose that our government (both Provincial and Dominion) would 
offer every inducement to, prospectors and miners to prosecute 
their work of exploration and devekygnent, instead of hampering 
them with unnecessary and harassing rules and regulations. The 
mining laws of all the Provinces and the Dominion should be assi
milated, and many alterations made ; and mining machinery, which 
cannot be or is not manufactured in Canada, should be admitted free 
of duty, at least until such time as we can mhnufeoture it ourselves.

JAMES BRADY.

I

/Â

Victoria, B.C*., Feb. nth, 1889.
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KU>U Rejection of the Eltctric Light.

REFLECTION OF THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
TV following short series of observations

^,dïïrM”1 « “» «- «». üüss: 
o?^£SSfÆ5ïïL*î*r “» -the lighted area is in round number. . fmm centre of 
and the direction south-eut. “d fifty chain»-

87

was taken with a view

I

Power ;æ“h™;r d^^ W -=
machine design; y 1 of the rh"m“"" ' *uucmne aestgn; one dynamo i. n..H r d.** f.l,omson spherical»» 
for private lights. ln j0 H p Tj *" ,tr“l hghl™g, the otherafcainwhichLlighta^irtrihu^.Z:" “* «T"' ^
by 65 chains east and west The, chains north and south,

I« is self-evident?*"*•
=0 sharp line of demarcation tietween ar^H v ' ’1lere the« » 
the telescope is inapplicable [ ght and steUar light,

square (which was slid up and down the PaS*'ngover the
building nearly at right angles to the line If “n *e ndge °f ■

I found however that this method gave too small Was soon

1 «=t

«11 dimduM. ''tMw of âJîdh^T" “ot d“lribo“‘l
bons, but not burning at thé same time • ^“r'lT'0 ““ °f Car" 
by a hood ten and a half inches in diamét^ wC ÎT C°Vered 
first passes, the carbon points are on a lewd 1 “ cumnt
no direct upward Ulumination i, possible ■ d^ » °°d’ *° that 
combustion, the lower point or negativepile^ÏTtew *

adjoining fresh set of carbons We seTtheirf**1* 'u Pa“ over *** 
of the hood the minimum direct unw.M o " Ü“» ” «count

V
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—Refaction of the Electric Light.

, The remaining ao lights carry only one set of carbons, and are 
without a hood; the points at lighting being 14 inches beneath a 
rectangular box 5 by 6# inches, carrying the adjusting magnetic 
mechanism, the points being lowered during combustion six inches 
as in the previous case. These latter lights give a direct upward ( 
illumination if nearly one-half of, the whole. '

Now of the direct upward illumination for observation by 
.reflection, it is seen that the 12 lights furnish very little light, as at 
the maximum the rays are sent out at an angle of 4$ degrees to the 
horizon; the inclination of the rays of the ao lights-at their maxi
mum being about 81 degrees to the horizon.

Light either emanates from a luminous body or is reflected 
- from illuminated bodies. In our observations we have to deal . 

exclusively with reflected light. The intensity of light varies as 
the square of the distance, whereas thebrightness remains practically 
the same within wide variations of distance.

The air is composed of gases and aqueous vapor, both reflect 
light ; but in consequence of the lowness of the refractive index of 
the former, both the reflection and faction thereof are feeble.

The gases of the atmosphere, we may assume as constant, but 
not the aqueous vapor or hygrométrie condition of the atmosphere, 
and as it is mostly from this vapor under various conditions that

88

we receive the reflections, it will be seen that our observations 
must to a very great extent follow the fluctuafons of the percentage 
of aqueous vapor in the upper regions of the atmosphere. Another 
factor from which reflections may be received is the microscopic 
dust floating in the higher regions ; but as the observations 
taken in the winter when the ground was covered with snow, it is 
assumed that the effects of this factor are inappreciable.

A cloudless sky is the best condition under which to take obser
vations for the purposes of this paper, for only then are we certain 
that the maximum height observed is situate directly over the 
lights. Knowing the length of the base line of our right angle 
triangle, the linear height of the visible reflected light is readily 
found. It sometimes happens that a cloud is floating somewhere 
above the illumined upper area, and from its more compact form of 
accumulated aqueous vapor possesses higher reflective powers, 
and will hence show more reflected light than is otherwise visible. 
But as one observer cannot by angular measure fix the position of 
a cloud, it is impossible to deduce the linear height of reflections 
as seen emanating from a cloud. I have on several occasions seen 
on clear nights with a single cloud hanging over the illumined area
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Klotz—Reflection of the Electric Light, 89

Now besides the direct

* ^Ca/ “W w,th httlc moisture in the atmosphere, it will be 
“ K 6 !Um,1”ltion by the electric light on surrounding 

jects, such as buildings, is especially bright, shadows sharply
’ an, / aces SUCh as ,anes or side streets where the direct 

rays do not fall especially dark. But if it rains, a marked difference 
ill be noticeable, the above bright illumination of buildings will 

be more subdued, and on the other hand lanes and side streets

ri,= rayVaU C°mpa~rative,y bri8ht- This results from
the reflection from the innumerable drops of rain. The same phe
nomenon is produced by falling snow.

But when it is snowing it is more difficult, in fact often impos- 
sible, to make satisfactory observations of elevation than when 
raining, because the snow does not transmit rays of light as drops 
of water do, as each snow-flake is 6 p
the light is lost by repeated reflections.

Itmay be stated that by reason of reflection of light, a cloud pro- 
jected against the sun appears dark or black, because few rays are 
transmitted through the cloud, that is there is an absence of light
bowel Par,L°f Jhe I’Md hen“ appears dirk i » cloud so situate, 
however, that the reflections can reach the eye will for similar rea- 
sons appear white.

I
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posed of many crystals, andcom
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!
\ ll!i

li
1889.

Jan. 31 at" Starlight, but hazy on horiion. Light differed, but 
a light cloud abound the reflection higher than 
could olherwiae have been judged.

Starlight 1 hazy 1 spiculæ of enow in air. Light 
di.ltuscd. Illumination in iky lens-zhaped. 

Overcast { no Harz visible. Uoudz apparently 
immediately above Galt, so that little or no 
light was,.visible, but from zo° upwards a bright 
and diffused band of light extended to the zen
ith and a little beyond. Laterally the band 
extended fully 90” on the horizon. At the 
same time in the northwest of the sky was visi
ble at an elevation of 7* a band of illumined 

\ clouds, being reflected light from the electric 
lights in Berlin, seven anda half miles distant. 

Light clouds 1 stars visible. Light bright on clouds. 
Snowing heavily, no light visible.
Moonlight ; prevented observations for succeeding

3500 73

Feb. 1 250 83 *4°

“ 2 76 a6°

“ 3 31*30' 
“ 4 ,

10e10200

“ 5 

“ *3

“1 as

nights. *
Bright starlight to within 5" of horiz 

Light so faint as to be indefiiiab]
-6°87 on. No clouds,

oi le in height.
Sky ov-eicast ;Jjne snow, some stars dimly seen.

Starlight, but not very clenr, no clouds, fog or 
mist on horizon although stars visible to within 
to® of horizon. Light scarcely visible.

Heavy snow. Light invisible.
Too clouded.
Misty.
Snowing. Light, a nanxS band on horizon.
Overcast, no stars. V or 5® above horizon scarcely 

any light visible, then came a bright 1»nd 
which was diffused upwards, being more sharply 
defined beneath.

Clear starlight, no cloud* Light faint and diffused, 
not much brighter than Milky Way.

Sky overcast, but here and there a star visible. On
' horizon little or no light visible. From about 

5® a bright band extended upwards, terminating 
rapidly, not much diffusion. Berlin lights, fair
ly bright band on horizon, elevation about 4®. 

Bright clear starlight. Aurora boreal» in .north, 
steady illumination, no streamcrs.^U|ht al-

37° 88 8°

7° 74 —2°

“ 26

$ %10300

7300
Mar. 1 

“ 2 24°

! “ 3 >>•

“ 4 12- 8l3500

" 5 84 25-

must invisible, just burely so on 
elevation.

Overcast. Immediately above horizon up to 4*110
light visible. Above that to f---------- - •
cloud with tents 1 cloud, brio

“ 640- 13800 83 30-!

..... ........ iwwe mu 10 7 was a cumulus
cloud with rente 1 cloud, bright illumination,

hence no observations

;f

II
7 7« 17! ircasb Moonlight, and 

on succeeding nights. *

Nora.—la the above the word light ll used for refected light. Elevations given are never ar-J 
and heigh» to the nearest hundred feet. ^ - /T I
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^EBHEEEEE
^rh5.E™s==
dlSnt’togf A® “twovely

U .. f. things. A ray of light can itself not be seen it is simnl, l direction of motion and has no material existent

aTwith T W0UM te inVisib'e *° us but for the existent of,he
s°- °f *-

image formed upon the retina of the 
the impression of light is made 
rays are not sufficiently 
light will be visible.

1|

$

upon our eye. If the 
eye is sufficiently bright, 

upon the brain; if the reflected 
numerous to make that impression, no

I

Ihis shows that two observers would probably not adiudve

... s- Zz “ ,=» »
wh“rva'SOtdiStribUted thr°Ugh the lower «tram, through 
Which.the ray must pass m order to reach us ; so that when the

• d— b"‘ i” a less Z

%
I

li

Et r„l
c.."k^Ï «ES; 7,fr, , ™,
ï r Sü-r: K3»„ 1
zrmoT'!' ’ ^ 15 ther« » constant ratio connecting the 

Tw 7 "Z"'* ”0t aware of any observations or tables that.” * ratio of relative humidity for different tem 
different elevations above the surface of the

and that

1
peratures, for 

earth at a given point.*\
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In the summer-time during the heat of the day, the moisture is 
carried to higher regions increasing the relative humidity there, 
while decreasing the same near the surface of the earth ; during the 
night when the air is being cooled off, the reverse takes place. In 
the winter it is not probable that the variation in a day of the 
relative humidity of the upper and lower regions is as great as in 
summer.

From a series of observations extending say over a year at 
least, we might hope to deduce a curve from the elevation observa
tions, representing fairly well the hygrométrie curve of tile upper 
regions.

Should the above observations be compared with those at 
other localities, due consideration must be given to the number of 
lights, and their construction. '

The greater the number of lights within a given area, the 
greater thé illumination, and the higher the visible reflection.

OTTO J. KLOTZ.
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(

GUNTER’S CHAIN.
Mr. President and Gentlemen,

I think that anything I. may advance regarding Gunter’s Chain 
will be quite familiar to you all ; I would not have chosen it as the 
subject of an address, however short, to this Association, were it 
not that my attention was drawn to consider the great utility of 
oubr!^ measurement by some paragraphs in an article

T!? ,arti=le is entitled “ Decimal vmkt The Metric System.” As 
the Metric System is a Decimal System, the title appeared^ be pecu-
haV r 7? tkl‘eartick-Ifou”d that the writer wished to prove 

that it was advisable not to adopt the Metre, but to retain the Foot 
decimally divided, as the Standard for American Engineers and 
Surveyors, and to discard the use of all other standards of measure
ment whatever, including Gunter’s Chain.

The foot, decimally divided, is almost invariably used by Civil 
Engineers in our various surveying and levelling operations and 
has been so used for a great number of years ; I am of the writer’s 
opinion that for this class of work it would not be advisable to make 
any change; I also agree with him in that it would be 
benefit if the foot, divided decimally, were in general use by archi- 
tects and artisans similarly with regard to the advisability of using 
he cubic foot also divided decimally. I am one of, I believe f 

laige majority who are of opinion that it would be a public boon
to ado '1 d1”-8 dl6ferent Wd«hts and measures now in use, and
to adopt decimal measurements of volume and weight of which the
en? T am C -’*1 T f°r measurements of areas it is differ- 

1 7 °f0pm,on thlt long as a mile is . «.ndard of

areas especially.
The paragraphs to which I refer, are these :

, mak< afew comparisons, and will start with the state-
ment that we must have a new system of notation in weights and 

, ^ re,\ W* 8,1 «member our childhood school-day^, trying 
to memorise the complicated duodecimal system of weighla and

■omfTrride mathema/Ce-thC gnu,des* and ”ost exact 
of aU arts and sciences, a dread to the majority of scholars

asso-
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a great

measurements, and of
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94 Bray—Gunter's Chain.
1 a dislike that can be overcome by improving our system of nota
tion. I will take the Gunter’s chain to start with :
“ Proiilkm How many acres in a tract of land of the follow
ing dimensions: Gunter’s chain, 6 rods, i link, 4.08 inches, by 
26 rodV 10 links = ? Decimal, too feeti by 435.6 feet = 43,560 
square met = 1 acre ? Please note the chain measurement, use 

1 decimals of an inch, and the entire measurement will have to be 
reduced to decimals before multiplying, and then divided by 160 to 
get answers in acres. If you ask what is a rod, nine out of ten, 
if they know, will answer, sixteen and one-half feet, instead of 
twenty-five links. I think this simple experiment will prove to 
you all, that to use the foot instead of the Gunter's! chain is 
introducing a foreign element to anyone’s detriment."
Please note especially that the writer takes Gunter’s chain, which 
in itself a decimal system, pure and simple, to illustrate the ad

visability of adopting a decimal system, and that he quotes the 
taken with it in rods, links, inakes and decimals of 

an inch / This is the first instance in my experience of a measure
ment taken with Gunter’s chain being expressed in rods, links, 
inches and decimals of an inch. I think that eminent Astronomer 
and Mathematician, Mr. Edward Gunter, would have been astonish- 
ed at such a

not

I
measurements

liberty having been taken with the chain that he had 
the wisdom to divide decimally.

As we all know Mr. Gunter’s invention or discovery consisted in 
having observed that the result of 5,280 feet, that is the length of 
one mile, divided by 66, is exactly 80, or as now expressed, 80 
chains make one mile, and that 10 times the square of 66 feet 
exactly equals one acre, or, as now expressed, 10 square chains 
make one acre; there remained nothing therefore to do but to 
divide decimally the standard of 66 feet, thus discovered, which 
Mr. Gunter wisely did, dividing it into 100 links, and each link into 
tenths and hundredths, therefore the problem given in the para- 
paphs I have quoted, instead of being stated 6 rods, 1 link, 4.08 
inches, by 26 rods, 10 links, should have been stated 1.5151 chains 
by 6.60 chains. But this problem, to put it mildly, is unfair and mis
leading, ay one multiplier is made to express 100 feet exactly, and is 
therefore necessarily a repeating decimal, and obviously cannot be 
a measurement made with Gunter’s chain. A fair problem is any 
one in which the multipliers are even such as :

a. 25 chains x 5.50 chains — 1.375 acres and the equivalents in
feet.

i6j feet x 363 feet = 59895 square feet4-43560 = 1.375 acres.

x
J'***’ m
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The measurement,h the chain manifestly posaesaes the advan- 

Jv f not requiring the diviaion by 43560, which ia quite an
Bolh of Thir * *re 8 hrge eumber ofareM to be aacertained.
acre « LT'’ ■"* "PrCSSed ^ acre, and decimals of an 

“ 7* Pomi”,0in th= expression of areas in acres, roods 
and perches has happily become obsolete.
,r,Y,e,7Stn0t/0rgCt aIS° lhat maps f P,ans> constructed with the 

? 8 mea,urements "adeVith the chain, possess a de-
c ded advantage over those made with the scale referring to mea
surements made with the foot as a standard ; for instance, in a map 
inch 7 7 8 ’ ftating tbat ,0- ao' 40. or 80 Chains equal
be ôn L 7 that 8- 4' ’• °r 1 inch, as the case may 
2°” the™ap or plan-,s ««"‘'y » mile, and we also know that the 
fee, r COnTC,Cd decimally, whereas the equivalent, in
feet, 660 feet, 1,320 feet, 2,640 feet, or 5,280 feet, to an inch, are 
very mconvement scales, and preclude the possibility of construct- 
mg the map or plan decimally; and if the map i, constructed with 

, a scale of^in ,00 feet, we still have the fraction of 280 feet in 
every mile to enter into the measurement of any distance on the 
map or plan to be expressed in miles.

In conclusion, I think there is no doubt that the Surveyors' 
çhain commonly called Gunter's Chain, which wa, invented by 
Mr. Edward Gunter about 250 years ago, is still at this date too 
valuable a link between the standards of a mile and 
too convenient a standard itself for 
areas in

i**-

one

;;I

an acre, and
. , measurements generally and of

length and an acre is retained as a standard of area.

S, BRAY,
Ottawa, 1st February, 1889.
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96 Harris—The Status of our Profession.

:

I

i T.HE STATUS OF OUR PROFESSION.

This is emphatically an age of improvement. Since the 
mencement of the Nineteenth Century what wonders have been 
accomplished I The very elements have been made to do the bid
ding of man. He has harnessed the lightning—compelled tHe 
slumbering properties of matter to do his bidding. “ He Lmrfade

II
com-

I the wave a willing slave, to plow its own blue deep, and over the 
land, the rock and desert sand, with fiery train to swe6p.” Yet 
the man who acted as fireman on the first Railway Locomotive is 
still living, and is now a resident of Ontario I The uses to which 
electricity has been applied, within the last decade even, is simply 
marvellous. Had the announcement been made ten years ago that 
a person in New York City could hold converse with another in 
Chicago, whose voice and tone he could distinctly recognize, the 

who made it would by common consent be considered a fit 
subject for the insane asylum ; yet Edison has demonstrated this, 
and even more astounding discoveries, and yet the scale of pro
gression increases in intensity at every new development. So 
eminently successful has been this victory of mind over matter, that 
the last leaf in the vast volume of research and discovery is in per
fect keeping with the developments of the first.

Such thoughts are inevitable jn glancing back through the long 
vista of past ages, in search of the object which has been 
prolific upon this vast, almost uncontrollable, system of progression, 
and for the purposes of this paper the author hesitates not to assert 
that the science of the Surveyor has contributed its quota to this 
gratifying result, from the date Adam “surveyed the Garden of 
Eden roundabout*’ to the present time.-

In complying with repeated requests, that I would prepare a 
paper to be read before the sixth annual meeting of the Dominion 
Land Surveyors Association, I may here premise that I do so with 
extreme hesitation, from the fact that the subject demands more 
time and attention than I can

R
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bestow upon it at present. I will, 

however, introduce the subject, leaving it for more extended treat
ment

1
;

at the hands of the Association. The question to be 
considered at the very outset is what position should we occupy 
among the professions of' the dayk Do we occupy the place to 
which we are entitled? If not—why not ? If imperfection exists
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Ha/rrit—The Status of our Profession. 971:1
nd is admitted, the thing to be done is to ascertain the 

and apply the remedy if possible.
That the profession of the Surveyor is entitled to rank among the 

first can be demonstrated by argument, as conclusively as it can be
weTrê h WL ° n°,t’f present- occuPy the higffyosition to which 
we are by right entitled, and which it is the aim of our Association
ridered'h ’ ™e'queStion standing must necessarily be con-
Min strv LwZZ,"800 T* 'he 0ther leamed P™f=ssions-the 
atd Med,c,ne-&c of which have their several fields
thmrir m ,0”s- 11 can he reasonably claimed that the < 
thM?Zr^°fr,,0,!,0f °Ur pr<>fes8ion aff°rds a wider field/or thought 
* can h* found “ any other profession. We havffor a basis 
the most exact and absolutely correct foundation. The principles
uncert0", applica‘ion8 of mathematical science admit of L 

som Ih ^ a N° eXCept,ons are "«cessary to prove the rule as in 
°thV departments of science. In this respect we can fairly 

frZ P°SSes,10n of the only indisputably accurate pro-
inTevl * fB0J am‘ten diffet ^17 in their views, concern- 
and d r hC 'T1""™'»1 Pri“eiples which underlie the teachfngs 
and doctrines of the true Church? Doctors frequently differ on 
ïltal pojnte pertaining to their profession ; and in law, unless there 
are two sides, the.interest in that profession would be greatly dim- 

.[huS,w*teadily see that while differences of bpinion 
exist m other leading professions, ours, being governed by the un- 

Ding principles of mathematics, must, when properly applied, 
produce correct results. The nearest approach to an apparent
SîhëYon thC 8tudy.fou^rofession which I remember having 
met is the following “An asymptote of an hyperbola is, a straight
heefurtlT 't “g^th! “?e7hich approaches nearer the cuL 

the^further it is produced, butting extended eVer so fef’can never
the curve. This ma/appear, at first sight, contradictory.

in the To " ^ ,hlt Upon which thi8 depends ilcontained 
m the 47th Prop ,,» Book Euclid, from which it is shown that the
tTT, ri® , ,,de‘ubtendin8 ‘he right angle must be added 

, rf th,e °*fr ,,de* to ‘I™1 «he square of the hypothenuse.
Now to apply this, principle, we will suppose the base to be one 
mile long, and the perpendicular to be one foot in length, the length 
of the base will be so nearly equal to that of the hypothenuse u to 
be practically the tame ; and the further the base be extended, 
while retaining the same unit of measure for the perpendicular, the
vet"-n tT * r'! ‘he b*’* aDd byPOthenuse approach to equaUty ; . 
yet, in the calculation we cannot ignore the perpendicular, however

cause,N

O
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98 Harris—The Status of our Profession.

small the ratio, in order that a correct result may be obtained* 
Thus is demonstrated the absolute correctness of the fundamental 
principles enunciated. This principle also holds true when applied 
to calculations in spherical trigonometry and astronomy. By the 
aid of such principles we are enabled to explain why the moon, 
which is comparatively near to us (being about 30 diameters of the 
earth distant), appears as large as the sun, which ig 400 times farther 
away. Were the moon to recede from the earth a distance equal 
to that of the sun, its diameter would be contained within an angle, 
which, at the distance of a mile, measures one inch and a half— 
half of which corresponds to the perpendicular or semi-diameter of 
the object viewed ; nevertiplessHhis factor must play a very 
important part in calculating the sizeshf the various planets, and 
all objects presenting a defined disc. This serves to give some 
idea of the care and skill that must be exercised, not only in the 
observations and calculations, but in making the instruments by 
which we are enabled to read such result^.

Thus by the application of the principles of dur science we not 
only measure the distances to the planets which compose the solar 
system, but are enabled to ascertain their relative size, position, 
velocity and weight. In illustration of this may be instanced the 
accuracy of the calculations involved in determining the exact time, 
locality and duration of the eclipse of the sun, which occurred on 
the first day of the present year. Not only was the moment of 
time accurately predicted, but so finely defined was the belt of 
totality that its limits could have been marked out upon the earth 
by lures drawn across the continent. Astronomers made no mis
take as to the location of points from which to make observations 
to the best advantage. This is but another illustration that the 
principles of mathematics, when properly applied, work out correct 
results, whether in the prediction of an eclipse of the sun or moon, 
transit of Venus, or other calculations in astronomy, spherical 
trigonometry, &c.

While the instruments and appliances for the prosecution of such 
extended investigations may not be within the reach of all, it is none 
the less requisite and necessary that we should be capable of put
ting to their proper uses the results obtained through these intricate 
appliances. By the teachings of our calling we are privileged to 
see, as “ through a glass darkly,” the operation of Nature's laws, 
and should be inspired by a desire to investigate still further this 
interesting and important branch of our profession.

In concluding this, branch of our subject, it may be remarked that

i
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Barris—The Statut of our Profession.
?! rmi|nd|C“ With d®cul,y =°”«ive the extent and accuracy of 
he calculations involved. We quote figures without an adequate 

conception of their meaning. The distance to our nearest neieh 
boring plane, (Venus) i, so great, that were we to 'ravd by an 
imaginary railway train at an average rate of 7
«^h“ urdPPting f°r WOOd’ WatCr^ way-5ta‘ions, we would only 

reach our destination at the end of one hundred years. The trio 
would thus prove a failure within the years allotted the l e 
o man. So much for the “all rail route" to our neighbors he 
planets. Now let us consider for a moment the movements of 
l.ght and electricity. The former comes from the sunTeiah, 
minutes, or ,86,000 miles per second, and although travelling ^

of L'TedV r We kam Wilh os'omshmen, that, had most 
of the fixed stars we view with the unaided eye been blotted out of 
existence at the date of our birth, we would be still able to observe 
them as if they had not been obliterated, as the light from them 
which now stakes the eye started on its course before we were 
anv*' 1 r! °”ly by such ’l'ostrations as thés» that we can gain
the distances " COmpreh<\Df e understanding of the immensity of 
the distances represented by th, figures we employ, and with

second^ aSSTe -hat °Ur S,anding and influence should be 
second to none. But is it so?. We have to admit that it is not
briefiva5°W Iie„UP°n the SUrfact’ and which we will consider 
briefly. We have allowed the profession to drift, „
rudder or master, at the mercy of wind and wave. We have too

lauZble VrtSta‘eS the S°Uth 0f us’ roused themselves, and a 
audable effort was made culminating with us in the organization of

work in°alari'2C!t 7mi0n ^ Surveyor'' which doing good 
wo* ,„ a nght direction, and should receive the encouragement

rT-issassiiscstas
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the professions can be kept and preserved for bur use and occupa
tion without active attention upon our part. Active and constant 
exercise is required, both of mind and body. The arm carried in 
a sling for a few months only wiil lose its cunning ; the profession 
or association whose members are inactive will similarly become 
weakened and incapable of effective-action. To keep abreast of the 
times, we require a more constant and thorough interchange of 
ideas, and it is only by united action that we can hope to maintain 
our position, or prove to the world that we are worthy of recogni
tion. At present in popular parlance, the Surveyor’s whole staff, 
including the cook, is referred to as a “ party of Surveyors," and 
what wonder, considering that from want of organization wë our
selves scarcely know whoya.members of our profession qualified 
to practice. It is not surprising therefore that the public generally 
have fallen into the habit of considering as a Surveyor every per
son who can set up an instrument, read an angle, and chew tobacco, 
and occasionally strike the mark—with the tobahco juice. We 
owe it to the public as well as.to ourselves, and the students who 
in good faith undergo the necessary courses to become surveyors, 
to weed out those parasites, whose monumental cheek enables them 
to usurp positions for which they have never become qualified, and 

1 who, being under no bonds, have the double advantage of assum-
, ing no responsibility. We require and should procure for our own 

protection, and that of the public, legislation more stringent than 
the laws at present operative. So long as we continue to allow 
unqualified persons to 11 work at surveying" we may expect to find 
the Courts accepting as professional such evidence as they may 
give. The lawyer and the judge naturally, and not unreasonably, 
look upon the matter only in reference to the facts to be adduced 
in the case, no doubt concluding that inasmuch as we allow such 
persons to practice as surveyors, it devolves not upon them to 
question their qualifications, or protect our profession against 
them. The truth appears to be that our profession, like that of 
medicine, requires protection. The latter profession has had of 
late years to institute the most rigorous prosecution of those who 

# . were unlawfully practising as physicians, and thereby bringing their
profession into disrepute, The Surveyors’ Association must do 
likewise, if they would protect the interests of the public and pre
serve their own respectability.

I venture the declaration that our personal habits have an im
portant influence, and are largely responsible for our degenerate 
condition as a body. Our standing, individually and collectively,
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A STANDARD OF PRECISION.
As time adds to the experience of the surveyor, he becomes more 

and more convinced of the necessity of applying some test to each 
of the operations which go to make a complete survey, to ensure a 
satisfactory degree of precision ; while an exacting public, imbued 
with the infallibility of the maxim “ a penny saved is a penny 
gained,1' ignorant of the illimitable possibilities of error that beset 
the surveyor, and careless to an extent that is to be wondered at 
of the magnitude of the evils that may result therefrom, insists with 
increasing rigour on cheapness, and the necessary accompany
ing speed ; indeed the idea seems to gain in popularity that the 
surveyor, like the fairy Puck, can “ pul a girdle roundabout the 
earth in forty minutes.”

In the struggle for his daily brejd, confronted on one hand by a 
strong competition, and on the'other with an empty purse, what 
checks are indispensable to ensure good work ? becomes a question 
of interest, and it has occurred to me would form a profitable sub
ject for consideration by this Association.

A brief glance at the work of a traverse survey will present many 
of the various points of interest which the subject presents. The 
point of commencement (the location of which, generally depend
ing on evidence, will not concern us here) having been satisfactorily 
determined, and the direction of the initial course marked on the 
ground, we have as the first instrumental operation to find its 
azimuth, involving at the outset the determination of the degree of 
precision of angular measurement, which the interests that may 
depend on the work require, that is to say—we have first to 
determine what quantities can be omitted from the readings, and 
çecond, the methods to be adopted for eliminating instrumental 
and other errors, so that each course may within a stated vari
ation agree with its azimuth as recorded in the field notes. This 
limit of variation we may call our standard of angular precision. 
The precautions to be taken to ensure good chaining now require 
our attention. On this, the weak point of all surveys, those who 
have been engaged on surveys where check chains were used could 
perhaps give some useful hints. The error which should not be 
exceeded with the precautions determined on may be called our 
standard of lineal prqcision. Having in the various operations 
comprising the survey carefully conformed to the requirements of 
our adopted standards, we have in the errors of the closing angle and
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standards, a departure from which 
minuteness and corresponding loss of tim 
expense of a probable inaccuracy, if not a 
the surveyor occupies unassailable ground.
, !f' thc/vent ofa dWed survey, the surveyor can show satis- 
factory evidence as tb the correctness of his work his r,.n 

7II be enhanced, and the public will have an appreciable consider” 
honfor what might have been considered an unusual, if not an 

unnecessary outlay for surveying. This evidence is afforded by 
our standards, when inserted with the result of the tests thev 
supply and a minute account of all the field operations in thenote^ 
book; for example if the note-book of our supposed "reverse I 
mean the copy furnished with the plans as well as the field rnnv 
records the bearing* and distances corrected so as to hal PX’ 
preceded by a statement of the standards of precision and rT’ 
data used for the determination of the initial azimuth, in’the case" 
for instance, of an observation of the sun this would h >k ■ •’ 
!£?. and longitude, stating how ascertained, time, registered 
declination, and instrumental readings, so that the calculation clld 

y ime be checked, and all subsequent operations feorirrM 
with equal minuteness, followed on theJast page with the rin ^ 
errors and the deduced errors of each angle a'ndliZ unit 

ing that the limits of the adopted standards have not been exceed, 
ed confidence that could not be otherwise given to the workwU! 
be Obtained. In those surveys where Unes are to be run on stated 
azimuths, and the work terminates without the opportunity
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making a satisfactory check, perhaps nothing, shot£ of two inde
pendent measurements will ensure entire confidence, but this on 
ordinary surveys is out of the question; still if the precautions 
adopted.in the standards of precision are rigidly adhered to, their 
insertion will certainly increase the confidence with which they 
will be received. Thje importance of an individual standard being 
admitted, it is but a step to the adoption of a uniform standard by 
the profession J 

A standard, hi g in view the objects I have endeavored to set 
forth and having the weight of a formal approval by this Association, 
would as they became known, if they would have any use what
ever, be looked on as the hall-mark of reliable field notes. Plans 
when furnished without notes, but containing a certificate that the 
Association standard had been complied with in the survey, would 
also have an increased value.

In this paper I have not attempted to formulate any particular 
standard, but simply to suggest, by showjng some of the advan
tages that would result, a consideration of the utility of the approval 
by this Association of some standards for use by its members, as a 

of securing greater uniformity, increased confidence, apd 
corresponding weight in subsequent discussions of surveys made 
by them.

means

J. A. KIRK.
Stratford, February 15 th, 1889.
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COAL MINING. 

and Gentlemen,

2=ïïïî ■”—»hesitation, decided to give a brief hist, T?”8’ and after some 
our Western Territorief Owimfh ^ °f the minin* of coal in 
able, I was unable to collect suffi ‘° the short time avail-
abandon the idea for ,he |!rese„t ^ a”d **"*« had to

with Which" CanaZs have ocZ8 t °n those branches 

instance, coal as a means of brightenin'™ t0„be familiar i one for 
of course, the financial aspect, and closlne^wkh5"1'5’ 
astronomical section, viz. :__ 8 Wlth * problem for the

relieve us of tTeMonotony°7puràL'on“h*0^ •SyStem’ 80 as to 
to settle coal accounts so^refluentl/d * haDdS mtoour Pockets 
early spring seasons. X Unng our hue autumn and

Mr. President

1

1
.

the mining rf soft coU blrupTobLv.’tinLt^

extraction of coal is a ve ' efa t 27 * that the
little capital for the developmentof foe X T*- S** 
profits. One of the sources occasion™ \.“d yieldmg Immense 
the fact, that seams of lignite and coal”8 thlS em>r 18 doubtless 
the outcrops, along foe vauëwofX *7 °ften ™ible in 
plating the working of many of these'lelm*1",1 ‘° th°8C contem" 
principal factors entering Jo their nmfit ’ H ** tW0
would be the contract gprice pridrto mL "d ,0“ statements 
transport to market, leaving a verv win. and a tr'de for
price to the consumer For the 1 ““rgin up to the sellingthe first con,idem,rofforoLfoT. fooTT”1 °f *
the coal area to be worked out ,„n t^?r u*h examination of 
somewhat expensive, is probably best a J a™ond Drill, though 
10 ite <•<?«*
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through. The general dip of the seam may then be obtained, and 
shafts and surface works so located as to give the best combined 
results for the future development of the mine—for instance in 
underground-drainage, also.underground-haulage with respect to 
grades.

Seams of coal may be found dipping from o° to go° and the 
nearer a horizontal position the easier worked for several reasons ; 
one I might give is the adaptability of such a seam for the intro
duction of mining machinery, of which I will speak later on. 
Rarely, however, is a seam found to remain level for any distance, 
being more or less undulating. Dipping seams, especially when 
they approach a vertical position, are often very uncertain, as in 
this position the seam may be most “ faulty.”

I have seen in the mountainous regions of Southern Montana 
abandoned coal mines, where in one case probably five hundred 
thousand dollars were expended in developing a vertical seam, to 
find that the coal ultimately disappeared. The percentage extracted 
of the total amount in the seam varies from 50% in some mines to 
80% in others, and depends altogether upoù the character of the 
roof. In many instances, in a mine with a soft roof, unfinished 
chambers have to be abandoned on account of the roof coming 

. down, leaving buried large tracts of coal which would be too 
expensive to reclaim.

Props for the support of the roof are quite an item in the cost of 
production, and as the mine becomes developed the percentage of 
timbering increases, owing to the “ entries,” or arteries, through 
which the coal is hauled, daily becoming longer. In addition these 
entries require constant attention in the renewal of timbers. Then 
again in the chambers, the props are rarely reclaimed, unless in 
mines where the roofs are composed of good strong shales or 
stand-stones.

The manner of mining the coal is governed to a certain extent 
by its physical conditions. If the roof is very good, the system of 
long-wall work may be adopted with advantage. In this system a 
long continuous face of the coal is exposed, and by propping the 
roof along this face, sufficient room is secured for the workmen, 
behind whom the roof keeps giving way as the work advances.

The necessary roads through the working are usually supported 
by masonry.

Thé other method of.mining the coal is by “ pillar and room ” or 
chamber workingswhich to be applied in different seams require 
changes and modifications, depending \ipon the nature of the roof.
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VnieT this system we have what is knotty as “double entries,’, 
which consist of two passages, each about g feet wide, and 
driven parallel with a pillar of coal between them, varying in thick- 
ness from r5 to 20 feet. From these, chambers or rooms are laid 
off, leading to the right and left from respective entries. These 
rooms are driven 9 feet wide, a distance of about ,5 feet, when they 
are widened out to various widths consistent with the quality of the 
roof. Usually, however, with a fair roof, rooms 21 feet,in width 
may be driven the full depth required, before the superincumbent 
mass is likely to come down.

The locating <jf the rooms along the side of an entry depends 
upon the maximum width of the room after it “turns the pillar ” 

where the width is increased, after driving the first 15 feet. 
Provision is made so as to leave a pillar of coal about 12 feet in 
width between each room, running its entire length, from which the 
coal is extracted backwards to within fifteen feet of the entry, after 
the room has been driven the required length. By this means solid 
pillam of coal of about tS feet in length by various widths may be 
found along one side of the entry, and separated by the 0 Jeet 
entrances to rooms either worked out or under process of extraction, 
while the opposite side, with the exception of cross-drifts for air or 
roadways, is one continuous pillar of coal, separating the two
eweS' aThMe pilUrS are left for purpose of supporting the 
roof, and though 15 feet is mentioned herein as the usual distance 
pillars extend back from entries, yet this does not follow in all 
mines, as the dimensions of pillars left for the support of roofs de
pend entirely upon the depth of stratification overlying the 
“ double entries " are necessary for ventilation. If the workings 

extensive scale, the ventilating current i, by mechanical 
means forced through one entry up to near the “face” or end of 
that entry, supplying on its way the several rooms ; then passing 
through a cross-drift, the other entry is converted into a return air-

As the entries are driven forward, these cross-drifts are closed 
up, and new ones cut near the “ faces," ,0 as to ventilate the more 
advanced portions of the workings.

Should it be found necessary at any time to abandon any particular 
from t^ ’W’ P,lh" *h“ ,Unding n"y «tr“t##back,ard,

Some coals are much harder to cut than others, and owing to
**““ h*v!n* * dhtinc‘ clevage, with faces regular and 

parallel, the coal is much easier cut by working
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the faces, making it therefore necessary to drive the entries 
against the “ butts.”

This is especially the case with the lignites and bitumens of 
north-western Canada.

108

on or

'The maximum'depth of the rooms or distance betweeii sets of 
entries is variable In different mines, and the management in defin
ing this distance is governed by the quality of the roof, and also 
the greatest distance it is desirable to make miners shove their mine 
waggons out of the entry, from which point the waggons are after
wards hauled to the shaft or other outlet, by means of either horses, 
mules or machinery.

Rapid strides have of late years been made in the improvement 
of machinery used in connection with collieries, such as Hoisting 
Engines, Coal Cutting Machines, Drills, Mine Waggons, Tipples, 
underground haulage by means of endless chains, &c., &c.

Respecting Coal Cutting Machines, several forms have been 
invented, of which the l,r%egg ” is probably the best in use to-day. 
These machines are operated :j>y compressed air, which is conveyed 
into the mine through large wrought-iron pipes about 5 inches in 
diameter, and storied in reservoirs situated in different parts of the 
workings. From these reservoirs, permanent pipes carry the air 
forward, from which smaller and temporary ones, supplying the 
machines, lead to rife various portions of the mine.

The object of storing the air in reservoirs is manifold ; the supply 
from them being more uniform than if direct from the compressor, 
as the deep pulsations of the piston would be felt by the machines. 
It is supposed that the exhaust from coal cutting machines adds to 
the ventilation; however, in mines of any magnitude, the assistance 
rendered by this means is hardly appreciable.

Coal cutting machines are undoubtedly of great value to Coal 
Operators as the work they perform, vis., the undercutting of the 
coal, is that which would otherwise require skilled labor, so that 
wherever in use the management is not altogether at the mercy of 

/labor organizations.
Apart from this, the machines—especially in mines where Long- 

wall work may be carried on—materially reduce the cost of 
production; but if the roof of the mine is poor, necessitating the 
driving of narrow rooms, then it is questionable if mining by picks 
is not as cheap, owing to the time lost in moving the machine from 
room to room.

In conclusion, it is hardly necessary to state that coal mining is 
becoming quite an important factor in the development of trade in
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the North-West. Mines already being in operation at different 
pomts along the Bow River from Calgary westward, also at 
Edmonton, Medicine Hat, Lethbridge, and on the Middle Fork of ' 
Old Man s River. Of course, some of these have not yet been 
developed to any extent, still the Colliery at Lethbridge may 
cbmpare favorably with any in the Dominion of Canada, possessing 
as it does the latest improvements in all kinds 
requisite for the proper working of a mine.

It will therefore shortly be necessary for our Legislators to enact 
laws, governing the mining of coals in the territories, so as to insure 
safety against inexperienced and reckless miners.
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C. A. MAGRATH.
Lethbridge, N. W. T., 9th February, ,889.
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A NEW FORM OF FIELD BOOK.
It was my intention to exhibit an improved steel band chain, 

made according to a design that occurred to me ; but as there are no 
mechanics in that line of business where I live, and not having had 
time to make it myself, it still remains unmade. I now venture to 
submit to the Association an improved form of field boot for Domi
nion Land Surveys, which is merely a modification of that now in 
use, for which I claim the following advantage^: ist. That the 
chance of error in ruling in a road is so much lessened, that it is 
practically reduced to nothing ; and. That as about half of the 
roads are printed in the blank, and that the half most difficult to 
rule in by hand, and also a good many of the signs to indicate “Post 
in Mound," the returns will have a neater appearance, and will be 
more readily made.

Method of Constructing the Boom for East Boundaries.— 
Put in a road at the bottom of page i, then one at the top of page a, 
and so on for as many pages as there are miles of meridians in the 
township, the roads being at the bottoms of the odd pages, and at 
the tops of the even ; and pn the right at, say, Vi of an inch distant 
from the ruled column, put a small N on the exterior line of the road 
at the bottom, and on the interior line at the top of the page ; then, 
if the course of the line is north, N is on the side the meridian road 
is to be ruled, and on the line upon which the sign indicating “ Post 
in Mound ” stands ; if south, s indicates the positions of the 

For North Boundaries.—Put a road at top and bottom of the 
page, and (analogously to N and s on East Boundaries) put w on 
the exterior road line on the right of the ruled column, E on the exte
rior road line on the left, then when the course of the line is west, w 
indicates the side Ofihe column upon which the road is to be ruled, 
and also the line op which the mound sign stands. When the course 
is east, E indicates the same.

The above holds good with one exception. In a township with a 
correction line on the south boundary, the mound sign will stand on 
the interior line of the toad on the correction line.

N.B.—The words “exterior”and “interior” have reference only 
to lines in the book, the interior line of the road being that next the 
centre post

It will be seen then that in addition to what is in the existing 
form, the following may be printed in the form I submit.
(i) All the roads at the bottoms and tops of the pages.
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(a) The mound marks at the tops pad bottoms of the pages for 
cist boundaries, where there are no roads.

(3) The mound marks for the centre mounds.
(4) “East" (boundary) at the top of the east boundary pages.
(5) “North " (boundary) at the top of the north boundary pages. 
Some five onsk years ago a very neat form of field book was

adopted, but onlyfor a short time, owing to the following objection ; 
the courses were Printed in the blank form, and all lines had to be 

in the field cm the courses given in the book, otherwise the notes 
f ^ad to be invented, or the roads, etc., crossed out and others put in. 

The only trouble of this kind that could occur in the form I suggest 
would be, if say the east boundary of Sec. 2 were run north one mile, 
and the east boundary of Sec. 11 run south to meet it, page 1 will be 
found to answer for either line, but page s for neither, unless the 
notes be inverted. It follows then that meridians should be 
consecutively for two miles, and I may say they are so run almost 
universally ; but the surveyor is at liberty to run either north or 
south, as may be most convenient.

runA
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A PLEA FOR PIONEERS.
I wish to say a few words in defence of pioneer explorers and 

surveyors. We may excuse or pass over t^ie ignorant remarks of 
those who are not supposed to know anything of the surveyor's work, 
or of the difficulties he has to overcome ; but when criticisms come 
from those of our own calling, they deserve a word of notice. Itfis, 
perhaps, too common a failing to point out, and perhaps ridicule, 
the imperfections of the first attempts to map a new country. Does 
it ever occur to those who indulge in such presumptions of their 
own superiority, to ask themselves the question, could they do any 
better or indeed half so well if placed under similar circumstances ?

It is no doubt true that the preliminary maps of a hitherto un
known district do sometimes contain singular and unaccountable 
errors, even when these have been the work of the most careful and 
conscientious men. When we remember that important points iji 
regard to the construction of such maps depdnd on single observa
tions, with no means of checking them, it is easy to conceive how 
such errors may arise, and how easy it becomes to rectify them after
wards when they have been discovered, and the means of correcting 
them have been pointed out. Where there is no check, errors majy 
arise, similarly, in plotting work which is itself good. These afe 
imperfections which should be leniently dealt with. Let us take 
the case of the first attempt to construct a topographical plan oi a 
district which had before been a complete blank on the maps. Tne 
explorer, let us suppose, has met with sheets of water which may 
be parts of one large lake, or they may be all separate lakes ; but ne 
has received what he believes to be reliable sketches or descriptions 
of their positions with regard to one another. These representa
tions may agree with his own opinion from the lie of the ground, a|nd 
he so represents them on his sheet, doing the best he can with the 
limited time and means at his disposal. Subsequent surveys ^how 
him to be wrong, perhaps only in small matters of detail, and, forth
with, some wiseacre, who thinks all maps must be judged by the 
standard of those—say of the Ordinance Survey of Great Britain,— 
pronounces him as incapable, or a fraud. The same kind of errors 
may be made in the first efforts to indicate the branches o‘f riveis in a 
new country ; but surely the best possible, under the circumstances, 
is better than nothing. Even in the surveys of townships with good 
instruments, mistakes of the kind here indicated may occur, and they 
were certainly frequent enough—the surveys of our predecessors.
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°se fays. good instruments were not so easily obtained, 
and the payW surveyors was no better than their work. Referring 
to misconceptions about the connections of rivers, many of us will 
remember the dase of the upper waters of the Maitland River in 
Ontario, which for a long time were believed to belong to the Sau- 
geen, as their names to this day testify. Similar errors as to rivers 
have occurred in all new countries. What better could have 
been done until more light was obtained? It is

113(\:
But in th

i

!. easy to point
these things out after they have been discovered, and it is seldom 
that those who are the most uncharitable could have done as 
well themselves. The work of early explorers is often a labor of 
love, and it is not to be supposed that those gentlemen, while 
they were working hard, and doing the best they could to map the 
country correctly, would put k|own errors on purpose. How much 
easier they have made the work for their successors. The latter 

glad to take the fullest advantage of their labors, and by means 
of their maps, even with their imperfections, the way has been made 
clear for them, and they can see at a glance just what more is wanted. 
Even the mere indication of a route for travelling by, or getting in 
provisions, is often of great assistance. For these advantages the 
surveyors should be grateful, who are thereby enabled to get along 
in more comfort and lay out more accurate work.

Allowances must also be made for the compiler of ot^er men’s 
work. He makes the best use he

I
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Iof imperfect or preliminary 
materials, relying most on what he considers the best ; bu\after all, 
mistakes are pretty sure to creep in. The first man to compile a 
sheet, showing the connections of townships with all their'tikes, 
streams, roads, &c., which were before only to be found in a disjoint
ed form, on many sheets or many scales, does a good work, which for 
the first time enables us to see our way, as it were, through the coun 
try. Such a map is of constant use for reference, even in the process 
of compiling an improved one, and it would ill-become those who 
benefit by the use of such maps to sneer at them or ridicule their 
unavoidable short-comings. The very person who does so is pro
bably the one who has found it most useful, and has perhaps based 
his own work upon it. It is always so much easier for the average 
man to find fault than to do the work better himself. Besides, he 
imagines he has an opportunity of calling attention to his own 
accuracy by crying down the supposed errors of others.

The best of our maps are imperfect, and the superiority of the 
more modem over the older ones is only a matter of degree. We 
trust the best maps of to-day will be superseded by better ones by
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and-by, and if we take into consideration our presehtfiicilities and 
the improved methods at our command, we deserve no’apore credit 
for our comparatively accurate or fine work than do the pibqeers for 
their equally honest attempts to do the best they could ht their
generation. MapTfiaking is always a process of development or 
evolution, and even yet we may not fully realize the future possibili
ties of the art of representing topography on paper. \

DR. ROBERT BELL.
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HON. D. W. SMITH, FIRST SURVEYOR GENERAL OF 
UPPER CANADA.

Mr. President and Gentlemen,
During the year A.D. 1888, the Toronto Public Library received 

from England a number of manuscript volumes, now known in the 
Library as the Smith collection. They relate to the times of the 
Hon. D. W. Smith, the first Surveyor General of Upper Canada, who 
was appointed by Royal Commission, dated 10th of May, 1800, but 
who had been acting Surveyor General since the year 1792. My 
attention was first directed to the existence of these records by Mr. 
J. S. Dennis, D.T.S., who suggested that an interesting paper for 
our Annual Report of Proceedings might begot from them. I have 
attempted to do this, and now submit my work to your indulgence. 
The Smith collection then consists of private letters to Jlr. Smith, 
council office letters, lots and locations ; letters-which he received» 
as head of the Surveyor General’s office, with, in some instances, his 
replies, besides other documents illustrating the early history of 
Ontario. The contents of one volume are as follows :—

(1) Surveyor General’s commission.
(2) Instructions of Surveyor General Smith to his deputies.
(3) State of the Surveyor General’s office, July 1st, 1802.
(4) Several papers recommendatory of him, by the Parliament» 

the Duke of Portland, President Ruby, the Privy Council, the Chief 
Justice, Land Boatds, Under-Secretaries of State, and Inspector 
General of Accounts,
(5) Correspondence with Brant, the Indian chief, and papers relat

ing to the Five Nations.
(6) A proclamation, February and, 1793.
(7) Several papers' relating to the Militia and the Lieutenancy of 

the Co. York.
(8) Several papers relative to the culture of hemp in Upper 

Canada.

I
i
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l

\
I

(9) Rules for preserving seeds.
After much debating as to what form my paper should take, I 

decided that the best thing I could, do was to give a short introduc
tory connected sketch of Mr. Smith, as derived from the Smith

of the most interest-collection, and follow this by cop ies of s 
ing papers from the original.

1 The Hon. David William Smit^was, it appears, the son of Lieut.- 
Colonel John Smith, of the 5th Regiment, and the earliest reference

oipe I
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lo him, in the Smith collection, is contained in a recommendation of 
him by the Detroit Land Board, in A.D. 1791. This document 
is addressed to Lord Dorchester, Governor General, &c., &c., 
and is essentially an appeal for an increase of pay to Mr. Smith, as 
clerk of the said Land Board. In 1792 Lieut.-Governor Simcoe 
arrived in Canada, and it appears that he desired immediately 
to inform himself as to the Surveying Profession, as witness the 
following letter of the Surveyor General of Quebec 

“I have the honor to enclose a list of Deputy Surveyors, with 
‘‘the date of their commissions, under your Excellency’s command, 
“ to the best of Mr. Collin’s and my recollection, the book of record 
“ having been mislaid. The gentlemen who have beer/ employed by 
‘ the Government have been paid up to the 10 th of last April, 
“ from which time they are considered to be on the Establishment 
“of Upper Canada, &c., &c.

“SAMUEL HOLLAND.

“Que|ec, yTH June, 1792.

“ His Excellency Lieut.-Governor Simcqe?’

On October 27th, 1792, was issued this circular .*— 
“Gentlemen,

“ His Excellency the Lieut.-Governor has thought proper that 
“ David William Smith, acting Surveyor General, should in that 
“capacity have a seat at the several Land Boards.” It would 
appear thçn that some, time in the latter part of 1791, or the early 
part of i792,Wm. Smith was appointed “acting” Surveyor General, 
although he did not receive his commission until the year 1800.

In a despatch to the Home Government, dated February 28th 
1794, Governor Simcoe refers to Mr. Smith. He says:—“His 
“ Majesty’s service has been essentially promoted by Mr. Smith, 
“late secretary. * * * * I have appointed Mr. Smith, a very 
“ able gentleman, whom I have the good fortune to meet with, to 
“ act as Surveyor General.”

Here are, also, two extracts from Chief Justice Elmsley to Mr. 
Smith It can hardly give you more satisfaction than it has me, 
“ to hear that though I have heard every other officer in the Land 
“ department complained of, I have not heard the smallest complaint 
“of you, and I believe your Deputies give great satisfaction.”

After this introduction, Our acquaintance with Mr. Smith is kept 
up through the record of his official Correspondence. This is some
what of a fragmentary character ; but from it we make out that Mr*
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Smith must have been very much a man of affairs. In 1797 he 
was nûminated by the Indians of the Five Nations as one of the 
Trustees of the funds, to be derived from the sale of certain of their 
lands on the Grand River, an office which must have engrossed a 
good deal of his time, and caused him much solicitude. He was 
also an officer of Militia, being Lieutenant of the Co. York, as the 
following circular will show :—

“NiagAra, 8th August, 1796.
“ Sir,

“ His Majesty having been graciously pleased to call me to the 
“ administration of this Government, during the absence of His Ex. 

" “ cellency Lieutenant-Governor Simcoe, who is returned to Europe, 
“ with leave for the recovery of his health, I have the honor to 
“ communicate my appointment to \^u, and to .request from you 
“every information which you may judge to be conducive to the 
“welfare of this Province. The Militia of your County being 
“peculiarly under your direction, I am to desire that you will use 
" without delay the best means in your power for carrying the 
“ existing Militia laws into execution, and of obtaining lists of 
“ all the persons therein who are capable of bearing arms, and that 
“you will form them into companies and battalions according to the 
“ act. The Militia Act having vested you with a power of appointing 
“ officers, you will be pleased to fill up all vacancies, and give me a 
“ return of the names of the officers in each battalion. I shall 
“be glad to be informed what Protestant churches have been 
“ erected in your District, and how they are served, and be pleased 
“ to turn your attention from time to time to the Interior Govera- 
“ ment of your County. And when you find magistrates wanting to 
“ the suppression of vice and immorality, and the due execution 
“ of the laws, you will recommend to me such persons as you may 
“ judge qualified to be added to the Commission of the Peace. It 
“may be also proper that you recommend it to the Justices of the 
“ Quarter Sessions, to report to me the state of the Prisons, &c., &c.

“You will find me at all times ready to attend to every measure 
“ which you may recommend for the benefit of the District under 
“ your charge, as it ever will be my ambition and pride to contri- 
“ bute all in my power towards the organization, good government, 
“ and prosperity of this infant colony."

(Signed), “PETER RUSSELL,
" PmUnt AimmUtrlnf tkt Gmtmmnt.

1 :■
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“Hon. D. Wfsmith,

“ Lieutenant of the Co. of York.* I
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Mr. Smith accordingly furnished a statement of the condition of 
the First Regiment of York Militia, giving the names, residences, &c.

Under date of April ist, 1799, Mr. Smith receives another circu
lar letter from President Russell, asking for “ a list of the gentlemen 
“ residing in the County over which you preside, who are in your 

opinion fit to be honored with His Majesty’s Commission of the 
Peace. ****** My reason for addressing the Lieu-

“ tenants of Counties on this occasion is, because it is impossible to 
“ know the merits or demerits of the inhabitants of the Province 
“who live at a distance from the seat of government, in 
“ quence of which ignorance many persons are made Justices of the 
“ Peace, who are by no means proper for that high and important 
“ bust, and others who are not only qualified for that office, but 
“might do honor to any other, are left out of the Commission. To 
“do justice, therefore, to the Province, and obtain reputable 
“ Magistracy, I call upon the Lieutenants of Counties to assist 
“me in this selection. And as men of honor, and zealous in 
“ promoting the welfare of the county they live in, I have a right 
“ to expect they will be guided altogether by the above principles 
“ in the recommendations they shall make to me: * * * * 

(Signed), “PETER RUSSELL,
“ President, etc.

conse.

11 The Hon. D. W. Smith.”

The following letter will be understood without the help of 
ment :

“ Sir,
“I am

com-

York, 17th July, 1798.

extremely sorry for the occasion which has obliged you 
to solicit my permission to go to Newark, and I sincerely hope 

“that ™y compliance with your request may be the means of restor- 
“ ing Mrs. Smith to her former health. ******** 
“I own it will be with reluctance that I consent to your absence 
“from home until ist of October, because the Chief Justice's judi. 
“ cial duties will probably keep him away until that time, and I 
“ cannot depend on Mr. McGill's assistance as a councillor, as his 
“ employment of Agent for Purchasers is constantly calling him from 
“home. ***** I really see no probability of my being 
“ abIe t0 collect a Council for any purpose, and the whole business 
“of the Province must be at a standstill until your return. * * 
*******

(Signed), “ PETER RUSSgLL.
Hon. D. W. Smith,”

m
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From all which it would appear that the duties of the, Suryéyor 

General in those days were of a very varied and multitudinous char, 
acter, and with a little exaggeration, Mr. Smith may be said to 
have been “The Father of his Country.” As already stated, Mr. 
Smith had been discharging the duties of Surveyor General from thé 
year 1792 until 1800, without been confirmed in his office, or, as 
appears from one of the following extracts, receiving any higher 
salary than that of a Provincial Surveyor, a state of things not at 
all creditable to the Home Government, as the subjoined extracts 
will show that the matter had been brought under their notice.

The Duke of Portland to Mr. President Russell.
“I will take an early opportunity of communicating with Major 

“ General Simcoe on the subject of Mr. Smith’s memorial. The 
“merits and services of that gentleman are certainly entitled to 
“ immediate attention, and I will inform you of the'result by the 
“ next packet.

1

)

\ '

(Signed), “PORTLAND.
Whitehall, nth September, 1797.”
Yet it was more than two years and a half afterwards before Mr. 

Smith received his commission, notwithstanding that he brought 
the most powerful influence in the Province to bear, in his behalf 
as appears from what follows : ’

His Honor Mr. President Russell, administering the Govern
ment of Upper Canada to His Grace the Duke of Portland.

1
I!

1

“ York, nth February, 1799.
"My Lord Duke,

“Mr. Smith is a most useful and deserving officer, and indefa
tigable in his attention to the Department of Surveyor General, 
“ over which he has for some years presided with no other salary 

than that of a Provincial Surveyor."
“ Legislative Council, a8th June, 1799.

“ Resolved unanimously,
“ That the thanks of this house be given to the Hon. D. W. Smith, 

“acting Surveyor-General of this Province, who is now about to 
“return to Europe, as a mark of the very high sense which this 
“House entertains of the ability, assiduity and unblemished inle. 
“grity with which he has for seven years past discharged the duties 
“ of that important office, and that the speaker do communicate the 
“ same to him without delay.”

It does not appear, however, that they voted him any money, 
(Signed), J. ELMSLEY,

Speaktr,
N.B.—The thinks of the Lower House ire in similar words, and 

the resolution was passed on the same day.

:
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“Gentlemen,
“It being necessary, on account of my private affairs, and for the 

“ perfect restoration of my health, that Ï should for a time absent my
self from the labors of my office, and return to Europe, it affords 
“ me great satisfaction and ease of mind that I have two gentlemen 

in the department, whose merit, ability and integrity are such as 
to Entitle them to my fullest confidence, in the delegation of a 
trust of such onerous importance as that of presiding over the 
surveying department of this Province. To yè gentlemen jointly 
do I delegate the office of Chief Surveyors of lands, acting as 
Surveyor General, to be executed for me in the same manner that 
I now execute it, with full power over the other branches of the 

to enable you to carry all the orders of thedepartment, so as 
Executive Government into execution with promptness, as well 
as you may have it in your power to regulate the official economy 

“ of the office with ease and certainty. In the execution of this 
“ business, you cannot be too scrupulously exact in complying with 
“whatever directions may be sent to the office for your guidance, 
“and at the same time that your endeavors employed more 
“ immediately for Government, you will not forget to pay attention 
“ to the calls of individuals, the satisfying of whom I have 
“ alwaysconsidered as essentially promoting His Majesty’s interests 
“ and the credit of the office. You will avoid all verbal commum- 
■■ cations as much as possible, and when you are obliged to act on 
“ no better authority, /eu will make a minute of the transaction in 

of the books to justify your recollection, and to prevent nus- 
» construction afterwards. **********
“one
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A minute of Council, dated York, rtthj July, 1799, recommends 
that Mr. Smith's memorial for leave of absence to go to England 
should be granted, and makes flattering references to him.

Mr. Smith it would-appear then proceeded to England in 1799, 
and of course one important object of his mission would be the secur
ing of his appointment as Surveyor General. He would take with 
him his testimonials, of which he appears to hâve possessed the 
following, in addition to those alreary given ; before giving these, 
however we will first give extracts from his instructions to his Depu
ties lor their guidance during his absence :

Instructions to William Chemett, Esq., Senior Surveyor and 
Draughtsman, and to Mr. Thomas Ridout, Principal Clerk in the 
Surveyor General’s Department, Upper Canada.

“ Surveyor General’s Office, 17th July, 1799.

4
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(Signed), "D. W. SMITH,
“ Chit/ Surveyor of Lands.

„ To w. ru „ SurVeyor General- Upper Çatiada.
T, J pC^eme‘‘- EsS- Se”ior Surveyor, and 

Thos. Ridout, Esq., Principal Clerk, Surveyor General’, Dep’t.”

Presidïnt Rosrrll to THt Dot* or PriRTr.Ki, ! ’’’ '7W
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(* Signed), “ PETER RUSSELL.”4» I il
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Quebec, 26th October, 1799.

r ,n„rai Hunter desires me to acquaint you that he has
ouboth to the Duke of Portland and Mr. King, Under-

“W. HURREY,
« Aide-dt-Cawp.”

recom-

“mended y 
“ Secretary of State, in the strongest manner.

(Signed),1

General Simcoe to Mr. Kino.
3rd December, 1799.

have already mentioned to you the services of Mr. Smith, and 
at his desire furnished him with a representation on that 
his Grace, the Duke of Portland. There is not a more 

service—in fact, he ought not to wither m 
valuable man, his recom-

I
have now
subject to 
valuable man in the
Canada—you cannot ^tr°”“s yaluable in that country; servea more
inondations are t
him, and you may eventually serve this epuntry

(Signed), GOVERNOR SIMCOE. 
Simcoe, at this date, was flourishing in England instead

* # *

Governor
of withering in Canada.
whtt lengthy^documenh I think it will bear reproduction here. 

the commission.

commission was issued ; although a some-

■ George R.,

/
To all to whom these presents shall come, greeting

Know ye that we, reposing special trust and confidence 
ability care and integrity of our trusty and well-beloved David 
William Smith, Esquire, have nominated, constituted and appointed.

And we do hereby charge and require the said David 
William Smith, his Çeputy, or Deputies, in the exercise and execu. 
“::d office, to observe and follow all such orders, rules 

the Commissioners of our Treasury, or

:
in the

and instructions as we» or

M
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t°iLHfi6hJrC,aSUT°r °Ur Commissi™e« for Trade and Planta-

» o'ïâr, XS™ »
Chfefand Z GoVern"s'^"^"t-Governors, Commanders in Chief and others, our Officers and Ministers whatsoever within 
our said Province of Upper Canada, are to take notice h^i'and 
to be aiding and assisting unto the said D. W. Smith, his Deputy 
or Deputies, in the due execution of the said office, in all things as 
becometh, and for the encouragement of the said D W Smith 
well truly and intelligently to execute and perform the Le d 
trust hereby reposed in him. d

And in reward for his care and labor therein we do give, grant
noundsT” m’ ‘he “id D' W'Smith- *= sum of tint, hundred 
pounds per annum, to commence from the first day of January
1800, and to be payable for and during his continuance in the die 
execution of the said office, or until directions to the contrary shall 
be given by us or by the Commissioners of our Treasury for the 
time being, an entry hereof being first made in the office of the 
Auditor and Surveyor-General of our Reserves in America.

X;?;:- *'*»*•
(Signed), W. PITT,

S. DOUGLAS, 
CHARLES.

Dàvid William Smith, Esq.,
Surveyor- General of Land, in th, Previn,, „/

Upper Canada in America.

I.,th- ,8°2' we. find him preparing for another trip to Europe bv 
giving mstn.ct.on, to hi. Deputies a, on the former occasion We 
have space for only one or two extracts.

f *******

J

rat:the public than is. 6d, for every search, and is. for the entry of 
papers not exceeding 100 words. ****** jf anv
•l"‘1 co“' «P~Mly to town in order to obtain a deed, you will 
further hi, business, all that in you lies "**»»* continu™,

« û^Urte°UâbehaViOUr t0 the Public- » steady application of your 
labours and time to the duties of the Department * * » * » « 

‘You will take care that the Field Surveyors, should any bç

, nt
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“employed during my absence, make a proper use of thc,r - 
.. a„d that neither their parties nor themselves are borne upon the 

“ nav lists longer than they are naturally employed.
Mr. Smith did not return to Canada, tins it would appear was 

due to ill health. It would appear also that he had been ende 
a pension in England, or something of that sort,

s
'

voring to procure . 
the following letter bears on the question :

Whitehall, 26th July, 1803.

“ I shall always be happy to give my testimony of the uhhtyof 

“ your public services, and ready as far as in my power to promote 
“ youf reasonable representations to public remuneration.

(Signed), “ J- KING."
Under date of Downing Street, 29* 'smith

Secretary of State writes to the Treasury on behalf of Mr. Smith, 
and prays that “some provision may be allowed to him m th 
country^upon his relinquishing hi, offic4 in Canada," this wa 
an account of Mr. Smith’s ill-health, and the Under-Secretary as 
that in case he cannot resume his office m Citoda, that an a^ 

of hooper annum be given him. He n^rdid comeback
but became estate agent to theTtake of Norfolkance 

to this country,
for about 40 years.

The Smith family owned a large 
acres altogether.

of land in Upper Canada, 
Of this the Surveyor General had 

of park lots. His five children are 
Col. Smith, his father, “drew” 5,000 

ind their daughter Miss Anne, the

area

over 20,000
6,400 acres, besides 200 acres 
down for* 1,200 acres each, 
acre,, his wife had 2,400
balance of the 10,000. „

Among the Smith collection .» a volume .6 « «J*; * * ’
containing plans and'descriptions of these lands, and entitled die

«SitîSiWsas»:
appear to have faded at all, except the blue, perhaps. The lake, 
jTft is called in an “explanation of the colors, is evidently as 
hriffht as it was when laid on. It looks like our carmine. These 
Lds are scattered through nineteen townships, and the town, of 

York and Niagara.

acres,

I
■
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A very interesting document is the one giving the state of his 

office on ist July, 1802. Of surveying instruments 
“ theodolite with vertical arch and telescope, legs,
“old theodolite, a leveling instrument with legs and 

“ A Pentographer with case.
“ A Gunter’s chain.
“ A large copying glass.
“ A drawing frame.
“ An old barometer.
“ One case of instruments, new.”
A great many plans and atlases 

the following are noted :
in figure”/ Ki”gSt0n Harbor- with the heights of ground expressed

Plans of Meridian lines erected at Johnstown and 
respectively.

Plan of the Town and Fortifications of New 
Batteries on

we note “A 
etc., etc. ; an 

case.

I
are enumerated, among which

at Maldeil

Orleans, and
the River Mississippi.

Plan of Lake Huron, Rapids of St. Marys and Matchedash, 
supposed to be from Colonel Munns, Royal F,ngin

Plan of the Strait and Fall of St. Mary's, by De Pencier, under 
directions of Lieut. Brice, R.E.

Plan of the North side of 
Niagara.

There are mentioned also three documents in reference to the 
Division Line between the Provinces.

Mention is made of Field-notes and of Meteorological Obser
vations ; also of Diaries, Volumes of Letters, Warrant Books, 
Schedules of Locations, Descriptions, Doomsday Schedules, Oaths 
of Allegiance, Scrawl Plans, Blotters, etc, etc, etc, but our space 
will not permit any more citations.

We shall conclude with a few letters from his correspondence. 
Most of the letters preserved in the collection are letters which he 
received, there being very few of those written by him. The most 
interesting are those from Captain Brant, the great Indian Chief.

ears.

Lake Ontario from Cataraqui to

!

“ Grand River, April 3rd, 179S.
“ Dear Sir,

" As I understand the council are to meet at York the 5th inti, 
“ I take the liberty to acquaint you of the present situation of 
‘ Indian affaire here, and more particularly in the westward. Our 

“ former acquaintance inducing me to take that freedom, and more



ps
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I am sorry to find,«« especially as it lies in your line of business.
« by repeated informations during the winter from Detroit, that 
a Mr Aikens and some other merchants have been seducing several 
“ Indians to make over the lands to them. Last summer they 
“began to set this agoing, and it was they who prevented our 
“ meeting taking place previous to the Indians going to Wayne s 
« Treaty. They have now engaged in a company to get from the 
“ Chippewans, all the Wyandotte and Mingo people from Kaihopt 
It upwards. If the English Government do not take some means 
“ to put a stop to these proceedings of their subjects, I am appre- 
« hensive it may occasion some confusion among the Indian Nations. 
it jt is certainly very hard for poor Indians that what land Wayne 
“left them, these fellows with their rum will endeavor to ptnp 

and Mr. Aikens has expressed himself in such a 
shows he would make no scruple to endeavor to 

the different nations, to answer his selfish
right

I .1
“ them of;
“ manner as 
“ excite a war among
“ purposes. You well know that Sally Ainee's land was her 
“before the purchase was made by Government, and that the 
«I Land Board cut it in pieces afterwards ; since, it has been pro- 
“ mised, in presence of the Five Nations, to be restored to her and 
a is not restored ; yet, notwithstanding, I really must confess that I 
“begin to think it too hard to see our friends the English so very 
“strict about Indian lands, as for instance the great trouble we 
“ have had about this land here, and yet cannot learn Whether it 
“ will end to our satisfaction or not. It grieves me to observe that 
“it seems natural to whites to look on lands in the possession of 
“ Indians with an aching heart, and never to rest till they haw 
“ planned them out of them.

« Dear Sir, I am with respfcct,
11 Your most obedient and humble servant, 

(Signed),

I

:

H>

I -f JOSEPH BRANT. I

“Captain D. W. Smith.”.
“ Head of the Lake, Dec. 15,1797.

“ Dear Sir, . _ , .. .
“It having been deemed necessary that Trustees should be 

“appointed on the part of the Five Nations, I take the liberty of 
“naming you as one, Which I do with the greatest cheerfulness, 
“ on account of your private as well as public character, and 
“which I hope you fill do us the honor and satisfaction of

“JOSEPH BRANT.

li I
“accepting,

“Captain D, W. Smith,"
(Signed),I I

I
;
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The Surveyor-General wrote a long letter in reply ; we give two 
extracts. °

u York, 22nd Dec., 1797.
Dear Sir,
“I have duly received your letter of the r5th inst., intimating a 

wish to appoint me one of the Trustees on the part of the Five 
Nations ; not having had the pleasure of any conversation with 
you on the subject of the Trust, to be committed to persons to 
be appointed for that purpose, or that you intended me for one, 
lam almost as much at a loss as you confess yourself to be. I 
should suppose, however, that those who delegate the trust can 
only say what that delegation should be, or to what extent it is 
ntended * On the score of the Trust, all I can 

say is that as far as any mental labor or personal attention of 
mind, which may be consistent with my public duty to the King’s 
Government, you may command on the part of the Five Nations, 
f in the execution of said Trust I may not be liable to be called 

from the seat of Government where my ordinary duty obliges my 
constant attendance, and saving to myself the power of resigna- 
ion in case of not coinciding in opinion with the other Trustees 
whom I do not yet know), on points which may be agitated 

concerning your interests.

####*#

“ I beg to assure you, dear Sir,
“That I am very truly your humble servant, 

(Signed), “D. W. SMITH.
“ Captain Joseph Brant,

“ Grand River.”
Brant thanks Mr. Smith for his acceptance of the Trust in the 

- following terms :
“ Head or the Lake, Dec. 28th, 1797-11 “ Dear Sir,

“I am very happy in the receipt of your favor of the 22nd inst., 
“which was handed me last evening by the Chief, who had it in 
“charge, and I can but express on behalf of the Five Nations the 

very great satisfaction I enjoy in your obliging acceptance of the 
“ Trust I have wished you to take on their behalf. Permit me, Sir, 
“10 saX that *e great confidence I have in your abilities, integrity 
“and honor, renders us peculiarly happy in this acceptance, and I 
"am well satisfied to have it attended with the conditions 
“ have been pleased to mention ******

F t

you

(Signed), “JOSEPH BRANT.
“Hon. D. W. Smith."

Ü
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There appears to have been much misunderstanding between the 
Government and the Five Nations, in regard to the lands of the 
latter, and in the followingdetter to the Surveyor-General from 

i President Russell, Brant comes infer a certajifâmount of censure, 
and even Mr. Smith does not wholly escape a mild rebuke, the 
single instance in which any fault is found with him. The great 
personal friendship which evidently existed between himself and 
Brant may have betrayed him into a weakness, if he were to blame 
at all, for the testimony at hand does not enable us to decide, but 

at the worst it is clear that “even his failings leaned to

y

even 
virtue’s side.” n“York, roth March, iyçj}.
“ Sir,

“ I have read the extract you send me from Mr. Stegman’s letter 
“ of the 7th inst., and your letter to Captain Brant in consequence, 

which I will only observe that you appear to me to have been 
mild for the occasion. Wtyi respect to the lands 

“ appropriated to the Six Nations on the Grand River, we must 
lose sight of the letter as well as the spirit of Sir Frederick 

“ Haldimand’s Instrument by which they hold it. That Instrument 
“ gives them possession of the lands 6 miles on each side of that 
“ River from its mouth to its source. The courses of those bound- 
“ aries were long since determined with Captain Brant and the 
« other chiefs in council with the Land Board of Nassau. They 
“ were afterwards agreed upon and settled betlveen General Simcoe 
« and that chief, and they have been again surveyed during my 
“ administration, at his particular request, by two surveyors chosen 

’ “ by himself, for which assistance I received Captain Brant’s unqua-
“ lifted Shanks. I am, therefore, not a little surprised that Captain 
“Brant should, without previously communicating with you or 
“asking my permission, employ a private surveyor, who has been 
“neither examined, licensed nor sworn, to trespass on the King’s

“ on 
“ rather took ,
“ never

“lands, by entering them without authority, and setting up survey 
“ marks to confound\hose of the boundaries before established: 
“ Had Captain Brant conceived that there .were any mistakes in 
“former surveys, he should have addressed the Executive Govern- 
“ ment to have them rectified. Wherefore if the information you 
« have received should turn out true, I must desire that you will 
“ write to Captain Brint to desist, until he shall have explained to 
“ me what complaint or objection the Six Nations may have 
“ against the boundaries agreed upon. If Mr. Cockerel or any 
“ other surveyor presumes to act aÿ a surveyor in this Province,I

i=M
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" without a License for so doing, I shall direct the Attorney- 
“ General to proceed immediately against him by information.

:“ I have the honor, etc., etc.,
(Signed), “PETER RUSSELL.

“ Hon. D. W. Smith,
“ Etc., etc., etc.”

The following is from the beginning of a letter from Captain 
Brant to Mr. Smith, on the occasion of the latter’s return from 
England.

i!
“Grand River, 19th September, 1800. 1n “Dear Sir,

“ From the friendship you have ever been pleased to show us, 
“ we cannot omit expressing the particular satisfaction we feel at 
“ your safe return from the other side of the water, on which we 
“ sincerely congratulate you. Further, your arrival is particularly 
“ satisfactory as concerning our affairs, of which as a Trustee we 
“ will take the liberty of consulting you.” » * *

Brant and the Survejfer-General appear to have been on terms of 
intimate friendship, and the latter was evidently very warmly inter
ested in the welfare of the former, and in that of the Five Nations 
generally.

The following is from Captain Brant to Mr. Smith, in reference to 
the education of Brant's sons :— *

*

“ Grand River, aoth September, 1800.
“ Dear Sir,

“ I have very seriously considered the petition to His Grace the 
“ Duke of Portland for the education of my sons, which your 
“ friendship for me prompted you to advise me to make, and I must 
“ acknowledge the particular satisfaction I feel at this further 
“ instance of vour inclination to serve me with your friendly 
“ advice, as I am confident it must have been suggested to your 
“ mind from the most friendly motives, of which I have had suffi- 
“cient proofs since our acquaintance. But I am sorry I cannot 
“ altogether comply with ypqr opinion op this point, for consider- 
“ tog the many opposition's I have met with since the establishment 
“ of the Government of this Province^ m obtaining what I only 
“ considered as our rights, and which indeed seems yet in tome 
“ measure undetermined, I cannot flatter myself with any prospect 
“ of succeeding in asking such a particular favor. I therefore 
“ decline, purely from the apprehensions of having my feelings hurt

C’
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■ \
“by a refusal. Notwithstanding, I think such a thing being granted 
“ would be extremely for the good of my family, and give me heart
felt satisfaction could it be obtained for me by my friends,
“ without me running the risk of meeting with further rebuffs."

In a letter to Brant, dated rst November, r8oo, Mr. Smith 
regrets the decision of the Chief in the following language:—

I cannot sufficiently lament that you have not followed 
“ the advice I gave you in regard to your sons, as I had no view in it 
“ but the uniform regard I have ever had for you and your nation."

It is with great reluctance that we take leave of Hayendanagea, 
but the limits of our space will not permit our further quoting him. \ 
His letters show him to have been a cultured, high-bred gentleman, / 
and a collection of them would make as interesting a volume is 
anything of the kind that has ever been published.

This is the appropriate place to give extracts from some descrip
tions signed by Brant, in the Smith collection ; no doubt they were 
drafted by some deputy surveyor, they are specimens of indefinite
ness. 1

'

* » » * «

;

i ■
:

“ Commencing at a white oak tree, marked and standing at the 
“ southwest angle of the Reserve, made by the Indians on the East 
“ side of the Grand River below Dickenson Creek. » * * * 

"Hence S. o” gr E. to a basswood tree ojt the shore of Lake 
“ Erie, near the mouth of a small creek, 51 

“ Commencing^ a post about one mile 
“ of a small creek called Chisholm’s CreeW measured on a north 
“ course therefrom, which said Creek falls Into the Grand River on 
“ the Eastern sidç thereof, about a quarter of a mile below a certain 
I pinery. \

“ Commencing at a point 
“ the Grand River, a small distance to the northward of Dundas 
“ street."

As already stated, some of the volumes of the Smith collection 
are collections of Council Office Letters, etc. ; many of these are 
directed to the Surveyor General’s Office, on matters relating to 
the taking up of land by different people, some being from U. E. 
Loyalists.

The usual procedure for obtaining Government land in those 
days would appear to have been to make application to the Coun- 
cil, signa certain “ Declaration,” and take the oath of allegiance. 

The following is from an application by à U. E. Loyalist. 1 
“Your Memorialist tarried provisions from his father’s Vuse to 

“ the Rangers during the war, at the risk of hit life, and into

chs.+
it from the mouth

ind which constitutes the fork ofI.
* * »♦ ** * * *II
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“ quence of his attachment to the British Constitution and Govem- 
“ ment, he was imprisoned for two years in close confinement, and 
“ left all he had to the amount of £300,” then after reciting the 
fact that land had been promised him, he goes on to ask that he 
may receive it, and that he may be treated like, other settlers, and 
be put " on a reputable footing, having nine children being now in 
“a situation to cultivate, having good team and Memorialist’s sons 
“ able to work and carry arms. Your Memorialist fled to this Pro- 
“ vince as soon as he escaped from jail six years ago. Your 
“ Memorialist had five brothers who fought and suffered for the 
“ King.”

One or two extracts more, and we have done.

“ Council Chamber, York, roth July, 1796.

!
;

“ Resolved upon the motion of His Excellency the Lieut.-Gover- 
“ nor that the Order of Council of 13rd July, 1793, as far as relates 
“ to the granting of one thousand acres of land to Lieutenant 
“ Mayne Duncanson, be rescinded, he having become a citizen of 
“the United States, and that the same be kept open for other 
“ applicants.

“J. SMALL,
“Clerk.

(An extract from Minutes.) 
PAY 0P SURVEYORS.

" I am directed by the Hon. the Chairman (to desire) that you 
“ will please inform this Board by what authority the Deputy Sur- 
“ veyors were continued at ten shillings per day when not in the 
“ field; etc.

“ J. SMALL,
"Clerk.

“ Council Office, 19th August, 1800.”

CONTEMPT OF COURT 1 I

" Dear Sir,
“I am directed by His Honor in Council not to locate (from any 

“ recommendation), Justice Lovie, for his improper conduct before 
“ the Board.

“ J. SMALL.”
With this we bring this sketch of the firet Surveyor General of 

- Upper Canada to an end. It is necessarily imperfect from the 
fragmentary nature of the sources of information. It is perhaps 
of less interest to us as Surveyors than as Canadians, for surveying.

i i
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was then in its infancy, and in Canada especially the compass and 
chain was the universal outfit. In the document already referred 

giving the state of his office, a theodolite is indeed mentioned, 
but probably this instrument was used only for laying down meri
dian lines at a few places, to enable the Surveyor to obtain the 
“ variation." From the evidence before us we can easily learn 
that Mr. Smith was an honorable, upright gentleman, and a painstak
ing official, conscientiously devoted to duty, and universally 
esteemed and respected, and one whose services it must have been 
a misfortune for the country to have lost.

to as

i
v

JOHN McAREE.
Toronto, r8th February, 1889.
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AZIMUTH BY MEANS OF TWO STARS

In the proceedings of the Michigan Engineering Society for 1888, 
one of our valuable exchanges, there is given a method of determin
ing a meridian, by observing two circumpolar stars, when both are 
in the same vertical plane, or on the same vertical, as usually 
expressed. The calculation of an example is given upon which an 
immense amount of figures is expended, 5001 should say, and there 
would be more, if « another approximation to give nearly the 
reel azimuth * was given. I find this calculation a little difficult to 
follow, and as I have for many years corrected my watch by
of a plumb line and two stars, and I think my method is___
simple and direct, I shall try to give it. Most surveyors, I presume, 
get each year a copy of the Canadian Almanac, in which is given 
the mean time of the upper transit of Polaris for every day, this year 
it is in twenty-four hour time, though not in astronomic time, and 
why that astronomic event is not jiven in astronomic time is a ques
tion that I do not expect to hear satisfactorily answered in the 
near future.. I am sorry to say this Almanac is not as reliable as 
t should be, there was an error of 1» in the declination of the Sun 
tor nearly the entire of last December (1888), and that the perpe
trator of it is not in durance v>ile argues a sad defect in the Criminal 
Code. If this sounds harsh to any one, I would ask him to con
sider what the consequences of such an error might be, possibly 
the loss of a season's work in the North West. But to 
the subject of this paper. A moment’s consideration will show 
that if we find the hour angle of Polaris, when on the same verti. 
cal with another stir (which is nearly a constant angle) and 
get from the Almanac the mean time of the transit of Polaris, we 
have the mean time of the coincidence of the stars on the same 
vertical.

As ap example let us find what the hour angle and azimuth of 
Polaris is when on the same vertical with r> Ursa Minons for a place 
in latitude 45e 36' o" taking as data, the mean right ascension and 
mean polar distances of the stars for the present year.

To fix the ideas, we will suppose t Ursa Minons Subfile, close 
to the meridian going East; Polaris about 1# hours after upper 
transit going West,

cor-
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Let there be a rough projection on the plane of the meridian 
showing the stars in such positions, upon-which A, at the pole is 
the difference of the right ascensions of the stars, B, at the zenith, 
azimuth of Polaris, C the position of Polaris, C' of p Ursæ Minoris, b 

*' the polar distance of Polaris, b' of 0 ,Ursse Minoris, h the hour 
angle of Polaris, c the polar distance of the place.

In the triangle whose angular points ate marked by the two stars 
and the pole, there are given two sides and the contained angle, 
viz. A b and b\ to find the perpendicular AD (= p) from A on 
the third side, and the segments of the angle A. Draw an arc from 
A as A F bisecting A, let n bs the greater segment of A, A—n the 
less, D A F = n—'/i A BjA D = (h + (A—«) ).

The following are the formulae for working :
Ten(«— % A) - Cot X A Sin (b<—b) Coaec(lv + b) (I).
Tra p - Cos ( A—») Tsn b (a).
Sin B - Sin p Cosec C (3).
Cos (A—» + »)- - Sin B Cos c (4) (p being a very small are).

For 1889.

A
my v- *;

i

h. m. a.
18 6 

14 $1 *
PDb i* Ifo" 

V 15 33 18
Polaris R A—24b 
Kocab

b’-b 140618 Sin 938685 
b'+b 16 40 18 Cosec 054229 

Cot 931397

10 37 04 
156* 46' 00" 

78 33 00
A in arc
X A

Tan 924311«—X A 9 54 *> 
88 17 20 
68 38 40 Coe 9.564$ 

bTan 8.3503
A—a

pTra 74148 
p Comc 0.1551

t
40' S3" B Sin 8.0699 

c Cos 9,8540
i

(A—n+h) Cos 7.9»39
k SB s 

Mean Interval I. 23. 31 
10. JO. JJ

89°. 31'- o»'*

b si. os. 29 
0 (A—*)-h 157. 59- 4* “ "
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Example—On the Ht of February, 1889, when had Polatii and /3 Une Mlnorie 

the same azimuth, and what was it Ï

;

Ast. Time 
hat

• 4 18 46
• 1 »3 57

(I) From Canadian Almanac, Transit of Polaris.
h

Azimuth of stars = 360° 40' 13" or 359° 19' 37" at 
(2) Transit of Polaris.............................................................

S 51 43 
4 18 46 

'3 *5 49(13“56' 04 '—10 30 15) - 

Azimuth of stan 40' 23" at.......................... *7 54 35

It must not be forgotten that the right ascensions and declina
tions of the stars vary, consequently B and h vary. For rigorous 
accuracy the calculation should be made with these quantities 
taken from the Ephemeris for the time of observation. Perhaps a 
little trouble might be saved by differentiating formula (1) thus— 
d(«—%K) _ Cos' (»_}* A)Sin (b‘—b) 

d#A Sin'# ASin (b' + b; ~~
—d # A x '86 gives a correction for (n—% A), which if used with 
exact values of A and b in formulae 1, 3 and 4 gives fair results. 
By this means for last year B was found 39' 47", h t°24' 31."

The entire calculation gives B 39' 48'' and h r° 24' 33".

,S. L. BRABAZON.

0'86 nearly.
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PHOTOTOPOGRAPHY IN ITALY.

Transmitted by Capt, E. Deville, Surveyor General, to whom it was communi
cated by tlie Italian Geographical Institute, through the Royal Italian Con" 
sulatc for Canada.

(Translated from the Italian by Rep. F. Filiatre, O. M. I.)

INTRODUCTION,

• Although experiments for the application of Photography to 
Surveying were commenced in Italy towards the middle of the pre
sent century, and although in 1875 our Instituts tried Photography 
as an auxiliary to the plane table, it is only in rSySthat the Institute 
commenced more precise studies. Experimental Surveys were made 
by means of Photography or, more accurately speaking, Phototopo- 
graphy : they, had for object the determination of the Topography of a 
given district by means of special Photographic perspectives of 
the district taken from different points of view.

To the present Director of the Military Geographical Institute, 
Major General Hannibal Ferrero, is due the initiative of those stu
dies, as well as their important result. At the Institute Phototopo
graphy has been brought into practical use. In consequence of the 
direction and impulsion given to these studies by General Ferrero, 
the process has been used with advantage, not only for the survey 
of special districts, but is now employed jointly with ordinary 
methods for plotting the sheets of the new map of Italy comprising 
the highest and most difficult Alpine regions.

I. FIRST ESSAY OF PHOTOTOPOGRAPHY IN ITALY—DIFFICULTIES 
ENCOUNTERED.

Let us see the difficulties Phototopography had to go through in 
Italy. As early as 1885, Professor Porro turned his attention to the 
application of Phototopography to Geodeosy, (“Spherical Photogra
phy," as he called it) and he was the first to propose a Phototopogra- 
phic apparatus intended exclusively for Topography, but he died 
just as he was fully engaged in developing the practical part of 
Rapid Surveying by Phototopography.

S. PORRO'S APPARATUS.

This apparatus cbnsisted of a Camera Obscura with spherical
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focal plane, the center of the sphere corresponding to the optical 
center of the object glass. The latter was a hollow sphere filled 
with water, and provided with a proper diaphragm, precisely in the 
same manner as the object glass subsequently known as Sutton’s.

We have a paper by Porto entitled “ Application of Photogra- 
phy to Geodesy”; it is published in the Periodical “II Politecnico" 
Volumes to and n.

3- PHOTOTOPOGRAPHY AT THE MILITARY GEOGRAPHICAL 
INSTITUTE.

After the death of this prolific genius, no one appears to have 
taken up the new application of Photography until our Military 
Geographical Institute, being confronted by the difficult problem 
of the survey of the Alps for the new map of Italy, commenced to 
study the application of Photography to topographical

4- APPLICATION or PHOTOGRAPHY TO PLANE TABLE

first exptrmeats in the Ahrtnii-Gran Sasso.

The first trial Was made in 1875 by Staff Lieutenant Michele 
Mausi, then engaged on the survey of the Gran Sasso in the 
Abruui. He used Photography as an auxiliary for drawing the 
survey on the plane table. The following yearjie was sent to the 
summit of Mt. Cenis where he made new experiments with a plane 
table and an ordinary photographic apparatus.

5- hRliep or the glacier du bart (mt. cenis) scale he.
He brought back various panoramic views, taken by the wet 

process, by means of which he plotted the topography of Glacier 
du Bart, on the scale of gg.

Numerous objections were urged against the new method : they 
were based on previous failures of this new application of Photo
graphy, due either to the employment of the wet process on high 
mountains or to the imperfect instruments of the time which did 
not furnish satisfactory images in the Camera Obscura.

6. beginning or serious studies. '

In accordance with the decision of a Commission, the phototopo- 
graphic work of the Institute was suspended, not to be resumed 
until 1878. But General Ferrero, then Colonel and Chief of the 
Geodetic Branch of the Geographical Institute, could not fail to 
notice the wonderful improvements in photographic optics as well as 
in the processes for field photography, neither could he ignore the 
phototopographic work executed in other countries. In 187S

137
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he again brought before the Directorate of the Institute the 
aity of undertaking new studies of Phototopography. In pursuance 
to this proposal, Institute Engineer Paganini Pio was, during the 
summer of 1878, sent to the Apuane Alps with the following instruc
tions :—

c neces-

7. QUESTIONS PROPOSED AND CRITERIUM OP THE NEW STUDIES.

i. To find whether Photography was practicable on high moun
tains and whether on the difficult ground of the Alps such panoramic 
views could be obtained as would help the topographer in 
senting the true character of the ground.

a. To obtain extensive panoramic views which, properly reduced 
and reproduced by photogravure, could serve to improve the sheets 
of the new map of Italy containing the corresponding part of the 
ground.

3. To find whether such panoramic views could not themselves 
be employed for plotting the topography.

repre-

8. FIRST PHOTOTOPOGRAPHICi APPARATUS.

To anster these three questions, a new apparatus was construc
ted, consisting of an ordinary camera combined with a special 
instrument (Theodolite, Camera Obscura). In addition to extensive 
panoramic views free from distortion, the, instrument furnished the 

« data required for plotting, from the views, the corresponding 
vey.

sur-

9. FIRST EXPERIMENTS OF PHOTOTOPOGRAPHY—SURVEY OF THE 
MARBLE QUARRIES OF COLONNATA (CARRARA) IN THE APUANE 

ALPS. SCALE, -i^sr

During this first expedition 17 panoramic views, [no perspec
tives] were obtained ; they answered the purpose set forth in the 
above mentioned instructions. With some of them was plotted at 
Florence, on the scale of gjs the topography of the Marble 
Quarries of Colonnata, Carrara, with contour lines at the equi
distance of 5 metres.

10. MARITIME ALPS—SURVEY OF THE SERRA DELL’ARGENTERA— 
SCALE, sÿëo

The introduction o( important modifications in the apparatus 
previously used, and the employment for the new gelatine bromide 
process, enabled Engineer Paganini, the following year, 1879, to 
represent the Serra del VArgentera, the highest and most difficult 
part of the Maritime Alps, on a scale of with contour lines

ts
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at the equidistance of to meters. The work was done by means 
of panoramic views taken during an expedition of two months and 
a half, from fifteen high stations and consisting of tig perspectives. 
The plotting was executed at Florence the following winter and 
covered 73 square kilometers with 490 points located.

tl. SURVEY IN THE GRAIE ALPS------SCALE ^

In 1880, the same Engineer commenced the survey, on the scale 
of «ps of the part of the Graie Alps between the valleys of 
Oreo, Valsoana, Cogue and Valsavaranche ; comprising the highest 
group of the Alps within Italian Territory and with such high 
mils as the Gran Paradiso, the Grivola, the Gran San Pietro, etc. 
Engineer Paganini was engaged on the survey of this district, 
prising about 1000 square kilometers, until 1885.

11. NEW PHOTOTOPOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND DRAWING INSTRU

MENTS FOR PLOTTING FROM PANORAMIC VIEWS.

In 1884, he used a new and improved Photo topographic appa
ratus constructed for the Geographical Institute at the Galileo 
works, on the designs of the above Engineer. He also devised 
three drawing instruments which simplify and render 
ditious the plotting of a topographical survey from panoramic 
views.

-Tfji

sum-

more expe-

13. CONCLUSION DERIVED FEOM THE WORK EXECUTED AND RESULT-

OBTAINED.

The last mentioned survey, although incomplete, fully demons 
strates that the photo topographic method can be employed with 
dvantage for the survey on the scale of 555 or jAj 0f t|,e most 
important groups of the Alps. The technical problem was 
sequently solved if considered by itself.

14. NEW DIRECTION GIVEN TO PHOTOTOPOGRAPHIC WORK IN CON-

• NECTION WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INSTITUTE.

The problem had also to be considered in connedtion with the 
requirements of the Geographical Institute and the compilation of the 
new map of Italy on the scale of i£m. The phototopographic 
surveys had to be employed jointly with the ordinary methods for 
the compilation of the sheets et the said map, phototopograpjiy 
being used, as an auxiliary to the plane table in places where the 
employment of the latter is difficult. The financial side of the

!
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El question had also its importance ; it was necessary jiot to do by 
phototopography surveys already executed or whjch were being 
executed by the ordinary methods, be 
been a duplication of the work.

After suspending temporarily the work executed by the Engineer 
in the Graie Alps by the photo topographic method, work which 
had ceased to have an immediate object since the same district 
was being surveyed at the same time by several other parties, Gen
eral Ferrero gave a new and, for the Institute, more important 
direction to the phototopographic work.
15. RETICHE ALPS—SURVEY OF SHEETS SIX AND SEVEN OF THE NEW 

MAP OF ITALY.

During the summer of the present year he gave a draughtsman to 
the Institute Engineer in chfcrge of the above mentioned work and 
instructed the small party jus} formed to survey sheets six and seven 
of the new map.

The district to be survey 
comprises the valleys of Sa 
(Province of Soudrio) as far às Swiss Boundary, with the Splugen
pass and the important groups of Tambohoma and Suretta on the 
north, Pizzo Emet and Pizzo Stello on the east, Pizzo Quadro and 
Pizzo Terre on the west.

The survey on this important region was subdivided as follows : 
the survey of the bottom of the San Giacomo Valley below the coni 
tour of 2000 meters and the easy and flat ground containing the 
houses, pastures, and alpine cottages, was given to topographer 
Rimbotti, who completed it with the plane table during the present 
season.

The remaining part of the ground from the contour of 2000 
meters to the crest of the mountains, is being executed by the 
phototopographic method by Engineer Paganini, and will be 
completed next year.

It is already possible to foresee that the connection of the surveys 
executed by the two methods will be satisfactory and will present 
no difficulty.

11 this would have been
f
;■
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! overs about 450 square kilometers and 
liacomo and Lei, north of Chiavenna,
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\ Fawcett—Irrigation. m

IRRIGATION.
Mr President and Gentlemen,

Instead of the paper announced, I beg to submit a few 
the subject of Irrigation as supplementary to the introduction 
tained in my paper last year.

The first thing I noticed in looking over the report of my last 
year s paper, was a mistake in the formula for finding the capacity 
of a ditch, w^efe the sign of addition had been substituted for that 
of multiplication. By reading the former part, however, most of 
the readers would understand that the plus sign was an error and 
that the sign of multiplication should have been used.

In my present paper, which will be a mere outline, I will first v 
advance a few notes on the construction of ditches and canals for 
conveying water. Then the methods of preparing and distribut
ing the water over the surface

Tlie lack of general information on the subject of irrigation may 
be illustrated by a conversation I had with a gentleman a short 
time ago, who was highly educated in some branches, but entirely 
without information on the subject of irrigation as practised in * 
countries where the rain-fall is insufficient. We were discussing 
the capabilities of British Columbia as a field for agriculture, when 
I mentioned the fact that in the ulterior part of the country crops 
could only be raised by means of irrigation, and that, in his 
opinion, precluded all crops, except those which could be raised on 
a garden patch, and could be watered by hand, this being the only 
method of watering land which had come under his notice.

In a lew words, I gave him the substance of the present paper, 
which pttt the matter in a different light.

The first consideration preliminary to irrigation is to have the 
water stored or delivered at a point higher than any part of the 
land to be watered, and how to accomplish this will depend on the 
physical features of the country, and the circumstances governing 
in every case. Where the lands are in a valley contiguous to hills 
or mountains from whence issue streams or springs which form the 

supply, the problem presents itself in the most simple form, 
and nothing requires to be done except construct ditches to convey 
the water to the principal points where required. The sise of each

notes on 
con-

I

water
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ditch will depend upon the area to 
requires full irrigation, there being no 
depended upon, for each fares containing one
crop there will be required as much water asw.ll flowthrough a 
pipe twelve inches in diameter at a velocity of three miles an hour.

This we understand to be the quantity to be delivered at the farm, 
so that, at the origin of supply there will have to be added an addi
tional quantity sufficient to make up for loss caused by evaporation 

. and filtration, which when the water is brought a long distance in 
X opeyhtches amours to a large proportion. What the exact os 

Xfffl'bethrough these sources cannot be accurately ascertained, but
the only means to do away with such loss would be to have water
tight canals closely covered and so avoid filtration, and preven 

' - evaporation ; but as this usually means a large expenditure ofcapi- 
tal, an expenditure often out of proportion to the good to be de- 

• rived, it would be well to take into account the above mentioned 
sources of loss, so that a proper1 allowVce can be made for them. 
The loss through filtration or percolation depends to a great extent 
on the soils, and for this reason in contemplating the construction 
of a ditch the selection must be made with a view to having the 
most compact subsoil, clay being the best, while sand and gravel 
form the worst. If where the subsoil is porous, a puddle of clay 

Id be formed along the bottom of the ditchi it would do a great 
deal to prevent the loss of water. Sometimes ihe bottom of a ditch 
can be much improved by driving a flock o sfeep along ,t when t 
is wet or dragging logs through it or puddhig and smooth.ng m 
different ways. In some ditches the loss oh account of filtration 
where the water is brought a long distance aii
5o per cent. Loss through evaporation is reduced 
by making the canal as deep as practicable for the width. The: nar-

and deeper the ditch the less exposure of surface and conse- 
It is scarcely needful for me to say 

it is neces-

142
be watered. Where the land 

natural supply of rain to be 
hundred acres under

Or

cou

mounts to as much as 
to a minimum

rower
quently the less evaporation,
that previous to the construction of an irrigation dite 
sary to take the difference of level between the source of water 
supply and locality where it is required to be delivered I have how
ever seen in my travels in British Columbia long ditches m some 
localities, where capital had been wasted in attempting to run the 
water from lower to higher ground by reversing 'he operations of 
the law of gravitation and which of course didg t work. The mere 
intelligent farmers take the difference of levels rather ..certain 
where the water will run, and also obtain a constat* grade by means

construct fqjr himself out otof an implement which any one can

38



Fawcett—Irrigation. 143
three pieces of wood put together so as to form a triangle which

u uany017feeetth SPrding dis,an“’ but convenience usually 16% feet, this be.ng a convenient unit of measure. This
may be mademto a level by attaching an ordinary level to the base

O -v w««a, ,h,

wa^TalT1?' meth°d’ and °ne which 1 have seen adopted, 
was to attach a strmg at the vertex of the triangle at the other end
of which a plummet was fastened ; then this is prepared for 
marking the intersection of the plumbline with the ba
fhe„thr the lmp,ement end for end and marking again,
the D umbTn n°mt " ^ ‘*° marks wil1 be place where 
Bv £ t ™terSeCt When the tw« feet are on the same level.
cante t !iPr°P"rt,0n °f *he height t0 the width, a scale of grades 
can be marked on the cross piece. To use the implement, a wooden
p ug ,s driven into the ground level with the surface to start from, 
at the beginning of the canal. One of the legs of the level is placed
watlEE Jr11*” f°rWard in the direction in which the 
water is to flow and from side to side until a point is found level 
with the starting point or having the required descent.

(then driven into the ground at the1 second point and the 
repeated. We see that with this simple implement 
without any calculation may lay

use by 
se of the trian-

A plug is 
operation 
a person

. ditch with great accuracy
y required grade. To prevent washing away the banks 

and carrying out the bottom of the ditch it is important not 
to have a heavy grade. A fall of one foot in one thousand 
will give a velocity of attout a mile and a half an hour, which 
is as great as would be practicable. The fall should be regular 
rom beginning to end elsè the current will be more rapid When 

the fall is increased and will wash away the banks in the steeper 
parts and will deposit the detritus when the current slackens, which 
will soon spoil the canal or render repairs necessary. After the 
construction of the ditch the next important step is to have 
the surface properly prepared by furrowing or making water chan, 
nels. The point to be remembered is that water always runs down 

The surface to be watered should therefore have a slight slope 
as regular as possible in one direction. When the surface is plough, 
ed this is done in such a manner as to have it as level as possible 
and sometimes it may be necessary to use a scraper in taking off 
the tops of knolls and Ailing up the depressions. Where Adds 
8 ope in sevml directions, the supply canals have to be constructed

out a

hill.
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to convey the water to all the highest points. Sometimes 
the supply ditches run parallel to the main canal and at other times 
at right angles to it, The supply ditches arc connected with the 
main ditches with gates at intervals of from five to ten chains so 
that the water may be let out at any point required. In British 
Columbia where I saw the process of irrigation the entire surface 

covered with small water channels two or three inches deep 
made by dragging an implement lilm a wooden harrow with large 
teeth about eighteen inches apart up and down the slope forming 
striations over the entire surface. It intervals of four or five chains 
the supply canals would cross these, and when flowing full of water 
the water would distribute itself over the surface by overflowing the 
sides of the ditches into these little grooves and following these down 
until the next cross ditch is reached which supplies the land below it 
again. When the supply of water is limited only small portions of 
the surface, can be watered at once, and it has to be turned in diffe
rent directions so as to be allowed to flow over the surface just 
where required. Outlets are opened with a hoe in one place and 
closed in another, and constant attention by some one who under
stands the art of irrigation is needed to convey water to parts which 
may not be sufficiently saturated, and close the channels where the 
flow is excessive. The frequency with which the soil must be 
watered will depend upon the nature of the soil for retaining water. 
Evaporation from sandy soil is much more rapid than that from 
clayey soil, and a fine vegetable mold will retain the moisture 
longer than the clay, so that while sandy soil would require to be - 
watered at least once a week, once in two weeks would be sufficient 
for a fine clayey loam, When once the water is delivered at the 
farm to be irrigated, the labor of irrigating a hundred

to one who understands the method of arranging his supply 
ditches is not so great as one would naturally suppose.

In the above I have outlined the general method adopted in 
irrigating fitrqia^ It maybe of interest to mention some methods 
tyhich are adopted in different parts of the world for irrigating 
scientifically garden patches and other small patches of great value.

One method which has been in use for a number of years is that 
of sprinkling by means of hose with a perforated or flattened nozsle. 
The water is contained in an elevated reservoir from which pipes 
are laid underneath the surface of the ground and hydrants con
structed at distances of say two hundred feet apart to which hose 
can be attached and the surface watered by one man at the rate of 
four or five acres a day.

144
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Fawcett—Irrigation. 145
A modification of this plan has been adopted in England for 

watering meadows where the pipes are perforated and laid on the 
surface at distances of some thirty feet apart, the water flows out of 
the perforations in different directions covering the surface of the 
ground, and requires no attendance except to turn the water on and 
off and to change the direction as required.

Another system sometimes adopted is that by means of per
forated tiles, which are laid underneath the surface to a depth 
at which the plough share will not interfere with them and at 
distances of not more than eight or ten feet apart. The water 
escapes from the tiles and rises by capillary attraction or absorption 
to the surface of the soil. Of course this method cannot be adopted 
where the water supply is in any way limited as a great deal of the 
water will sink into the ground and be tost.

There is one «consideration 
the land does not

in favor of underground irrigation, 
k but keeps moist and loose, and on that 
ch less quantity of water.account requires.

One point to fee renumbered, and which might be overlooked by 
the inexperiencrijjwyre there is a copious supply of water is the 
possibility of overdting the thing. Too much irrigation is worse 
than too little, and frequent light irrigation on the surface has a 
tendency to harden the soil and the water does not reach the 
where most required. roots

From this view we might infer that a thorough watering one in ten 
days would be by far preferable to frequent light surface sprink-

Some crops require more water than others, and those who would 
pracuse the art successfully, must familiarise themselves with the 
characteristics of each in this respect.

This question of irrigation is one which must soon become of 
vital importance and interest in Canada

I was pleased to see from the programme that we are to have in 
our report a paper on settlement and irrigation as applied to the 
Northwest, by a gentleman who on account of his extensive know
ledge of the country and facilities for becoming acquainted with 
these problems will enable him to speak with authority.

Having brought the subject forward once more, believing it to 
be important as a question for consideration in Canada, I submit 
these few notes without further comment.

THOS. FAWCETT.
if
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SUGGESTIONS FQR SURVEYORS’ REPORTS.

For many years to come, as population,in Canada spreads beyond 
its present limits, surveys of the newer and little knowp parts of the 
country will continue to be made. Whatever will add to the pub
lic value of the reports upon such surveys will necessarily be of 
interest to the members of the Association, and the object of my 
present communication is to suggest, from the standpoint of an 
outsider, some particulars in which these reports can be rendered 
even more useful than they now are.

I quite agree with those who in the discussion on Prof. Macoun s 
paper at the last annual meeting contended that a surveyor had, in 
such surveys, a particular limit of duties defined for him, and that 
the search for, and collection of Natural History specimens, invol
ved special work, requiring a love for science to make it successful.
It is not everyone who has^^cientific listes, and the necessary 
knowledge which the preparation of, more especially, Zoological 
specimens implies.

Many surveyors will also, probably, consider that they already 
have sufficient work in the field of a mechanical nature. Every 
member of the profession must, however, desire to have his reports 
not only valuable to the Department of the Interior, or of Crown 
Lands, but useful to the general public, when they appear in the 
official documents of the Government. If this usefulness can be 
increased without materially adding to the labor involved, then an 
important advance has been made.

When surveying a new township, there are the best of opportu
nities for observing, without effort, its natural features. In the 

of his ordinary duties the surveyor not merely meets with 
level country, but has to ascend the hills which lie in his way, 
thé valleys which intervene between the heights of land, and track 
the courses of streams. He is thus led, by observation, and without 
going out of his way, to acquire a fair knowledge of the character of 
the soil, the kind of trees met with, the nature of the prevailing 
rock where exposed, the breadth of prairie available for cultivation, 
the extent of the marsh land, the appearance of the grasses, and, 
generally, the suitability of the township for settlement.

The report made to the Government generally covers some, per
haps in not a few cases all, of these points, and arc, thus far, very 
valuable to intending settlers*
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Drummond.—Suggestions for Surveyord Reports. U7
Might I, however, suggest that they should be somewhat 

detailed in order that the information may be useful also to the 
lumberer, the miner and those interested in science.

I have had occasion when studying the distribution of forest trees, 
to frequently consult the Crown Land reports, and have found it 
sometimes difficult to make them available because of the lack of 
definiteness in naming the trees. The beech and basswood are 
samples of trees not easily mistaken, as, in this country, there is 
only one species in each case. It is different, however, with the 
pine, spruce, ash, oak, maple, and other trees, where two 
species occur. To the lumberman and to those interested in forestry, 
it is essential to know what definite species is intended in each case. 
The white pine, Sinus strobus, is more valuable than the red pine,
P. resinosa, and the Banksian or Scrub pine, P. Hanksiana, is infe
rior to both. Oaks, both the White Oak, Quercus alba, and the ted,
Q. rubra, are commonly met with in the older provinces, and the 
former is the mote important, The White Ash, Praxinus Ameri
cana, is more useful in the arts than the Green Ash, F. viridis, or 
the Black Ash, F. sambucifolia, whilst among the Maples, Acer, 
saccharinum, is more valuable to the settler than the red Maple, 
A.rubrum. I would not propose that surveyors should become 
botanists, Jbut that they should always indicate with sufficient 
accuracy both the occurrence and the abundance or not, of the 
important forest trees they meet with in each township.

In particularizing them it would be well to avoid the use of local 
names with which the general public would not be familiar and to. 
if possible, add the scientific after the commonly accepted name, 
Thus, when referring to a specimen of Pine, let it named, as the 
case my be, “ White Pine, Pinus strobus ” or “ Banksian or Scrub 
pine, P. bankeiana,” a little practice would soon make these specific 
names sufficiently familiar to prevent any misconception as to the 
particular tree intended. That the character of the soil can to 
extent be guaged by the trees upon it, is an additional reason for 
indicating the species with accuracy.

On the Western Prairies^f the survey is made during a dry sea- 
of the year, it is possible to ascertain whether the land is marshy 

•or overflowed during wet seasons by the occurrence of certain com
mon species of grasses which frequent moist localities and which 
some observation soon enables anyone detect. It is in this way some
times possible to avoid the mistakes which occasionally appeared 
in the original surveys in Manitoba in describing as dry, open 
tty what, during wet seasons since, has been overflowed by water.
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The surveyor unfortunately meets with, top frequently, immense 
stretches of country laid waste by fire and all its valuable timber 
totally destroyed. It is estimated that in Canada very much more 
timber has thus been burned than has, during the whole progress of 
lumbering in the past, been cut for the market and for home con
sumption. I have also always been of opinion that our Northwest 
prairies would now.be largely covered with timber, and that the cli- 

cj»«puld be milder in winter, were it not for the 
.jMnmially sweep through whole townships at 
, ^pferely all the grass, but all bluffs of young

mate in consequen 
vast prairie fires w‘ 
a time destroying, 
trees which appear in their path.

The origin of these fires is usually credited to hunters, Indians, 
pioneer settlers and parties of travellers who carelessly leave behind 
them camp fires still burning to which the dry grass and leaves sur
rounding furnish fuel on the slightest breeze. It is difficult, however, 

° to fasten the blame on any particular shoulders, so distant, usually 
are the localities from the settled districts» The facts still remain 
that disastrous fires every season take place and vast damage is 
done, amounting annually to millions of dollars. Now, I think that 
surveyors and engineers can be of service in this matter not only 
in impressing upon the members of their parties the necessity of 
great care in putting out camp fires, but inducing others whom they 
meet in the bush and on the prairies to do the same. Theft is some 

apparently^insignificant matter likepatriotism involved in even an 
this.

Another suggestion and I have done. It would be idle to expect • 
a knowledge of geology from everyone, but if the reports of sur
veyors upon the new or little know parts of the country would refer 
in general terms fb the character and extent ofthe rocks where they 
crop out from beneath the soil, if would be useful both from an agri
cultural and from a scientific point of view. If the information went ^ 
no further than alluding to the rock or sandstone, or lime, or granite, 
the mode in which it occurred and the extent to which it effected the 
agricultural capabilities of the township or section of country 
veyed, the information would be valuable ; how much more so, if it 
referred to the economic importance, if any, of the rock as furnish
ing building stone, phosphates, iron, copper, or other economic
minerals. 1 , 1 ..
/ The surveyor necessarily visits most parts of the township 

/ which he is mapping into sections or concessions and lots. 
The geologist often has to restrict himself to the larger rivers.
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The general information which the surveyor gleams in following his 
avocations in the newer parts of the country, can thus be of con
siderable use to the geologist, and eventually to the miner ; just 
as a rough preliminary survey along the route of a proposed railway 
gives hints to the railway engineer.

A. T. DRUMMOND.
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I
SETTLEMENT AND IRRIGATION

- NORTHWEST TERRITORIES WEST OF THE 

OF THE MISSOURI COTEAU, AND SOUTH 

OF TF. THIRTV.

« Whoever make, two blade* of grass grow where but one grew before is. 

benefactor to his race.”

We hear of irrigation at a very early period of the world’s history 
and in different quarters of the globe. The Egyptians adopted it 
extensively in the cultivation of grain, and Babylon and Nineveh 
had irrigation works on a scale, which even to-day, in this age of 
gigantic undertakings, would seem marvelous. Among the first 
inhabitants of the American Continent who were at all advanced 
in the arts and sciences, irrigation was employed to render fruitful
land, that, unless supplied with moisture, must have remained
barren for ever. Even the ignorant and uncivilized Indians of the 
South-western States and Territories of our neighbors to the South 
produce by this means what grains, fruits, &c., they are able to grow.
It is said that were it not for irrigation, the garden and field pro
ducts in the Territory of Montana would not equal two-thirds of 
the quantity raised now by the artificial distribution of water, and it 
may be said of Idaho, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, In
dian Territory, Western Texas, and the southerly half of California, 

in the absence of irrigation, not more that ro per cent, of the 
yield could possibly be obtained ; and according to the 

reports of United States Engineers, a very large percentage of the 
territory west of the 100° longitude is useless without irrigation.

The settlers who have made their homes in the portion of our 
North-West, to which I now particularly refer, have, as a general 
thing, come from the eastern provinces of Canada and from Great 
Britain, countries in which the rain-fall and water supply are so abun- 
dant and so widely distributed that irrigation is unknown. Had 
our settlers come in any material number from irrigated districts, 
bringing with them for application here their knowledge and expe
rience of the practices in vogue in Montana, Arizona, or any dis
tricts requiring an artificial water supply, it is probable that the 
number of our settlers would be greater than at present, and their 

' advancement in production and wealth would be enormously 

increased*
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„ _^.e f Which they now occuPy formed, at a very recent date, 
a part of what was erroneously described upon the maps of this con’
notaool . greatATriCan Descrt’"a"rm ‘hat certainly does 
not apply to any part of our territory west of the Missouri Coteau
While, however, this is the case, it is equally certain that the dis- 
tnct m question is not favored with a sufficient rainfall, and that 
although the soil is of fair quality, it cannot be made productive 
unless means are adopted superior to any now in use ; it is to my 
mind, of the utmost importance that some comprehensive system of 
settlement and irrigation should be originated, adopted, and made 
effecttve without delay. I am convinced that unless this is done , 
the progress of settlement will be slow, and the country necessaril v 
so sparsely settled, that our people will not, for a very long time to 

, enjoy the privileges of schools, churches and social inter- 
course, which are so essential to the well-being of all communities 
and which might be made available to them if the right plan were

mcaf ri I Pmmt ,yStem °f settitmcnt « admirably suited tolocalities where water can be obtained upon every quarter section 
at an outUy commensurate with the means of the average settler’ 
The danger however of pursuing this course, in the part of the 
Northwest which we are now considering, is that the earlier settlers 
will unquestionably occupy the lands bordering the streams, lakes 
and rivers, representing, perhaps, not more than 15 % of the whole 
area that might be settled if water could be genejaHy distributed 

Whatever is done m this matter shquhTBTdoneXuickly. If 
irrigation is to be adopted, a reservefionshould be 
diately of right in the Crown, to cafe upon lands entered foras

hriàatin 0rirPrMmp,,pn5> for the purpose of constructing
irrigating worksacross, ove^S? upon such lands. The settlement 
ow taking placé will probably, unless checked, control in a short 

■me nearly all &w.L that should be utilised to 

capacity, m rendeïmWsiful for tillage the 85 per cent of the 
whole area which is not suitable for occupation at present in 
sequence of the very inadequate water supply.
in IT r!Tk' aPP'ynWith eqUal force 101 l«rge extent of country

A,social Tt °f®riti$h Co,Umbia' Several numbers of ou7 Association, who have been engaged in surveys there, have in their 
«ports directed attention to the condition ofaffoirs referred to
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prove successful, the result to the Dominion nt large would more 
then compensate for any possible outlay of the public funds in the 

„ works which might prove necessary.
It is apparent to anyone familiar with this district that apart 

from its mineral wealth, its resources are and must continue to be 
chiefly pastoral rather than agricultural, the raising of horned cat
tle and horses, sheep, hogs, poultry, and the manufacture of dairy 
products will probably be for all time the staple industries.

After very careful examination into the present condition of 
things, it has been estimated that 20 acres of land are required to 
support every cow or horse, or every five sheep. Now, as a settler 
cannot make a fair livelihood unless he has from 100 to 185 head of 1 
cattle, he requires from 2000 to 25,000 acres for his exclusive use, 
or, say, four sections. The plan adopted by the Department of the 
Interior, of leasing free from competition four sections to any bona 
fide settler, was probably based on the foregoing calculation.

The capacity of any country for stock may be gauged by the 
quality and extent of the pasturage available in winter. At all other 

the district which we are now discussing yields at least

I
,

I

I
0

■

1
seasons,
four times the quantity of grass that could be consumed by the num
ber of cattle, which it would be safe or advisable to run during the 

winter months.

HI
The area/# this^district is 66,960 square miles, and would, accord

ing to the above computation, allowing 4 sections for every settler, 
accommodate 16,74° families; and estimating that each is worth to , 
the country $1000, owing to the custom and excise duties which he 
pays, the whole value would be $16,740,000. The value of the 
annual products of each settler may be estimated at'$500, giving a 
total value of $8,370,000, and supposing that each settler has 100 
head of cattle, 1,674,000 will graae in the district.

This condition of aflàirs, which unless special means are adopted 
we cannot, under the most favorable circumstances, hope to arrive 
al for some time to come, implies an exceedingly sparse population.

Suppose, however, that the productive power of the district could 
be quadrupled (and I hope to assure you that this may be regarded 
as a moderate estimate of the result to be achieved, by adopting a 
proper system), the number of resident families would be 66,960, the 
annual products $33,480,000, the value of these settlers to the coun
try $66,960,000, and the number of cattle 6,696,000, the value of 
which, at $20 per head, would be $133,910,000. The value of the 
annual products would probably exceed largely $500 per head, as 
under the system which I have in view, their product, would be
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more valuable than at present. We would most certainly arrive 
at the highest state of perfection in all products, cattle and horses;, 
hogs, poultry, dairy products, hides and leather, nature having richly 
endowed this district with the natural conditions requisite to this end.

It is generally conceded, that in order to minimize the risk of loss 
in cattle raising, it is necessary to provide for six weeks’winter feed
ing, spread over three months, and that by this means the country 
could be stocked to the limit of the summer capacity. Many stock- 

/ - assert that this provision is unduly large; that the only cattle
/ requiring attention during any part of the winter are the fall calves

and colts, and cows and mares expected to bring forth calves or colts 
in the early spring, together with the injured or weak stock. It is 
therefore safe to assume that six weeks’ fodder for the whole herd 
would be adequate provision. «

Should we not endeavor to bring about such a condition of affairs, 
that for ten and a half months of the year the country may support 
a number of cattle equal to its full summer capacity, as well as pro
viding the fodder required for the six weeks of winter ? Under pre
sent conditions we can accomplish not more than a quarter of that 
result—in other words, during one-eighth of the year only do we make 
use of its full capacity. Even should it require a very strenuous 
effort to remedy the existing state of affairs, does not the probable 
result amply justify it ?

It occurs to me that the remedy can be found in adopting the 
hamlet system of settlement, coupled with irrigation. To this end, 
it is necessary, in the first place, that there should be a thorough 
inspection of the country, and then we should require an intelligent 
survey to ascertain levels. In this connection, I am of the opinion 
that a thorough trigonometrical survey, combined with a full show
ing of details of levels, designated by contour lines, would be of incal
culable benefit ; we should, at the same time, record full meteorolo
gical observations, gauge the flow of all streams and springs during 
every month of the year, and we should also make thorough tests for 
artesian wells.

Once this data obtained, an adequate scheme of irrigation 
could be readily elaborated. The hamlets would necessarily have 
to be located at those points from which water may be most easily 
distributed, the area irriguons at the several points, to determine the 
number of families to be settled at each ; they would probably vary 
in number from xo to 50, and in some cases might exceed the latter 
figure. The irrigated lands would be devoted to the growth of cereals, 
grasses, &c., and fodder required during the severe winterJveather.
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—Settlement and Irrigation.Pearce.
Each hamlet having a plentiful supply of water would develop into 
a dairying centre, where, at the minimum of cost, by the establish
ment of factories, and creameries, cheese and butter of the highest 
quality would be' produced. The hamlets would also possess the 
social conditions necessary to the community, and all that are attain
able in any well-settled agricultural region. Surrounding these set- 

the land required for pasturage by each would be set apart,
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dements,
defined, and reserved for that special purpose.

The more the writer has studied this subject, the greater the impor
tance hat sepmed of the results aimed at, and the more easy their 
accomplishment. One season would be sufficient to obtain the data 
necessary to initiate the scheme, and it could thereafter be rapidly 
carried out as the progress of settlement might demand.

Upon the boundaries* of the Ian4 allotted to each hamlet, fire
breaks could be maintained, thus protecting the grass, and remedy
ing the incalculable permanent injury to the productive power of the 
soil caused now by repeated burning». This is a point to which 
public attention has not been directed as forcibly as it should be. 
Upon gravel ridges, and ridges of light soil, autumn fires destroy a 
large proportion of the grass roots, and the ground being left bare, 
every panicle of snow that falls upon it is blown away ; no moisture 
is retained, and by the time the spring and summer rains com
mence, usually after the aoth May, more of the grass is kiled by hot 
suns and parching winds. Each year vegetation is becoming less 
and if the process be but continued long enough, the lands referred 
to which form a large proportion of the whole area of the district, 
will become practically valueless. In this particular alone, incalcul- 

. abie benefit would result from the adoption of the proposed system. 
If fires were prevented, and the sod torn by heavy harrows, the rain 
would moisten the grass roots, and the result would be a marvelous 
increase in vegetation. It has been observed that where rain upon 
cultivated land penetrated to a depth of ten inches, it does not pene
trate one inch into these matted grass roots, but simply runs off the 
ridges into ponds and other natural basins. This agrees with the 
experience of every one who is accustomed to a prairie country 
dotted with sloughs, ponds, &c. The ridges being once cultivated, 

of these sloughs and ponds decreases, until finally they 
in many cases disappear altogether.

Nature seems to have fitted a large portion of the coiffitiy for eco
nomical irrigation. There are strong inducements for the investment 
of private capital in extensive irrigation works, the profit resulting 
from the enhanced value of the lands. As a rule, irrigated lands are
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certainty, whilst the tiller of land that is 
the worst effects of the 
suffers—drought.

In the Southern States, many "ditch companies "are now operat
ing very profitably, supplying water to the settlers for irrigation 

purposes at specified rates. Innumerable advantageous openings for 
smular enterprises must in a short time present themselves here.
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tlement and products could be increased, even to one half the extent 
which I suggest as probable, and certainly Government control is

Private investors wouldpreferable looking to the general advantage, 
be most anxious to secure large profits and quick returns, and 
would probably be somewhat dilatory in taking action, whilst endea
voring to demonstrate to investors and possible shareholders, the ad
vantages which the speculation offered. The Government on the other 
hand, once convinced of the soundness of the scheme, the advan
tage to result indirectly from the improved settlement and producing 
power of the district, might feel justified in proceeding immediately, 
and in awaiting a slow return of the actual money invested. I dare 
say a calculation might readily be made, to show.that a handsome 
percentage on the capital invested would very speedily result from 
increased customs and excise returns.

In the district mentioned there are two great sources of water sup
ply, which lie high enough to permit of the whole volume of water 
being utilized for irrigation at a minimum cost of vrçrrks. I refer to 
the Rocky Mountains and to the great Cypress Hills Plateau.

For hay lands the water can with advantage be laid on during 
autumn, winter and early spring, when cereals do not require its appli
cation. When it is necessary to apply it to the cultivated fields, the 
grass has so grown and so shaded the ground, then thoroughly satu
rated, that no more moisture is needed for the full fruition of the hay 
crop. The season when cereals require most water is when moun. 
tain streams are at the flood.

Many districts in the Southwestern States, after being compari- 
tively well settled, have been almost deserted, owing to drought. 
Everyone who had the means to enable him to remove to another 
and more favored locality did so ; those who were, through poverty, 
unable to seek a better place, managed in time to overcome the diffi
culties of their position by irrigation, and were no doubt eventually 
better satisfied with their lands and prospects than if they had gone 
elsewhere. VVorks accomplished under such conditions, done 
piecemeal, with lack of money, often with a hot very intelligent under
standing of the requirements of the situation, must necessarily prove 
more arduous, more tedious, and, indeed, in the end more expensive 
and less effective, than works undertaken with a full knowledge of 
present and future requirements, where each section as completed 
fits in harmoniously with every other section, and in due course forms 
a perfect system.1 If, therefore, works done by individual effort and 
under the difficulties which I have mentioned prove profitable and 
of public benefit, how much more profitable and beneficial ate they
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likely to be if conducted under intelligent and competent direction 
and on a comprehensive basis. Under such a system of irrigation, 
the destructive effects resulting from freshets in mountain streams, 
which now do very considerable damage, would be materially lessened 
and if the fullest precautions were taken would be avoided in toto. 
The saving effected’in bridges, in the protection of “ bottom ” lands, 
detentions, and general inconveniences to the public would go along 
way to meet tjv: outlay on works. I may say further that benefit 
would, in no small degree, be conferred upon settlers in the country 
lying to the east of the irrigated track, whose lands would be affec
ted by the distribution of the waters. It has gravely been suggested 
to the Government of the United States, by gentlemen of high pro. 
fessional standing, than whom no one on this continent is more 
petent to express an opinion in matters of this sort, that it would be 
a wise and economical project on the part of that Government, if 
five hundred of millions of dollars were "devoted to damming the 
streams flowing east from the Rocky Mountains, thus preventing 
freshets maintaining the streams at as nearly as possible a uniform 
level, and also adding to the extent of navigable water, and produc- 
ing some effect in the prevention of summer drought. Does it 
seem that a scheme somewhat upon the lines of the above- 
tion might very probably and profitably be attempted in 
country?

My object in presenting this paper has been simply to direct 
attention

not
sugges- 

our own

to the general subject, leaving to the future, and I trust 
the early future, its further and complete elaboration. If it appears 
to this Association to be one-tenth part the importance which I attach 
to it in the general interests of our common country, I may then look 
or hearty sympathy and for most valuable cooperation in the effort 
to utilize the valuable resources now dormant, with which Nature 
has endowed this western portion of Canada.

i

To the President, Vice-President and Members of the Associa
tion of Dominion Lands Surveyors, Ottawa, this paper is 
respectfully submitted by

WM. PEARCE.
Calgary, Alberta, January roth, 1889.
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1
DOMINION GOVERNMENT SURVEYS IN MANITOBA, 

THE NORTHWEST | 
C(

ERRITORIES AND BRITISH
OLUMBIA.

Oil the 22nd of June, 1869, His Excellency the Governor-General 
gave his assent to one of the most important Bills ever passed by the 
Parliament of Canada. This Bill was one providing for a Territorial 
Government for the Northwest Territory, arrangements for the 
purchase ol which from the Hudson’s Bay Company had been con
cluded.

The acquisition of this vast territory, known at that time as Rupert’s 
Land, threw upon the Government the duty of promoting the early 
settlement of the country by the encouragement of immigration. To 
this end it was necessary that a comprehensive scheme or ..ystem of 
surveys, based upon the most accurate systems extant, should be 
initiated and developed.

To the Department of Public Works was'delegated 'the important 
duty of initiating the system, and conducting the surveying opera
tions.

On the iothof July, 1869, instructions were issued by the Minister 
of Public Works to Lt,-Col. J. S. Dennis, P. L. S-, directing him to 
proceed to the Red River settlement, for the purpose of selecting the 
most suitable localities for the survey of townships required for imme
diate settlement. He was also instructed to submit a scheme or 
system, to be followed in surveying the newly acquired territory, 
and to assist him in preparing this system, he was accredited to the 
Crown Lands Departments, in Canada and the United States, with 
the view of his obtaining all information and advice which were likely 
to be of use to him in preparing his system.

On his arrival in the Red River country, Col. Dennis proceeded 
to examine the districts requiring immediate survey, and giving due 
weight to the views of those with whom he had consulted on the 

"''subject, he formulated a scheme or system to be followed in surveying 
the country into townships and sections.

The system proposed was as follows :
(i)-*1 The system to be rectangular, all townships and sections to 

“ be east and west, or north and south.
(a) “ The townships to number northerly from the 49th Parallel, 

“ and the ranges of townships to number east and west from a given 
“ meridian. T his meridian to be drawn from the 49th Parallel, at a 
“ point say to miles west of Pembina, and to be called the Winnipeg 
“ Meridian.
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Dennis —-Dominion Government Surveys,

(3) “ The townships to consist of 64 squares of 800 acres each,
“ and t0 contain in addition 40 acres or 5% in area in each section 
“ as an allowance for public highways.

(4) The townships on the Red and Assiniboine Rivers, where 
“ the same had ranges of farm lots laid out by the Hudson's Bay 
“ Company, to be surveyed, the broken sections butting against the 
“ rear *'m‘ts suc*> ranges, so as to leave the same intact as indepen-
“ dent grants. ” ^

This proposed system was referred to the Minister of Public 
Workyor confirmation, and on his recommendation was adopted 
and authorized by an Order-in-Council, dated the 22nd of Septem
ber, 1869, and thus the survey rhto townships of newly acquired 
territory was begun.

The system adopted was founded on that in force in the adjoining 
Territories of the United States, but it differed from the American 
system, mainly in regard to the size of the townships, and in the 
percentage allowance for roads, there being no allowance for this 
purpose in the American system.

The surveys were begun late in the summer of 1869, two sur
veyors (Messrs. Webb and Hart) being engaged in carrying on 
the work, under Col. Dennis. The work perfornaed consisted of the 
survey of the Winnipeg or Principal Meridian, and also of portions 
of the Bases according to the system adopted. There was also con
siderable work done in connection with the re-establishment of the 
lines bounding lots, surveyed by the Hudson's Bay Company along 
the Red and Assiniboine Rivers.

During the fall the work in the field was retarded, and finally stop
ped by the out-break which occurred in the Red River settlement.

In May, 1870,a portion of the territory was created a province under 
the name of Manitoba; but owing to the unsettled state of the coun
try, nothing in the way of surveying was done during this year, beca 
the question of surveys in the country received considerable atten
tion, and in the early part of 1871 the management aud control of 
the surveys and lands was transferred to the Department of the 
Secretary of State, and in March, 1871, Col. Dennis was appoihted 
Surveyor-General of Dominion Lands. A very important change was 
now effected in the system of surveys ; the townships were reduced 
in size from 64 sections of 800 acres each, with road allowances as 
already mentioned, to townships of 36 sections, containing 640 

each, and a fixed road allowance of 1.50 chains in width 
provided on all sides of the sections.

This change in the system was provided for by an Order-in-Coun- 
cil, dated the415th of April, 1871.
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On the ist of May,1871, the Surveyor-General issued a Manual of 
Instructions, for the guidance of Deputy Surveyors,—as they 
then styled,—engaged in the survey of Dominion lands.

This Manual of Instructions, which was' issued under the autho
rity of the Secretary of State, and based upon the Order-in-Council 
above mentioned, set forth in detail the method to be followed in 
laying out and subdividing the townships in the field, as well as 
all other information to enable a surveyor to carry on his work satis
factorily.

This Manual may be said to form the basis or starting point for 
survey system. I will.therefore refer briefly to its main features.

(1) The public lands in'Manitoba and the Northwest Territories 
to be laid out in townships containing thirty-six sections of

mile square, together with road allowances between all town- „ 
ships and sections of one chain and fifty links in width.

(2) The townships were to measure on each side from centre to 
centre of road allowance bounding the same, 489 chains, this mea
surement on east and west boundaries being subject to excess or 
deficiency resulting from convergence of meridians,

(3) The townships to number northerly from the 49th parallel of 
latitude or International Boundary, and were to be numbered in 
ranges east and west from the Winnipeg or Principal Me/idian, which 
had been established as mentioned in the first schcme/submitted.

(4) 1 he 49th Parallel or International Boundary to be the 1st Base 
Line, and the line between every fourth tier of townships to be a 
base line. The intermediate line, midway between the bases, being 
called a correction line, upon which the convergence of meridians 
is provided for by a jog between the meridians semi-north and 
south from the bases.

The first process in surveying any desired tract of country was to 
project blocks of four townships by running the base, meridian exte
riors, and correction line bounding the same.

In surveying these lines the surveyors made all sections 80 chains 
in width, and provided a roatf allowance of 1.50 chains between all 
sections ; on the tpmdian exteriors all sections were made 80 chains 
in length, excepting those adjoining the correction line, in which the 
excess or deficiency in the length between the bases was provided for.
On these lines also a road allowance of 150 chains was left Jjetwejen 
all sections.

In establishing the correction line to complete the survey of his 
block, the surveyor ran the north or south side of the road allow
ance, the north side if the block being surveyed lay to the north
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of the correction line, and the south side if the block lay to the 
south. In defining the correction line, the necessary jog was allowed 
at the intermediate township corner to provide for convergence 
of meridians, and the sections were so marked as to throw the excess 
resulting from the same cause into the tiers of quarter-sections ad
joining the western boundary of the township.

The block of four townships was now «ready for the subdivision 
surveyor, who proceeded to effect the subdivision : First quartering 
the block into towhships by connecting the township corners, already 
established on the block outlines, by straight lines, he then subdi
vided the townships into sections and quarter-sections, by running 
each interior meridian parallel to the eastern boundaryof the township, 
and making all sections 80 chains in length and width except those 
adjoining the western boundary, or adjoining the correction line, 
which were effected by the convergence, or excess or deficiency in 
length between bases, as has already been explained.

In all cases except the correction line, the lines surveyed were the 
south and west limits of the road allowance, and these lines only were 
marked.

The largest portion of the country to be surveyed being open prai
rie, and the conditions being so different to those to be met with in 
marking surveys in the old Provinces, an entirely new system of 
perpetuating the surveys had to be devised. \

The difficulty was met by providing for placing posts only 
in wooded districts, and by marking the comers with posts and 
mounds in the open country. These mounds were constructed of 
earth pyramidal in shape, the bases being 5 feet and the mound 
a}4 feet high, . the mound was surrounded by a trench, and there 
were also pits placed opposite and a short distance from the bases.

The posts placed at section comers were marked in a very simple 
and legible manner, and a further provision was made for perpetuat
ing the township comers, by placing iron bars 1 % inches square and 
5 feet long, marked with a cold chisel, and finally driven into the 
ground at these points.

The mounds placed at township comers were also somewhat larger 
and better than those pfelced at section or quarter-section corners.

It is of course impossible to give within the limits of a paper /of 
this kind, a full explanation of the system of survey, nor is this neces
sary, in view of the fact that the large majority of our members ;are 
thoroughly conversant with the system. I will therefore proceed to 
refer briefly to the amendments .to this manual, which have since 
come into force, and to some other changes which have been made 
in the details of the management of the surveys.
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I
One of the first important changes made was in the title of the 

surveyors engaged in surveying the Dominion Lands. These survey
ors had first been styled Deputy Surveyors, but in the year :87s 
when the Board of Examiners was constituted, the title was chang- 
ed to Dominion Land Surveyors ; and later on a further provision 
was made for the granting of higher certificates to suAeyors styled 
Dominion Topographical Surveyors.

The first Manual of Survey and second System remained in force 
until the year 1880, at which date a change was made in the 
ner of running the block lines, the correction lines being run as base 
lines, and in subdividing townships the interior north and south 
lines were run as true meridians, and not as lines parallel to the east 
boundary, in manner provided by the Manual of Surveys.

The size of the blocks first laid out was increased from four to 
sixteen townships. However the district affected and the work 
done under these amendments was comparatively speaking very 
limited, and it was not until the 17th March,1 1881, that any marked 
change was made in the system.

At this date a new edition of the Manual of Surveys was issued by 
Mr. Lindsay Russell, the then Surveyor-General, and some impor
tant changes in the system were made, in fact^wh^yis properly the 
Third System came into force. The main features of change 
as follows : the method of laying out blocks of 16 instead of 4 town-
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ships, as the first operation of surveying, Misgiven tract of country 
which had been i»force during the previously earVas given effect,
the provision of the first ; manual regarding road allowances was 
altered, so as to provJàfejjuds of one chain instead ofVne and a half 
chains, and the road V^^^^es on the first, third and fifth interior 
east and west section lM^fc abolished.

Provision was made fotj^pequal distribution among all the sec
tions of the error resulting from convergence of the meridians, and 
a slight change was made in the mounds placed to mark the corners 
of townships, sections, and quarter-sections.

This second manual, or third system, remained in force until the 
1st of June, 1883, when a third and further amended edition was 
issued, this being the manual and system now in force, the system 
being the fourth authorized.

This last-mentioned manual differs only in some minor details ^ 
from that issued in 1881. The important points of difference being 
in regard to the marking of corners with iron posts and tins in prai
rie districts, instead of with a wooden post.

Provision was also made for the survey into river lots of the lands
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adjoining the Saskatchewan and Bow and Belly Rivers, this pro
vision has however since been done away with.

The foregoing is a brief mention of the manner in which the sur
veys in Manitoba and the Northwest Territories were initiated, and 
of the systems which have been in force since the inception of the 
surveys, together with a short synopsis of the provisions of the man
uals of survey, which have from time to time^been issued for the 
guidance of those engaged in carrying on surveysfor the Government. 
I have also noted the changes which have taken place in the system, 
and the manner in which it has been perfected, until we now have a 
system which), for simplicity, accuracy, and general public utility, 
will compare favorably with any in the world.

It may be of interest now to note the amount of work which has 
been completed, under the different systems from the inception of 
the surveys in 1869 to date.

163

Milks or
Outlines Survived.

Number of Townships 
SUBDIVIDED.

(Approximate.)1st 100. 00

2nd 619.00870 1) 3rd 141 160. 00
4th 11228. 002,101

X
3,102 12097. 00

These figures give an average of 173 townships subdivided, and 
about 670 miles of outlines run each year, and when it is considered V
that these figures do not include the large amount of work performed 
in surveying the river belt parishes in Manitoba, the s&vey of river
lots in 179 townships along the Saskatchewan, Bow and Belly Rivers, 
and the extensive exploratory surveys referred to further on in this 
paper, .the showing is certainly a most creditable one, and one which 
has not been excelled, if equalled, by any other country.

I will now refer shortly to the surveys wtyich have been performed 
other than those which come properly within the scope of the sys
tems, as provided by the Manuals of Survey ; these are :

1 st. The Special Survey.
and. Thfc determination of the latitudes of certain points by astro

nomical observation.
3rd. Exploratory surveys.
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4th. The traverse of the C. P. Ry. 1‘ne through British Columbia. 
5th. The subdivision surveys in British Columbia.
6th. The determinations of the longitude of certain points by the 

interchange of telegraphic signals.
7th. Topograpical Surveys in the Rocky Mountains.
8 th. The surveys of Trails in Manitoba and the Northwest Terri

tories.

i

n
: THE SPECIAL SURVEY.

The Special Survey was begun in 1874. Its object was to estab
lish, by means of a trigonometrical survey, certain additional initial 
meridians, which it was foreseen would become necessary, owing to 
the fact that in carrying the surveys west from the Winnipeg or Prin
cipal Meridian, the errors would accumulate, and the jogs 
rection lines resulting from convergence of the meridians would 
become very large, and also that the numbering of the ranges would 
be greater than was desirable.

It was decided that these initial meridians were to be established 
at equal distances apart, of four degres of longitude, and that the 1st 
of the mor the 2nd Initial Meridian was to be in longitude 1020 W.

The establishment of the 2nd Initial Meridian was effected by 
the Special Survey in the above-mentioned manner. The triangu
lation was commenced at the Winnipeg or Principal Meridian, 
which had been previously accurately tied in to the post at Pembina, 
on the International Boundary ; the longitude of this post had been 
determined by an interchange of telegraphic signals, the work being 
performed by the officers of the joint commission, engaged in estab
lishing the International Boundary.

From the point of commencement the chain of triangulation was 
carried across the country byway of Portage Creek, Westbourne, 
Palestine, Beautiful Plains, Minnedosa, Shoal Lake, Fort Ellice, and 
Scissors Creek.

The first base was measured at ** Grosse Isle, ” a poyit near the 
Principal Meridian about twenty miles north of Winnipeg. Other 
bases of verification were measured at the “ Salt Plains,” 
Westbourne at “ Long Lake, ” near the Little Saskatchewan, and at 
Scissors Creek.

Want of space prevents my entering into any lengthy description 
of the instruments used, the manner , of conducting the work in the 
field, or thetresults of the same.

It seems a pity that there has never been any complete report 
published of the operations of this Survey, which may be said to be 
the first trigonometrical survey of a geodetic nature, effe^d in 
Canada.
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At iron bar on cross line Parish St. James 49e 53' o6"40 
Intersection 102nd Mer., 6* Qu’Appelle 

Trail...... ...... •.Mima ••••it •••• 50
tiattleford, on line S. of Battle River.... 53
106th Meridian and Gabriel's trail...........
Fort Edmonton, on line W. of Fort.........

97° id' 41 ".51W

102 00 00
108 16 59.0a «
106 00 00

/ 113 30 aS'.è « 
X 113 32 58 “

109 47 10

104 18 14.0a «

104 52 28.33 “
107 a4 06.34 “

*°9 58 39-45 " 
34 58.53 “

•o' 59 56.77 “ 
101 57 16.75 “

103 »? 57 58 “
103 48 03.69 “
113 34 00.04 “

114 00 00- “

23 31.85 
4» 38.69 
34 3*.69 
31 59-16

34 05.28

04 55-88

04 02.38 

11 07-455

3» 15.465
35 58.30

52
53

Fort Pitt, on River bank S. W. of Fort.. 53 
North of Quill Lake near line between

Ranges 16 &• 17 W.and I.M,,...........
On 12th Correction Line, 19 Ranges and 4

sections W. 2nd I. M...............................
On loth Base, 58# sections W. of 3rd l.M. 52 
On^1 ith Base, a/Kuuges and a# sections,

On 14 Base,64 sections W. 4th 1. M.... 53 
Touchwood Hill trail, on loand Mer., 8 

sections N. 51b Correction line
Ai Swan River Barracks.................
On Meridian between Ranges 8 &• 9 W.

and I. M., % mile £>. 8 Correction Line.. 51 
Near Ft. Qu’Appelle in Valley........
McLeod Creek N. of Fort McLeod......
On 114th Meridian N. of Bow River near
On^i!fboundary, Range 17 W.and L M., 

11.64 chs N.X sec.post., N.7 Correc
tion Line......................... ..

Qu’Appelle Valley on low hills R. of River 
On plain two miles N. of Red Deer River 

near forks with Saskatchewan.

?

53

5° a».,,
54 3|.515

38 40.70 
46 15.5»
45 ao.64

5'

5°
49

51 01 55.71

18 3l.«7 
51 59 58

104 15 55.17 «
105 59 21.55 -•

57 57.6a

Demi»—Dominion Government Surveys.

The 2nd Initial Meridian was established in 1875, and there the 
trigonometrical survey ended, the establishment of the other Initial 
Meridians, by means of a triangulation, was given up, as it was expected 
that the completion of the telegraph line between Selkirk and Edmon
ton would enable the positions of the other Initial Meridians to be 
laid down by the method of the interchange of signals over this line.

Owing however to the faulty construction of the telegraph line 
this method failed, and the 3rd, 4th and 6th Initial Meridians 
finally established by surveyors in charge of sections of the Special 
Survey, who ran base lines through from one Initial Meridian to 
the next, the distances being measured by check chains.

THE DETERMINATION OF THE LATITUDE OF CERTAIN POINTS BY 
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION.

In connection with the establishment of the Initial Meridians by 
the Special Survey, it was decided to determine the latitudes of cer- 
tain,points in the Northwest Territories.

This work was effected by Mr. W. F. King, D. T. S., astronomical 
assistant on the Survey.

The points at which the observations were made with the resulting 
latitudes, etc., are here given.
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The object in determinin^the latitudes of the points mentioned 

above was that the latitudes as determined by the survey might be 
checked and corrected if necessary, so as to agree with the observed 
latitudes ; this was done, but the results proved far from satisfactory, 
and judging from the general closings of the Bases in latitude between 
the Initial Meridians, it would seem that the results would have been 
better had these corrections not been applied.

This was of course not in any way owing to errors in the latitude 
observations, but was due no doubt to the great difficulty in making 
chain measurements agree with observed positions.

MICROMETER

Among the surveys, other than those which come properly within 
the system as provided by the Manual, and 
early date to be necessary, may be mentioned t%>se known as Explo
ratory and Micrometer Surveys.

The primary objects of Exploratory Surveys are to determine the 
position, size, and course of important streams and water areas, and 
to provide data relative to the topographical features of new and P 
unexplored districts. Among the surveys of this kind which have 
been made, the following may be mentioned : ^ ^

The explorations • in ' Lakes Manitoba, Winnipegoosis, and Win
nipeg, and adjacent waters, by Mr. H. B. Smith, in 1872.

The explorations in Lake Winnipeg and vicinity, by Mr. G. C. 
Rainboth, D.L.S., in 1872. ^

The exploratory traverse of the North Saskatchewan River from 
Edmonton to Prince Albert, by Mr. W. F. King, D. T. S., in 1878^

The explorations which have been carried on in the Saskatchewan, 
district in 1879 and 1880, by Mr. W. F. King, D. T. S.

The exploratory traverse of the Carrot River, by Mr. ^L. Russel,^
D. L. S., in 1879.

The exploratory traverse of the North Saskatchewan River 
between Rocky Mountain House and Edmonton, by Mr. J. C. Nel
son, 1880.

The traverse of the trail from Fort McLeod to Fort Qu’Appelle, 
by Mr. M. Aidons, E>. T. S., in 1880.

The explorations by Mr. W. F. King, D. T. S., in the Cypress 
Hills District, in 1881.
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MICROMETER SURVEYS,

The Peace. River was surveyed from Fort Chipewyan to Dim- 
vegan, by Mr. tym. Ogilvie, in 1884.
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The Athabasca River was surveyed from Athabasca Landing to 
Fort Chipewyan, by Mr. Wm. Ogilvie, in 1884.

The Saskatchewan Riverfwas surveyed from the Forks to Grand 
Rapids, by Mr. O. J. Klotz, D.T.S., in *884., .

The Nelson River was surveyedfrom Lake Winnipeg to Hudson's 
Bay, by Mr. O. J. Klotz, in' Z884. j--.

The Winnipeg, English and Albany Rivers andXonnecting waters 

-- surveyed by Mr. Thos. Fawcett, D.T.S., in 1885.
The shore line of Lake Winnipeg 

Wilkins, D.T.S., in 1886.
Part of the shore line of Lake Winnipegoosis was surveyed bv 

Mr. I. J. Dufresne, D.T.S., in r887.
The Yukon River from Taiya Pass to longitude 141 W was 

surveyed by Mr. Wm. Ogilvie, D.L.S., in 1887.
Part of the Mackenzie River was 

D.L.S., during the past year.
These Micrometer Surveys in many cases, notably those performed 

by Mr, Ogilvie and Mr. Fawcett, may be said to be original explo
rations, and in effecting them many obstacles and difficulties had to 
be overcome.

In his explorations in the Yukon and Mackenzie River Districts 
during the jrast two years, Mr. Ogilvie has carried on the most ex
tended and important exploration which has been conducted under 
the Department of the Interior ; and although we can only speak 
from conjecture as to the many difficulties met with, and hardships 
to be borne, still weygost of uS know enough of what explorations 
in new and unknown districts entail, to realize what Mr. Ogilvie has 
gone through, and I think the Association should be among the first 
to congratulate him on his safe return, and the successful accom-. 
plishment of the expedition.

Dennis—Dofninio ment Surveys. 167
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X
HE SURVEY OF THE LANDS WITHIN THE RAILWAY

THE TRAVERSE OF THE CANDIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
belt, and

LINE IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. ,

When the belt of land extending for twenty miles on each side of - 
the Railway line through British Columbia was acquired by the 
Dominion Government, a scheme for tSe survey of lands within the 
belt had to be devised.

The tract requiring survey being much broken by mountainous 
ranges, many difficulties were foreseen in attempting to survey the 
agricultural portion of the belt.

The system which was finally adopted, and the manner of carry-

j
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ing it into effect in the field, has been very exhaustively and interest- 

‘ ingly dealt with by Mr. W. F. King, Chief Inspector of Surveys, 
iH his annual report for the year 1886. ' I will therefore confine 
myself to a brief reference to the main features of the system and 
its difference from the system under the Manual of Surveys.

The important change, and the only one in fact requiring special 
notice, was that the fixed road allowances were done away /with, a 

% percentage acreage being provided in each section for this purpose. 
As it would be impassible to follow the method laid down in the 

Manual for (he projection of base lines and township outlines,/some 
other primary foundation for the surveys had to be adopted.

The road-bed of the Canadian Pacific Railway through the moun^ 
tains afforded an easy route for an exact traverse survey, to be uses, 
as a base for the Subdivision surveys required>t different points. 

This traverse was effected during the years 1884,1885 aijd x886, by 
; Messrs. Fawcett, Klotz and Ogilvie. The tnanner in Which the work 

was done has been exhaustively dealt dith in the reports of these 
* gentlemen, and the method by which any required point of the 

subdivision surveys is established from.the railway traverse is very 
clearly shown in the report of Mr. W. F. Kmg above referred to.

DETERMINATION OF LONGITUDES tiY MEANS OF THE 

. ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH.

X

<r
THE

In' 1885, it was determined to begin the work of establishing the 
longitude ol certain points in British Columbia and the Territories, 
by an interchange of telegraphic signals.

During that year the longitudes of Victoria, Port Moody and Kam- 
established in that way, and the latitudes of theseloops were

points were determined by astronomical observation.
The work during this season was performed by Mr. O. J. Klotz, 

D.T.S., and Mr. Thos. Drummond, D.T.S.
The initial point from which the longitudes were determined was 

Seattle in Washington Territory, U.S.A.
In 1886, 1887 and 1888, this work was continued, the longitudes 

of the following points being fixed : Revelstoke, Field, Calgary, 
Winnipeg. Wapella, Port Arthur, Kalmar, Edmonton, Fort Pitt.

In 1886, Mr. Wm. Ogilvie was associated with Mr. Klotz in this 
work, and during the past two years the work has been carried on 
by Mr. W. F. King and Mr. Klotx.

The methods used and the results attained in this work have been 
thoroughly treated of in the reports of the gentleman engaged on 
the same, and also in the very interesting papers on this subject

J
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re»d at our last annual meeting by Mr. King and Mr. Klotz; it la 
therefore quite unnecesiary for me to say anything in connection 
therewith, other than to refer to thé work as the most scientific 
work which has been carried on by the Department.

TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY OP THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

One of the most interesting surveys, which has been carried on 
under the department, is that which comes under the above head
ing, and has teen going quietly on during the past three years.

I understand that a paper, descriptive of the manner in which this 
survey is being effected, is to be read at this meeting by one of the 
gentlemen engaged on the work, and I will therefore not attempt to 
write anything regarding it ; in fact in doing so, I would be discussing 
something about which I know very little other than that a large 
portion of the mountains have been 
small cost. -

However I feel sure that when the facts regarding this survey are 
before us, we will be glad to bear testimony to the great credit due 
the Surveyor-General, for the very able manner in which he has 
originated this system in Canada and brought it to a successful issue.

THE SURVEY OP TRAILS IN MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST 

TERRITORIES.

Altough our survey system makes a most liberal allowance for 
public roads, it has been found that in many cases the needs ol the 
settlers would be better served by adapting 'certain of the old tra
velled trails or roads, instead Of waiting until the road allowances 
were made practicable.

Many of these old trails follow a very .meandering course, and they 
had to be accurately surveyed so that' the necessary right of way 
could be provided across the lands affected.

The trails *re laid Out with a right of way, i chain in width, and 
they are carefully tied in to the general surveys, 

y In making the survey, the surveyors have of course, deviated in 
many cases from the old trail, and haye effected many advantageous 
straightenings of the same. I

Up to date the Department have surveyed about—miles of trails in 
Manitoba and the Territories, and it may be safely, said that in no 
country in the world" has there been a more liberal provision -.-l. 
for public highways than in Manitoba and the Territories.

li
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CONCLUSION.

I had intended to refer shortly to the 
in the general surveys, and the corrections of the “me, but this 
papeUas already exceeded the limits originally intended.

To treat fully of the surveys which have been performed, and to 
do justice to the subject, would make a good sired volume. >

I hope that at some time in the near future we will find the sub
ject receiving the attention which it merits, by the publ.cat.on of a 
detailed report of the surveys performed up to date.

„ The remarks herein contained are offered to the Association, not 
because they are in any way new to many of the members, but 
with the hope that a short connected narrative of the surveys since 

the beginning may be of interest
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DISTANCE MEASURING MICROMETERS.

c to treat are those telescopes 
provided with proper appliances for measuring distances 

by comparison of the magnitudes of an object and its image in the 
telescope.

The instruments of which I intend her 
which are/

xFIXED THREAD MICROMETERS.

The simplest’instrument of this class is the telescope with two 
threads fixed \n the diaphragm. The distance of a point is found 
by counting the number, included between the 
divisions

r , tw° threads, of
of a graduated rod, such as a levelling rod, held at the 

point whose distance from the instrument is required.
Let m be the linear distance between the threads.
Let b be that length of the rod-whose.imrge is included bet 

the threads. ween

Let * be the distance of the rod from the object-glass.
Let u be the distance of the image from the oljject-glass.
Then ?ince the lines joining the coresponding points of an object 

and its image must pass through the Centre of the object-glass we 
have, by similar triangles,

/

1:' b=m JL

And by the optical theory of the convex 
focal length of the object-glass.

* i?

lens, if/be the principal

— + — 1
* ' /x

Eliminating u between these two equations we have

x—f brr- —
Now x—f is the distance of the rod from the outer focus of the 

object-glass. * ■ '
That is, the feading of the rod is proportional to the distance of 

the rod from the outer focus of the object-glass. xMOVABLE THREAD MICROMETERS. f
The next micrometer is thatwhich is applied chiefly to instruments A 

intended for astronomical purposes, but may be used for finding I 
terrestrial distances ; that is, a movable thread it placed in the focus

i®
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f ! of the object-glass, and is moved by a screw having a graduated 

drum head, and affords the means o( measuring the linear dimen
sions of the image of a rod of known length.

Here, as before, we have

I
1fl

»-/= b± 
m

Here m is the variable reading instead of A, so in this case also 
be measured from the outer principal focus of 

rtional to this
the distance must ( .
the object-glass, and the reading is inversely prdjj)II
distance.

ROCHON MICROMETERS.

micrometers, of which the first to beWe now come to two-image 
considered is the Rochon Micrometer.

In this micrometer a doubly refracting prism is placed behind the 
object-glass, so that part of the rays are intercepted in their passage 
to the eye-piece, and turned through a'constant angle and thus are 
formed two complete images of the rod. By sliding the prism from 
or toward the object-glass, these images are made to approach or 
recede from each other, and the observation is made by reading from 
a scale along the telescope tube the position of the prism in the tube.

Using x,.b, f, m, and u, to represent the same quantities as before, 
and calling the distance from the object-glass to the image, /, and 
the constant angle, e, we have the distance between two images, or 

t m= (« •' /)tan 9.

iffr
E

»
_ ($-/) tan e

bso that JL\\: l x
and i4» + — — ~~r 

x u f
)

\

Whence] by eliminating w,
I x—f_ b—fun a

Or the distance of the^bject from the outer focus varies inversely 

as the distance of the prism from the inner principal focus (/-/).
■si

LUGEOL MICROMETERS.

Next we come to the Lugeol Micrometer, where the division 0/ 
, the images is effected by a separation of the two semicircular halves 

of the object-glass, by means of a micrometer screw.
Let m be the distance apart of the two half lenses, * the distance 

of the object, u the distance of the image from the object-glasses, 
b the length of the rod. Then since when the two Images are brought

«
«1 : 1
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into end contact the straight lines joining the extremities of the rod 
with the centres of the lenses must meet in the point of contact of 
the images, we have

173

x + u b

and 1 + Î or£±“ =
/

whence x = *£ 
m

or the distance from the object-glass is (aversely proportional to the

Hr / \
GENERAL REMARKS. I ' j

There are other forms of micrometers such as the divided eye-pitce 
jpicrometer, &c., but the above are those commonly met with. \ 

Any theodolite or level instrument may be used as the first kind 
of micrometer, and good results can be got at short distances. • 

The movable thread micrometer is not so convenient for use, and 
a serious fault in all thread micrometers is the uncertainty due to 
the coarseness of the thread.

Of the double image micrometers, the Lugeol is to be preferred 
t0othe Rochon> because with the-latter, the images are usually of 
unequal brightness, and it is therefore difficult 
contact. v '

I shall now consider the\ffect of small errors infhe instruments 

and in the readings on thé calculated ^stances.
For all the micrometers

• reading.

to make a proper

'

where x is the distance of the object; measured from the object-glass 
in the Lugeol Micrometers, and from the outer principal foéus in 
the other three. , .

b is the length of the rod, which must in the case of the Rochon 
be diminished by the constant quantity/tan 6,/is the principal or 
sidereal focal length, m is the separation of the two half object-glisses 
in the Lugeol, and the site of the image in the two thread micro
meters andm the Rochon (J—l) tan « or the linear separation of 
thé images of an infinitely distant object, such as a star, with the 
prism in the actual position which it occupies duiring the distance 
measurement.

Assuming the focal length to remain constant, and calling the

t
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King—Distance Measuring Micrometers. ,174
small incremÀts of x, b, and m, fa, sb, and 4 m, we have by differ

entiating

■
SX =s= — dfi — d/«

m m
which may be written

Sx — — Sb — — 4mmm >
which in the first mentioned micrometer, where and x are the vari
ables and/ and « constants, means that the error in distance is pro
portional to the error in reading thejsaduated rod; and the error in 
distance due to error in the bisection of the marks on the rod by 

the threads varies as the distance.
The above differential formula may also be written

/•

:

so that in the-other micrometers, where aj and m are the variables, 
the error in distance due to a given error in measured length of the 
base vàries directly as the distance, and that due to error in the 
reading (m) Varies as the square of the distance. In the Rochon m 
or dm is the reading or error in reading mutiplied by tan e, ,provided 
the graduation, as above supposed, is along the tube of the telescope.

These formula: may be used to find the actual error caused by 
errors in the data, in the following manner :

A Lugeol micrometer, the part^of which I have measured, has a 
a focal length of about 13 inches. The shaft of the micrometer head 
has two screw threads, whose pitches werÿright and left hand 
respectively, the pitch of one being about A oftgn inch, and of the 
other A of an inch, so that one turn of the head mlwes the two half 
object-glasses' apart A + A an inch, about A oVf.u inch. The 
drum-head is divided into one hundred parts, so that one division 

corresponds to tAv of an inçh.
Now suppose the distance to be 4° chains, the length of the base 

15 links, and an error of one division to be made in the reading, so 
that 4m = IT1,, of an inch, V

Then the formula —/m gives for the error lx, of *, in chains

4* =

!

JI it

)I.Mi
1

Tj
_i?L, x-J---
J5,ii 1700x79a 
100 79a

For the Rochon Micrometer we have 

* b -/ tan e 
. / (/—/) tan 9

-10.48 or 48 links

Ü

!
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Now/can be méasured .directly if an observation be taken on a 

base of known length at a known diitance, 10 that i and u. 
known, then / can be measured, and thus tan e can be got, the 
constant angle for this instrument.

Thus if *

x are
7

be 19.05 jhains, #-15 links,/16 inches, and /-/ be 
• found to be 11.7 inches, we get 6-36° as the constant angle.

The differential formula may then be used

Ac™— ^ tm~— — tan e ir

when ir is the error of the scale reading on the telescope tube. 
Suppose the error of reading to be ^ of an inch.
Then with the above constants, for *«40 chains we have 

<* = 3$ links approximately.
The length/ from the object-glass to the point of separation of the 

rays in the prism, is difficult to measure' directly ; but if we have two 
readings taken on the same rod at distances x and x\ the corres
ponding readings being [/ and /“, l—t may be readily measured, 
and we have

“F
V

/",/-ï5p.0cot e-/)

cote—/)

whence we have

=/(#çote-/) { L: Ï
l*-/ *-/ {

so that/-/1 being known as well as * and **, we have an equa
tion to determine e.

In this manner we get the error in distance due to a given 
in reading.

So if we assume a probable error of reading of one division of the 
micrometer head in the I,ugeol, or a certain fraction of an inch in 
the Rochon, we get the probable error of a distance determination.

From this can be found the probable error of the distances of a 
traversç dr the total probable error. This total probable error being 
equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of the probable 
error of each line. f

It should be noticed, however, that there is a great likelihood of 
errors of reading being due to constant causes, such as imperfect 
optical definition, or lost motion of screws, so that the errors may 
be cumulative, and may not tend to counteract one another as is 
assumed in the theory of least squares.
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’ The theory of the Lugeol micrometer, u «hove, gives the distance 
of the object as inversely proportional to the reading. This is 
not quite itqe in practice. See Mr. Klotz and Mr. Ogilvie's papers 
on the subject, read before this Association two years ago. It would V. 
be worth while to make experiments, to determine whether these 
differences are due to refraction, or to some other cause.

' I have no data to shew whether the theory I have givoj 
Rochon Micrometer holds good in practice. , ' J

ANALLATIC LENS. yf
In the Stadia micrometer, the first of the above forms, a second 

lens is frequently placed behind the object-glass, the effect of which 
is to bring the point from which the distances are to be measured 
from the outer principal forms to the centre of the telescope tube, or 
to any other point which may be required.

As above we have for the. distance of the object from the object, 
glass

for the

«

yW (.(+£) ,
jiced into the tube of the telet- 
ject-giass, and having a focal

Now suppose a second lens in trod 
cope, at a distance a behind tfen-db 
length/*, let » be the distance of the former image behind this lens, 

‘ the distance of the new image, «» and m tlpir sizes.
Then we have • *

i i i_ 
Vi~ v“f, X

also Ü.S
V m
m v— “ 1 “ 7
» i /■

L whence e= « 
x-f

and i+ -— = — 
x » + « /

-Aalso *-/ (t + £) whence *

So we get
V - ! - /« -•

*1 (*“/) /(*-/) /'

Here is the distance of the object firana point at a
, /+/t - *

■
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constant distance behind the object-glass. This distance by vary- 
ing a can be made anything we like, as for instance the point of 
suspension of the telescope, and then the distance from that point 

• will be directly proportional to t, that part of the rod the image of 
which is included between threads at a constant distance m.

The second lens is called the anallatic lens. It is usually so 
placed as to bring the measuring point at .or near the point of sus
pension of the telescope. It is usually adjustable, so that it can be 
moYed along the tnbe. It may then be used to adjust the ratio of# 
to m, so that some exact number of division of the rod may be made 
to correspond to an exact number of chains distance, so as to simplify 
the readings of distance with the instrument, and this is the 
.purpose of the adjustment.
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r
REGARDING GEOGRAPHICAL NOMENCLATURE'.
An active connection for many years with the enterprises in the 

Northwest, as well as in the investigation of the geographical des
cription of plants in all the provinces, has long since led me to see 
the necessity of some statutory regulations, under which not only 
the duplication of names, so frequent especially in the Northwest, 
would be remedied and rendered impossible in the future, but the- 
use of grossly absurd and inapplicable names would be prevented, 

' and the whole subject of Geographical Nomenclature of Canada. 
• brought under systematised control. It was not, however, until 

.887, that I ventured to bring the matter before the late Honorable 
Thomas White, then the Minister of the Interior, who with Mr. 
Burgess, the Deputy Minister; entered heartily into the consideration 
of the subject, and I am glad to find it has been taken up with equal 

----- to believe by the

: I
1

11 v

I

; heartiness by this Association, and I have 
present Minister of the Interior.

That the subject needs immediate attention is clear to us. Topo
graphical, Railway and Geological surveys are being yearly conduct
ed on a large scale in the Northwest, and in the less known parts of the 
older Provinces. New geographical features are being constantly 
mapped out, and older and more imperfectly known features accur
ately traced. Population is gradually following on, and new pos 
offices are being continually demafided, especially in the newer dis
tricts, whilst railways are being pushed into the less sett.ed sections, 
and new stations-the forerunners of future villages and towns- 
are being established every few miles along their track. At presen 
there is nothing to prevent duplication or the use of objection- 
able names ; but it is the privilege of every explorer and map maker, 
however ignorant he may be of the country at large, or however 
coarse in his nature-to originate new names. Hence we have 
duplications in large numbers, and some names of so Iow a character 

ell feel ashamed of them, and every map tji»^Jss«ed

reason
l

j|!

j

!

that we may w
is aiding in giving permanency to such names. %

Cases are also constantly occurring where the local name famiKa 
in the surrounding,district is either changed or added tm>Jhose 
who map out the same and who will not take the trout* to Ascer
tain or will not recognize the names of prior right. Akd all/ these 
names are to be the property of our descendants as well as ourselves.

I!

!
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1will be perpetuated in the thousands of deeds and documents 
' "'ll!'* wiU be executed, and in the numerous maps and books that

will be published, in coming years, when change will become 
difficult and impossible.

While there can be no question that duplicate names, in at least 
Manitoba, the Northwest and British Columbia, should be at once 
altered, it is more difficult to deal with mis-appropriate and ill-sound- 
mg names. It is not generally advisable to change a name which 
has become familiar, because it is unsuitable or is not euphonious • 
Wherever, however, it shocks the moral senses, or is simply barba- 
rous, alteration ought to be made.

There should be no excuse afforded for such names appearing in 
publications circulated in a civilized community ; and yet we find 
Stinking River. Drunken River, Cow Dung Lake (which 
name to a pass, now fortunately better known by Its alternative name 

. ofyellow Head Bass), Death’s Door Point, Kicking Horse Pass 
and many other objectionable though perhaps less offensive 
appearing on maps issued by the State.

In the present paper, I merely propose supplementing, by 
brief suggestionsvthe proposals made last year in the published report 
of the Committee of the Association, as fojjpws :-The whole matter 
might be entrusted to a Commission, comprising a representative of 
each'of the Departments of the Interior, and the Post Office, and to 
these full powers should be given, and the subject grappled with in 
its entirety. It is not sufficient that the Department of the Interior 
should be dealt with, the co-operaiion of the Post Office should be 
obtained; in order to secure system in the naming of the many hun- 
dreds of new Post Offices which in coming years will be demanded.

The Department of Crown Lands inydntario, Quebec and British 
. Columbia should also be induced to

more
i
■

. ; <

I\ -

I
gave its

!names,
H

a few

. I

>>: ;

i

Interest themselves, since the 
mare northern parts of each of these Provinces are to a large extent 
unexplored, and it is most desirable thsvjn the progress of surveys 
there, the system of naming new physical fehtttee xftpuld be uniform 
with that of the Dominion. Supervision must go even further. 
1 here must be sufficient control exercised in matters of Nomencla
ture, over both the publishers of local maps, and the 
of railways.

The rule should be enforced by a statute, that newly observed 
geographical features, recently surveyed townships in the North
west, proposed post offices, and new railway stations on railways 
subject to the Dominion control, should receive only those 
which have been approved by the Commission.

The name proposed by the discoverer of t new geographical

management

names

I !
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if it is suitable, but care
180

ihould betoltnbefore approval is given, that no suitable name of 

known to be familiar in the neighborhood,prior recorded right, or 
is thereby suppressed.

Where a name is suggested by some 
the case of a mountain range, lake, or river, the feature should 
characterize the whole or the greater part of it, and not be a mere

characteristic feature, as in

I

:=e-3===e1and no danger of repetition, although the words rendered in English 

may mean the same in many instances.
Present objectionable, names aire probably mere translations of

original Indian names, which the better second thought and better 
of the explorer would have well left alone.

of post offices indifferent Provinces should be

are

:

■ sense
Duplication even

^ Where duplication has already taken place in geographical feature, 
in Manitoba and the Northwest territories, it should be remedied 
at once, before the increase in the population, and the fixing of the 
names amongst the people of the locality render change difficult and 
impossible. In the other provinces the attention of the loca 
Government should be drawn to it, with a view to remedy measures 

there as far as feasible.
The1 friendly co-operation of all the provinces of the 

and of all railways subject to Provincial control should be sought

'E'fo?, mthmlicMing .nyrao* by giving ii , v<~r- 
posed Official Geographical Dictionary, great care should be taken 
to correctly ascertain its spelling, syllabication “d accentuation this 
being particularly necessary in words of Indian and French derivation, 
amongst which very many errors in this respect are believed to e .

It would also add considerable further interest if the special 
reason, which occasioned the giving of each name, should be put on

alteration. A T. DRUMMOND.
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SURVEYS OF THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

The earliest records we have of surveys in the Province of Quebec 
are those of the fiefs and seigneuries conceded by the King of 
France to subjects who had, in some way, distinguished themselves 
in active service on this continent.

The title in virtue of which these seigneuries were conceded being 
translated was as follows :—

“ To all whom these present letters may be seen, be it known on 
the petition to us presented by Denis DeLaronde, Chevalier, of the 
Military Order of St. Louis, Captain of Marine, in the service of the 
King. It pleases us to accord the territory of two leagues in front 
along the River Chambly, by three leagues in depth, and a little island 
above the island aux Tests. The said two leagues in front to be 
taken from the boundary of the seigneurie newly conceded to M. 
De Levy, ascending towards Lake Champlain, in which territory is •• 
the river called Lacolle ; thewhole to be held as a fief and seigneu
rie, with the right of high and moderate justice, right of fishing and 
hunting, and effecting treaties with the Indians, as well without as 
within the said territory ; wherefore we, having regard to aj# in virtue 
of the power to us jointly given by His Majesty, have given, accord
ed and conceded, give, accord and concede to the said De Laronde, 
the said extent of two leagues of territory in front by three leagues 
in depth, thus and in the manneras it is above described, which said 
extent of territory shall be bounded on the north side by the sei
gneurie newly conceded to De Levy, and on the same line, and on 
the south by a line drawn east and west of the world, in front by 
the River Chambly, and in the rear a distance of three leagues join
ing the un conceded territory, including the little island which is 
above Tests Island, to enjoy by himself his heirs and assigns a per
petuity and forever, as a fief and seigneurie high and moderate 
justice, the right of fishing and hunting, and treaty with the Indians, 
within the whole extent of the said concession, subject to the charge 
of fealty and homage at the castle .of St. Louis, etc.” Seigneur, taken 
in connection with Seigneurie, signifies a proprietor of a fief, or extent 
of territory, to whom certain rights and duties are due from those who 
hold under him, and a fief is a heritage held from the King or other 
Seigneur, subject to fealty and homage, and the performance of other 
rights. Fiefe are held by different titles which determine the duties

<*>
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of the holder in each case, and differ greatly from lands held in free 
and common soccage, which axe exempt from all seigniorial rights. 
These different marks of what is known as the direct Seigneurie 
have now disappeared, and the only priyileges of the Seigneur are to 
be found recorded in an act respecting the general abolition of feudal 
rights and privileges. Seigneuries in the Province of Quebec were 
held en roture, by which is meant, land held subject to an annual 
rent or cens and lods et ventes.

The surveyors in those days were commissioned and styled 
“ Arpenteurs du Roiwho acted under order of the Intendant, but 
were virtually in the employ of the Seigneurs. The first fief and sei
gneurie conceded dates back to February, 1626, land the last to the 
year 1755, the number whereof according to the best authority is 
586. Those situated on the River St. Lawrence were established by 
règlement of 1676, northwest and south east astronomically, except
ing a few on the north shore near Quebec which were made to run 
N. W. by N. or N. 33#° W.

In the same/Way the side lines of the seigneuries of the Ottawa 
River were made to run N. by W., or fo. n#° W., being about at 
right angles to the general course of the River. These surveys were 
performed in general by the “boussole ” or surveyor’s compass, which 
at that time appears to have been similar to the Mariners Compass, 
allowance being màde for the declination of the needle. The mea
sure used being “pieds du Roi? or French foot, which in comparison 
with our Englishmersure, one foot French=i.o6576542 English feet.

These surveys, in general, are fairly correct, excepting in a few 
' cases, where the proper amount of declination appears to have been 

either deficient or in excess of quantity. These fiefs and seigneuries 
were in due time subdivided, with a view of protecting the settlers 
from the incursions of the savages at that time, in long and narrow 
lots, laid out in front ranges and in double concessions, in order 
that the settlers might be situated as closely as possible, in case of 
surprise from the enemy. We find this same method of survey 
employed by Lord Selkirk in 1811, in the settlements on the Red 
River in Manitoba, and which appear to have answered the require
ments of the time.

The year 1760 brought to a final close the era of French dominion 
in Canada, and peace was concludeçLbetween Britain and France 
in 1763, when Canada was formally ceded to England. In the same 
year a small portion of the recently acquired territory was organ
ized by royal proclamation under English laws. The same year^we 
find a copy of a Survey Warrant by Governor Murray to Captain

1

\

/
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Samuel Holland, “Surveyor of the Province of Quebec,” directing 
him to survey a tract of land at Murray Bay, for Ex-Lieutenant 
Malcolm Frazer, of the 78th Regiment; these are the oldest instruc- 
tions on record.

In the following year, March 6th, ,764, the appointment of Cap
tain Samuel Holland, Esquire, Surveyor-General, for making 
vey ut the northern district upon the Cdptinent of North 
took place.

Following the appointment we find

a sur- 
America

%l
................ ppy of a memorial of Sur

veyor-General Holland, addressed to the Right Honorable the Com
missioner of Trade-'and Plantations, 
uninteresting, and reads as follows;
- ‘‘'Pr0poalls for carry™8 °n the General Survey of the American 

Colonies.
The general survey shall be made on a scale of one mile to an

inch, the places of note—channels, harbors, &c__ bv a scale of four
inches to the mile, being four times larger ; the sounding of all har
bors and channels shall be taken with a natural and historical des
cription of the countries, the rivers and lakes, and whatever other 
remarks may be thought necessary. The Latitudes and Longitudes 
of all capes, headlands, &c., shall be determined by astronomical 
observation. ....... .

which may perhaps not prove

I
A

:

I i

11 wlU be necessary to have orders for all the Provincial Surveyors 
in the Department to gift their assistance, and also copies of their 
surveys already made which are in their possession.

An armed cutter or other small armed vessel will also be wanting 
with two whale boats and one large long boat, which will also serve 
to transport the party over bays and

\

used in the River St. Lawrence, against smuggling, and * ** 

the French from trading on the Continent.
The following is an estimate of the pay of Assistants and other 

expenses without which the service cannot be carried on .

arms

to prevent

For « Deputy Surveyor to be left to act in Quebec, that the Mcrno- 
5 , „"ot loK the emolument of his office, nor the
Provincial Surveyor of the Colony by his absence...
Two Assistant Surveyors at 7s. per day each.............." ‘ "
Om draughtsman at 5s. per day............ t-,.................. ’***•*
One Sergeant, one Corporal and 12 men to serve as* Camp 

Colour and Chainmen, and to make signals along shore and 
on tops of mountains, vit :

One Sergeant i8d. per day (additional)......................
One Corporal is. “ “ do
la men 6d. each do V.V.'.*.*'V. IOO
Eatragdinary expenses for horses, guider, etc., to be ac- ^

s. p. 
0 O' 

10 o 
5 o

n 0
18 o

loo
Total, ^700 00 o

SI~v
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For making thé survey with a proper degree of exactness, the 
following instruments will be necessary, the price of which is annex- 

ed to each : £ B.
An Astronomical Quadrant
A Micrometer....................
A Theodilet with vertical arch and Telliscope divided to every

minute.......................................... ............. *...............................
Three pocket Theodiletts at £l ios. each..............................•'
One small Teliscope divided to every1 minute ..........................
One Azimuth Compass.................................................................
One 12 inch Round Proctractoi with index and none» to

every minute..................... ..................................*......................
One Hadley’s Quadrant 18 inches radius...................................
One Telescope and Rules.........................................................
Mr. Short’s Reflecting Telescope 04 »“<* focal length with

Rockworth stand........................... . y.........................
Skelton’s Clock or timepiece for Astronomical observations..

A pair of globes 17 inches....................
A copying glass..................................
3 brass chains, 50 feet each...................
Stationery, wares, drawing paper, dr'c 

Total...........................................

5 5

30
4

6

4 *4
5 5 °

36 *5

660

3 3 0 
15 o o 

£aoi 7 6

the instruments will serveAccording to the foregoing estimate 
for the whole survey, the expense will not amount to X700 a year

of all the coasts, rivers and

as

and in 5 years at the furthest surveys 
bays, and such parts of the lands as can be settled for many year* 
to come, will be finished, at which time this additional expense may 

if the Government shall not think it necessary to prosecutecease, , .
the plan of survey of the whole northern district.

The Memorialist has the honor to subscribe himself,

My Lords,
Your Lordships’ most obedient and most humble Servant,

SAMUEL HOLLAND."

These proposals were, it appears, accepted and the trigonometrical 
survey of the St. Lawrence was proceeded with ; but owing to hos
tilities with the Americans, it was somewhat retarded, and was only 

completed in 1780.
The position and limits of seigneuries were defined, as well as 

other reserves akmg/he River from Bic upwards to the Gallop

Rapids. . . . .
The greater part of the Ottawa River was surveyed in 1789 and

1790.
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bvTTohn"riCmt0Wnh'P pla”°n reCOrd is datcd September snd, ,765
lJ„rrhC11,nS' D?puty Surveyor' beins a plan of Port Daniel 
^ •lCha, Ur| I' ' 400 feet to the incl>. is laid out in ranges 
at nght angles to the Bay, and in lots of 50 acres each 74a by 2g3sû 
feet; then foliotes the Township of Gaspé Bay North in ,7d5> Ash 
ford in «79., and Ascot in ,793. These townships were only 
part ally surveyed, were outlined, and two or three ranges laid off 
These latter were oh a scale of 40 chains to one inch.

JhT'dmgTEJm*y'X seen in the R=4dOffice, approved'3 h May, 1794. by the Governor in Council, consisting of 11 ranges
each TKn eaCh range' 75'5 by 28-75 chains, Wof aooTcre”
rime'f , auPearS !° haVC been about ,he Standard at that 
hme for townships, and some 50 were thus laid off in the Eastern
Townships At a still later date, however, this form was slightlr
formged’ n,d “I*"™ °f 5 Per Centl for h'8hways allowed, which 
form IS still adhererUo. On September nth, „8, Mr Coffin.
foeP“untede Emn?S ^ F °U‘ ,a=dS at Cataraqui (or

to suit the settlers, who appear to have been used mlhat fo m 
Surveyor-Geneml Holland was succeeded by Joseph Bourchette 

fhol7 hWh; WaS,promoted Surveyor-General in ,804. This office was 
abolished in the year ,845, and was superceded by that adullh 
known as Commissioner of Crown Lands, who controls all work 
formerly exercised by the now defunct office of Surveyor-General 

f °f the Commissioner of Crown Lands, relating to Crown

fois pape” g y f0r a great deal oftke dafa contained in

At the time that Mr. Bourchette acceded to office, the surveys
provided Vlth circumfen”tors, a primitive instrument
P , d d ," h s'ghts’ and the bearings taken from the magnetic 
needle. It now became important that greater precision shotid be

B,endi4DS were e,tlbIi8hed at “rtain important 
local pointe, for the purpose of ascertaining the variations of the 
comp» .teach locfoty. With the increase ofsurveying oration,
aTi lnatrUm'nt* ,ere intecduced, and abouTthe year
iSMftetheodohte with telescope came I,into genend ure. Other 
«te«y. were subsequently effected with instrument, of a higher

i186*
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order of precision, establishing greater scientific knowledge of the 
requirements of the profession. The first official act of importance 
undertaken by Mr. Bourchettc, after his appointment to office, was 
to establish the boundaries of the different seigneuries previously 
conceded and held as such, so as more definitely to determine their 
separation from the Crown Lands. Cither surveys were undertaken 
at the instance of the Government Tor the (various purposes of 
Colonization, but are too well understood to call for any special „ 
remark. Base lines were early recognized as of great importance, 
in establishing starting points in surveying operations, and facilitat
ing the work of the surveyor. They originated first in connection 
with the laying out of townships, and were adopted for a similar 
object in the concessions made of timber limits, for lumbering 
operations, the utility of which in such connection will be easily 
understood by the practical professional.

The most important surveys undertaken in recent years by the 
Province of Quebec were those concerning the cadastration of the t 
cities, towns, parishes, townships and incorpdfated villages of the 
Province of Quebec. The importance of this work can scarcely be 
overrated, it was undertaken for the purpose of facilitating the iden
tification of lots, fur the purpose of registration of real rights 
affecting real estate. The law under which it was undertaken 
provides that when a copy of the plans and book of jeference for the 
whole of a registration division has been deposited in the office for 
such division, and notice has been given by proclamation in the 

provided by Jaw, the number given to a lot upon the plan 
and in the book of reference becomes a true description of such lot 
and is a sufficient description of such lot in any document whatever 
The mode followed in the cadastration alluded to is to give to each 
lot, according to its previously existing dimensions, the number 
originally borne by such lot in the townships only, and in similar 
work performed in parishes, cities, towns and villages, by sdbsti- 
tuting a new series of numbers for the old ones, and any descrip
tion in any document whatever of such lot, by its cadastral number, 
is a sufficient designation and identification thereof.

The book of reference prepared likewise by the surveyor, in 
connection with the survey, contains a more minute description of 
the lot by giving a description of the confines thereof, together with 
the boundaries and the quantity of land contained within such 
defined limits, including in separate columns the number of the lot 
or piece of land indicated on the official plan, and the name of the 
proprietor.
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—... . . . survey, which I believe is
confined m ns opération, and is peculiar to the Province of Quebec 
I sdlude to the surveys undertaken and performed in all cases arising 
under an action, known to the laws of the Province of Quebec as 
actions en bornage or actions of boundary, or to verify or rectify 
nouent boundar.es, and tak^lace under the authority of the Court 
before which such action is instituted, and occur whenever two 
contiguous lands have never been bounded, or the boundaries have 
disappeared, or the fences or boundary works have been wrongly ' 
placed, and one of the neighbors refuses to agree upon a surveyor 
to determine the boundaries, or to verify or rectify the division line 
as the case may be, or one of the parties interested, having 
sented to have such survey performed, afterwards refuses to sign • 
the/reeis verbal of such survey, determining the line between the 
adjoining properties. The duty of the surveyor in all such cases is 
to be guided by the respective titles of the parties produced, if any, 
and such instructions as may be given by the judge, according to 
the contestation raised. In .virtue of such authority, the-surveyor
proceeds to run a line strictly adhering to the orders given him by 
the Court, and makes a report of his work, to which is annexed a 
plan which he addresses and returns to the Court. This report 
which is usually found to contain the division line between the con
testants, as revealed by their respective titles or legal pretensions 
and rights, is subsequently, if found correct, homologated by the 
Court, and irrevocably establishes the division between such par- 
ties. It frequently happens that a surveyor in the execution of 
his work is called upon to act quasi judicially, by taking the 
evidence under, oath of any person or persons in a position to 
establish the locality of an allcient post or boundary which may 
have disappeared. Whenever any such contingency arises in 
connection with the survey, special mention thereof is made in a

1 *rtcis vtrbî1' drawn “P by the surveyor, to which is attached the 
evidence so taken.

In conclusion, I may say that the various duties assigned to 
die surveyor and incumbent upon him, in the discharge thereof 
involve great responsibility in the faithful and intelligent per
formance of the sacpe, and ought to stimulate one and all to 
discharge their important functions in a manner to reflect the 
greatest possible credit on the Profession, and attract towards it 
the respect and confidence of the public.

There is another authoritative mode of

J
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